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Foreward

The Texas Water Development Board began a
long-range program of applied research in 1967 in water
resource system simulation and optimization. The
objective was to develop a set of generalized computer-
oriented planning tools for use in detailed planning,
design,and management of water resource systems such
as the Texas Water System, as proposed in the Texas
WaterPlan.

With the advice, encouragement, and financial
assistance of the United States Department of the
Interior, Office of Water Resources Research (OWRR),
the guidance of an eminent research advisory panel,and
the assistance of several consulting firms, the Texas
Water Development Board has now completed the
second phase of a three-phase program. This volume
summarizes the results of this second-phase effort, the
primary objective of which was to develop a practical
methodology and attendant models for evaluating the

impact that stochastic variabilityof both the supply of
and demand for water has on planning for the optimal
developmentof a complex waterresource system.

This report has been prepared for widespread
dissemination for the purposes of informing water
resource plannersof the techniquesdevelopedduring the
research that may be of use in applyingsystems analysis
procedures to the planning of water and related land
resourcesystems.

Harry P. Burleigh
ExecutiveDirector
Texas Water DevelopmentBoard
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Preface

Research Objective

The research described in this report was con-
ducted as the second step in developing a computer-
oriented methodology for use in the planning, design,
and long-range operation and management of a large
complex multibasin water resource system such as the
proposed Texas Water System. The research was under-
taken to seek solutions for the problem of developing
such a water resource system to achieve the objectiveof
meeting a prespecifieddemandfor water for allpurposes
over a 50-year planning horizon under the following
conditions: both the supply and demand have a large
stochastic component;and over thisperiodof timecosts
can be reduced by incurringa certain level of tolerable
shortages. The techniques developed in seeking a solu-
tion to this problem providea meansby whichplanning
decisionscan be reached as to when each of the elements
of the system should be constructed and available for
service, how large facilitiessuch as reservoirs and canals
should be; when, where, and how much watershould be
imported; when, where, and what levels of shortages
should be incurred under various conditions; and how
the system should be operated to meet the demand
schedule with tolerable shortages at the lowest reason-
able cost.

The researchers drew upon the techniques of the
so-called "systems approach" to find a means of
developinga comprehensiveset of tools and application
procedures for solving such a water resource develop-
ment problem, thus permitting a systematic evaluation
of the myriad alternatives available. Of particular
importance was the development of a planning and
design methodology for evaluating complex water
resource systems not amenable to analysis by other
techniques. For example, considerable attention was
given to perfecting a detailed simulation and optimiza-
tion model (SIM-MI) to serve as the basic analytic tool
for comparing design alternatives. With this model and
its attendant application procedures, a system of
reservoirs and pointsof water demand,connectedin any
possible network configuration, can be effectively
evaluated. Similarly, by use of this model, a wide range
of alternatives and numerous stochastic data sequences
(in addition to the historical sequence) can be analyzed
to determine the impact that the variabilityassociated
with the stochastic components of the supply and the
demandhason the operationaland cost efficiency of the
system beingsimulated.

Descriptionof the Report

This report discusses the proceduresdeveloped as
they are applied to an example problem. Information
concerning the success of this application procedure,
conclusions made, and recommendations for follow-
on activities arepresented in Chapter I. Also discussed in
ChapterI is the relationship between the research
reported herein, the first phase of research reported in
Texas Water Development Board Report118, and the
third phaseof research currently inprogress.

Chapter II presents an overview of the six major
steps comprising the overall planning procedure derived
by this research, provides a general description of the
SIM-MI model capability, and describes the
characteristics of the multibasin system used in the
exampleproblem.

Chapter 111 discusses "Data Base Development"
for use with SIM-MI and the other attendantprograms.
This discussion includes the rationale for developing a
stochastic as well as anhistorical database of supply and
demand quantities. Chapter 111 also describes the
development of all of the other physical and cost
information necessary to permit simulation of the
prototype.

Chapter IV discusses the work associated with
"Plan Development."This consists of describing how a
standard hydrologic analysis, "firm-yield analysis," is
used to obtain a preliminary set of reservoir and canal
sizes within each basin to meet expected demands for
water at various future time periods.-This chapter also
identifies the "firm surplus" and "firm deficit" of each
basin.

Chapter V presents the heart of the methodology
referred to as "Plan Improvement." In this chapter the
results of "Plan Development" are analyzed in other
than a firm-yield context. Thepurpose is to identify the
best system configuration and operating criteria for the
problem being analyzed. This is done at various future
time periods which correspond to various staging
incrementson a prespecified demand buildup curve. As
inthe Plan Developmentactivity, to save computer time,
only the historical data set is used upon which to base
judgement.

Chapter VI describes a methodologyfor selecting a
representative unbiased sample of sequences from
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numerous stochastic sequences. These sequences are
generated as describedinChapter 111.

Chapter VII describes the work associated with
"Plan Optimization." It uses the initially estimated
staging plan developedin Chapter V, both the historical
and stochastic sequences of supply and demand
quantities, and the SIM-111 modeling capability. The
objective of "Plan Optimization" is to help find the
staging plan thathas the least expectedcost,definedalso
as the "optimal" implementationplan.

Chapter VIM describes the work associated with
the "Analysis of Variability." Specifically this chapter
evaluates the impact that stochastic variability in the
hydrologic input data has on the cost response of the
prototype being simulated. This analysis also provides
the framework for determining how stochastic
variability might cause the planner to select other than
the minimum-expected-cost plan. For example, the
variability in the cost response of the minimum-
expected-cost plan might be excessive. In this event,
both the structural and economic performance of the
prototype must be evaluated, and a criterion of
acceptable risk versus cost must be establishedprior to
selectingthe "most reasonable"implementation plan.

Chapter IX describes the last portionof the work
associated with planning and design activities-
Sensitivity Analysis. This analysis is performed on the
plan selected for implementation and is normally
referred to as "post-optimal sensitivity analysis." In this
analysis all of the input variables are subjected to
perturbations from their most likely value to determine
the impact that this variation has on the physical and
cost performanceof the prototypebeingsimulated.

Organization

The Texas Water Development Board was
responsible for overall research project management,
under the general direction of C. R. Baskin, Chief
Engineer. Mrs. Jean 0. Williams, Program Controller,
Lewis B. Seward, Director of Planning, and Arden O.
Weiss, Director of the Systems Engineering Division,
were instrumental in initiating and sucessfully
completing this project, and in establishing and
maintaining liaison with the Office of Water Resources
Research.

Arden O. Weiss and Dr. Wilbur L. Meier,Professor
at Texas A&M University, served as Co-Principal
Investigators for the research project, provided the
administrativeand technicalguidance to the project,and
were responsible for formulatingand writingmostof the
material contained herein. Under the direction of Mr.
Weiss, Carlos D. Puentes was responsible for the
development and thorough testing of the SIM-111
program, a major product of this research; the
DEMAND-II program and portions of the data
management programs were developed by Daniel E.
Salcedo; Jack Ferguson was responsible for developing
the CAPEX-I program.

Mr. Weiss, with the assistance of Dr. George K.
Young of Water Resources Engineers, Inc., LeoR. Beard
of the Consulting Panel, and Dr. Meier, was responsible
for the sequence analysis and selection procedures used
to make possible the efficient use of large volumes of
stochastic data in conjunction with detailed
optimization and simulation programs. Mr. Weiss was
also responsible for formulating and implementing
SEQUEN-I and most of the data management and
analysis programs with the assistance of Mr. Puentes,
Terry L.Ellis,Dr. Lial F. Tischler, and William A. White.

Water Resources Engineers, Inc., under the
directionof its president.Dr. Gerald T. Orlob,developed
portions of the programs documented in Volume IIof
this report and assisted the Systems Engineeringstaff of
the Texas Water Development Board in developing and
testing a solution methodology. Dr. George K. Young
was Project Leader for the Water Resources Engineers,
Inc., staff and with the assistance of Dr. Lan P. King,
William R. Norton, Jerry Tierney, and Donald E.
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Abstract

StochasticOptimization and SimulationTechniquesfor Managementof Regional Water Resource Systems

Texas Water Development Board, Austin, Texas Water
Resources Engineers, Inc., Walnut Creek, California
Office of Water Resources Research, Washington, D.C.

FileRetrieval Descriptors:
PLANNING Water Resources Development, Optimum
Development Plans (Minimum Expected Cost), Model
Studies, Stochastic Hydrology.
OPERATIONS RESEARCH Systems Analysis, Net-
works, Simulation, Optimization (Minimum Expected
Cost),Linear Programming,Sampling.

This research represents the second phase of a three-
phase research project leading towards the development
of a computer-oriented planning system for use in the
planning of large, multibasin systems of reservoirs and
connecting transfer links (river reaches and pump-
canals). Specifically,the research defines a methodology
for finding an optimal staging plan for implementinga
multibasin water resource system— a system that must
meet, with an optimal level of shortages, prespecified
but highly variable demands for water that increase over
time— a system such as the proposed Texas Water
System.

The methodology explicitly evaluates the impact that
stochastic variability of the meteorologic variables and
uncertainty in the remaining variables have on

determining (1) which of an over-specified set of
reservoirs and pump-canals should be constructed,
(2) how large each of the reservoirs and pump-canals
should be at various points on a demand-buildup curve,
and (3) how the resulting optimized system should be
operated both during and after the period in which
facilities are being added or increased in size, to
minimize the present worth of their construction costs,
expected operation costs, expected maintenance costs,
and expected penalty costs incurred for demands not
met.

The computer programs developed during this research
are designed to analyze a problem on a monthly basis
using historical or stochastic hydrologic input data
sequences, a specified demand-buildup period, and an
economiclife as defined by the user.

This research is documented in the following volumes:

VolumeI — Introduction
VolumeHA — SIM-MI Program Description
Volume MB - FILLIN-IProgram Description
Volume lIC — AL-II ProgramDescription
Volume lID — DEMAND-IIProgram Description
VolumeME - SEQUEN-I Program Description
Volume lIF - CAPEX-I Program Description
Volume 111 — DataManagement and Analysis

ProgramDescriptions
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STOCHASTIC OPTIMIZATION AND SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

FOR MANAGEMENT OF REGIONAL

WATER RESOURCE SYSTEMS

ACOMPLETION REPORT

I.Summary,Conclusions, and Recommendations

Objectives of the Research

The applied research program of the Texas Water
Development Board is designed to develop generalized
computer-orientedplanning modelsand procedures and
to train astaff to use these models and procedures inthe
detailed planning, design, and management of complex
water resource systems such as is proposed in theTexas
Water Plan. Three separate but related projects, funded
in part by the Office of Water Resources Research, are
included in this overall applied research program.Each
of the three research projects is of approximately one
yearduration.

Project I Development of deterministic simula-
tion and optimization techniques for
helping the planner find the
minimum-cost physical system and
operationalcriteria for satisfying fixed
water demands with a single set of
prespecifiedhydrologicconditions.

This initial project was the first step toward
developing models and procedures for use in planning
large, multibasin systems of reservoirs and connecting
transfer links (river reaches and pump-canals). Eight
interrelatedcomputer programs (four data management
and four simulation/optimization programs) and a
methodology for collectivelyusing these programs were
developed.

The data management programs provide a
convenientmeans for organizing,inusableform, most of
the data required by the simulation/optimizationpro-
grams. The simulation/optimization programs collec-
tively help define (1) when to construct proposed
reservoirs and transfer links, (2) the maximumcapacity
of each facility, and (3) the operatingpolicy for each
facility, both during and after the period in which
facilitiesare being added,so as to minimizethe present
worth of construction, operation, and maintenance
costs.

Project II Development of a set of practical
procedures and techniques for quanti-
fying the effect that stochastic
variability has on the structure, imple-
mentation, and operation of the
minimum-expected-cost physical
system referred to above,and improve-
ment of the simulation and optimiza-
tionmodelingtechniques.

The objectives of the second project— the subject
of this report— are to:

" further enhance the utility of the models
and applicationprocedures developedduring
Project I,

" develop, test, and evaluate methodologies
for incorporatinginto planninganalysispro-
cedures a means for reaching planning
decisions with adequateawarenessof factors
of uncertainty and of hydrologic and
meteorologicstochasticvariability,

" further develop the capabilitiesof a planning
staff in using the developed techniques to
help solve complex water resource planning
problems,and

" develop a full set of documentation,
including general and detailed descriptions
of the resultsof this year's research.

Project 111 Development of a set of practical
procedures for interfacing the results
of Projects Iand II with the economic
analysis of benefits so as to search out
the physical system implementation
plan and operating procedures that
maximize net benefits over the
planninghorizon.
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The third project, scheduled to be completed by
January of 1972, has as its objectives to:

" further enhance the utility of the models
and application procedures developed
duringbothProject IandProject 11,

" develop, test, and evaluate methods for
measuring the economic impact thatmay be
expected to result from shortages of water
occurring in a large water resource system,

" improvedevelopmentof operatingrules,

" develop, test, and evaluate a model for
determining the optimum level of water
delivery that will insure the most effective
economic and physical use of an available
water supply, including evaluation of the
effects of stochastic variability in the
intensity,duration, frequency ofoccurrence,
and timingofplanned shortages,and

" document the results of all three research
projects and presentthe final set of models
and application procedures in a manner
useful to the planningcommunity.

Summary

Project I. is documented in a previous report,.]/
Project II is the topic of this report, and Project 111 is
currently in progress. Each of the projects is designed to
fit together as a portion of the generalized computer-
oriented planning system being developed at the Texas
Water DevelopmentBoard.

This computer-oriented planning system,
scheduled for completion by 1972, and the procedures
and techniques developed in the research projects are
not intended to be all-powerful methods that will
provide a detailed quantitative solution to every
problem; nor do all programs in the system try to
represent an exact simulation of the prototype.The set
of computer programs comprising this system will,
however,representa set ofmathematicaltechniquesthat
will approximate the prototype at various degrees of
fidelity and give information, at varying levels of
accuracy, necessary to select betweenalternatives.

It is within these limits of applicabilitythat these
tools are intended to function. That is, not to replace
the experienceand judgment of the planner,but tohelp
him obtain answers to his "what-if"questions and,thus.

y Texas Water Development Board and Water Resources
Engineers, Inc., Systems Simulation forManagement ofa Total
Water Resource, Completion Report to the Office of Water
Resources Research, Volume I, August 1969, 132 p. Published
as TexasWater Development Board Report118, May 1970.

help him better understand the processes and inter-
actions at work in complex water resource systems such
as the proposed Texas Water System shown in Figure 1.

In that context,modelsand solutionstrategies can
be developedtohelpanswer almost any set of questions,
and to providesupport for mostdecisions. As tools, they
provide a means for effective planningand for obtaining
realistic and acceptable solutions by asking the right
questions in a systematic manner.

For example,water supply development opportu-
nities are physically or geographically dispersed along
the rivers and streams of land masses, or are associated
with ground-water occurrence. The water supply pro-
duction points are specific with regard to river basin or
aquifer location and unique with regard to topography,
streamflow, water quality, and other factors. The
number of potential surface storage sites varies from
basin to basin, and the quantity of water that can be
produced from each site dependsupon the physical and
meteorologicalcharacteristicsof each site, and upon the
effects on each siteof prior basin development.

Also, water demands are dispersed at varying
distances from potential surface water production
sites— some water demands are nearby;many are miles
upstream or downstreamfrom the storagesource;others
are inneighboring or evenremotebasins.

Therefore, selection between water investment
projects requires an evaluation of alternative projects in
sufficient detail to support validdecisions regarding the
relative costs and benefits, both direct and indirect, of
each project. It is necessary to expand the scope of
water planning to permit the simultaneous considera-
tion of more than one water demand area, more than
one set of potential water development sites per river
basin, and more than one river basin. In brief, water
planning must consider the myriad of physical and
economiccomplexitiesinvolved in water resourcesdevel-
opment in a comprehensive and systematic way so that
planning variables can be adequately considered,
evaluated, and put into perspective when selecting
projects for implementation.

The number of relevant planning variables is so
great, and the physical and economic relationships
underlying water systems are so complex, that
computer-oriented techniquesare needed toevaluatethe
many alternatives available. Only through effective use
of these techinques can the bad alternativesbe identified
and eliminated concurrently with identifying the more
attractive ones for detailed evaluation. During this
process,huge quantitiesof dataare required,millionsof
computations and comparisons are desired, and many
simulated economic and physical observations are
necessary prior to selection of the most reasonable
implementation plan. With respect to the economic
component, both benefit and cost response information
are necessary.
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Figure 1

Schematic Diagram of the Texas Water System
(Includes major conveyance facilities and related reservoirs)
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To arrive at a set of conclusions, the techniques
must be used to evaluate the effects that different
hydrologies, economic factors, water demand levels,
prioritiesof public and private policy makers,and other
factors have on the performance of the prototype. The
most expeditious and efficient way of providing the
necessary analyses to meet present water planning
requirements is to simulate or model the prototypeand
manipulate the models to express results in terms
meaningful to planning. Various types of modelscould
be used, but the most practical and most versatile for
this purpose are mathematical models designed for
solutionby digital computers.

This report presents a water resources planning
methodology which systematically and simultaneously
relates planning variables in mathematical models to
simulate and optimize over time the operation of a
network of storage reservoirs, pump-canals, and river
reaches in a multibasinwaterresource system.

The objective function of the mathematical
models described herein is formulated so as to permit
optimizationof a networkconfigurationby finding aset
of storage reservoirs and pump-canals that will permit a
prespecified level of annual water production at least
cost. The problem is defined in such a way that the
future time series of water demands can be brought to
bear in the considerationof current and future alterna-
tive investments to supply the quantities demanded.
Also, initial investment costs, operation and main-
tenance costs, and the possibilities of substituting
investments instorage facilitiesat, say, pointA, for costs
of pumping water from another point, say, pointB, are
considered. Concurrently, cost calculationscanbe made
for various sets of economicdata suchas different pump
power costs, interest rates, and penalties for failure to
meet planneddeliveryschedules. In addition, the relative
importance of all of the input parameters can be
identified in terms of how they may affect the answers
derived.

GeneralProcedureUsed in Project I

The general procedure developedfor deterministic
optimization in the first year's study (Project I) is
summarized schematicallyin the first portion of Figure
2. At that time four "planning"phases wereconsidered:

PhaseI Element Sizing and Reservoir Oper-
ating Rules.— Given tentative inflows
and demands and a specification of the
system configuration, a set of
preliminary reservoir operating rules
are determined by an application of
the so-calledAllocationProgram.

Phase II InitialScreening.— With operating rules
given and the system configuration
simplified to preclude the necessity for

formaloptimization,aset of randomly
selected construction schedules are
explored to determine feasible
solutions and costs. The "best"
solutions are improved by successive
perturbations of scheduled times for
construction of system elements. A
limited number of improvedschedules
ispassedon to Phase 111.

Phase 111 Secondary Screening.— The improved
schedules provided by Phase II for
several realistic configurations are
analyzed first in an "unconstrained"
mode and then in a mode for which
the capacities of certain system
elements (canals) are constrained. In
successive optimizationsteps,costsare
driven toward a near-optimal system.
Refined schedules and sizes are pro-
duced.

Phase IV Final Screening.— The refined sched-
ules and sizes are supplied to the
Allocation Program to determine an
optimal operating policy and the
corresponding least costly solution.
The "best" among all alternatives
survives to be examined in detail by
the planners, improved upon, and if
necessary,reexaminedwithSIM-II and
the AllocationModel.

ProceduresUsed in Project II

Substantial improvements have been made in the
basic procedure outlinedabove since the Project Ireport
was published. The principal advance has been in the
modificationof SIMM to SIM-111. Both the fidelityof
the modeling capability and the computational
efficiency have been significantly increased in the
SIM-111model.

Included in the most notableset of improvements
are the following:. SIM-IM and SIMYLD-I, the basic simulation

and optimization models, have been devel-
oped into highly refinedtools for simulating
the physical and cost response of a
systemized network of reservoirs and
canals;2/

s/SIM-11l is a substantially improved version of SIM-11, which
was a product of last year's research (Project I).SIMYLD-I is a
modified version of SIM-111 used to compute individual or
multibasin firm-yield information. Both SIM-111 andSIMYLD-I
are described in detail in Volume 11A of this report.



Figure 2
Procedural Planning Steps for Projects I and II
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" a practicalplanningprocedure founded upon
a marriage of conventional practices and a
systems analysis approach has been devel-
oped for identifying the extent to which a
water resource should be utilizedin order to
meet demands for water with a proper
amount of shortages;and

" a practicaland efficientprocedure for incor-
porating the analysis of risk into computer-
based planning procedures on a compre-
hensive basis has been developed.This pro-
cedure is based upon using selected
stochastic data sequences in conjunction
with the historical sequence. This involves
selecting from a stochastic data set a
relatively smallnumberof sequencesthat are
representativeof the results that wouldhave
been achieved by using the entire data set.
Thus, for the first time, this procedure
makes possible the use of extensive
stochastic data sets in large and complex
planningproblems.

The second portionof Figure 2 illustratesschemat-
ically the general pattern of information and analysis
flow developed for Project 11. It also depicts thechanges
made in the planning procedures from those developed
in Project I.The six planning steps used inProject IIare
briefly describedas follows:

Step 1. Identification of Objectives and
Goals.— This step outlines the problem
to be solved, specifies in general the
magnitudeand locationof demands to
be met and the priorities associated
with meeting each of the specified
demands, identifies the sources of the
water to be considered,and indentifies
the criterion to be used in optimizing
the selection of an implementation
plan.37This step is further discussed in
Chapter 11.

Step 2. Data Base Development.-This step
assembles an array of physical,
economic, and hydrologic data
describing the problembeinganalyzed.
Both historical and stochastic hydro-
logic data sets are developedconcur-
rent with the economic and physical
data in the manner described in
Chapters IIand 111.

Step 3. Plan Development.— Given the histor-
ical data base developed in Step 2,
Step 3 analyzes each of the individual

river basins to determine their firm-
yield characteristics and the location
of possibleattractive basin import and
export points. Either a firm surplus or
a firm deficit is identified. This
analysis is discussed further in
Chapters IIand IV.

Step4. Plan Improvement.— Using the histor-
ical data base and the plans identified
in Step3, this step improves those
plans such that minimum-cost plans
are developed at eachof severalpoints
on a prespecified demand-buildup
curve. This step forms the core of the
entire planning procedure and is
described in detail in
Chapters IIand V.

Step 5. Plan Optimization.—Step 5 uses both
the historical and the stochastic data
base developed in Step 2, along with
the results of Step 4, to optimize the
staging plan over the timeperiod when
demands for water are increasing. In
the procedure shown herein, this
implies finding the minimum-
expected-cost plan that meets the
demands specified with an optimal
level of shortages.The expectedcost is
an average present value cost
developed by averaging the simulated
cost response of several sequences of
both stochastic and historical data.
This step is described in
Chapters 11, VI, and VII.

Step 6. Final Plan Selection.— This is the final
step in the planning procedure and
involves testing the sensitivity of the
cost and physical response of the
simulated prototype to variations in all
of the input parameters used by the
models. This sensitivity information
includes the measure of the impact
that the stochastic variability of the
supply and demand quantities has on
the minimum-expected-cost staging
plan identified in Step 5. Based upon
this information and a measure of
tolerable risk, the plan selected for
implementation maybe other than the
minimum-expected-cost plan if the
risk or variability for that plan is
found to be unacceptably high. This
step is described in
Chapters 11, VIII, and IX.

3/ The terms "implementation plan" and "staging plan" are
used interchangeably in this report.
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Conclusions

The conclusions resulting from this research are
grouped into two categories. The first category lists
those that are general; i.e., not limitedto the problem
being analyzed. The second category lists those
considered to beproblem specific. Theseconclusions are
not necessarily presented in order of importance.How-
ever,those duespecial noteare stressed.

GeneralConclusions

" The practicality of using systems analysis
and optimization in the planning of large
complex water resource systems has been
demonstrated, and the methodologydevel-
oped in this report is generallyapplicableto
a wide variety of water planning problems
involving complex multibasin interregional
systems.

" The methodology developed, in which
stochastic datageneration,computersimula-
tion, and gradient search optimization
techniques are linked within a modular
framework to provide a total algorithm, is
computationally feasible for field-typewater
planningproblems.

" Techniques for the generationof stochastic
hydrologic and meteorologic data can be
successfully combined with deterministic
optimization techniques to assess the impact
of hydrologic and meteorologicuncertainty
on waterresourceplanningdecisions.

" Network optimization codes, such as the
Out-of-Kilter Algorithm contained in all of
the simulation modelsdeveloped,providean
efficient and very effective means of
optimizing water transfer in a complex
multibasin network of reservoirs, demand
nodes, and interconnective transfer canals.

" It is difficult, it not impossible, to use
stochastically generated data directly in
system-oriented planning models unless
appropriateunbiased samples of representa-
tive stochastic data sets are selected in a
manner identical or similarto thatdescribed
in thisreport.

" Well defined system operating rules are
essential to the effective use of the SIM-111
model in simulating a complex mulitbasin
system.

" The SIM-111 model is now a highly refined
modeling tool that, although fairly problem

specific, has attributes that permit its
conversion into a generalized modeling
capability.

" Detailed simulation is necessary to simulate
properly the physical and cost responseof a
large complex system. This is especially true
if the primary variable driving the solution
direction is the incurrence of shortages,
because magnitude,duration,and frequency
of occurrence of shortages are important
variables in determining the tolerance of an
irrigated agriculture to shortages. Only a
detailedsimulated response can generate this
type of imformation. Further research will
be required to develop a valid penalty
function for quantifying responses to
varying levels of shortage.

Problem-SpecificConclusions

Thisset of conclusionswasdrawn from the testing
and application of the procedures developed in the
research efforts presented in thisreport.The procedures
were applied to the planning problem associated with a
simplified version of the Trans-Texas Division of the
Texas Water System proposed in the Texas Water Plan,
as described in Chapters IV throughIX of this report.
Conclusions drawn from this application are specific to
the problem and associated data, and are listed as
follows:

" The variation in the total cost that is
attributable to the stochasticcomponents in
runoff, evaporation, and demand data is
small.

" Economic responses are approximately
normally distributedand are expected to fall
within a range of 8 percent of the expected
present value of the totalcost. The 8-percent
range corresponds to four standard
deviations and includes 95 percent of the
cost variation.

" Data on import costs,power costs, and total
costs show relatively small variations.

" The position of droughts in time has little
effect on total costs.

" Droughts of duration less than 42 months
appear to be correlated with total costs and
should have been consideredin the sequence
selection procedure. Although short-term
droughts were not explicitly studied, a
correlation study revealed that the shorter
the drought the better the correlation
between drought magnitude and total costs.
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" Storage costs are the most significant cause
of variation in totalcosts and of the variable
cost components. This was revealed by a
correlation study of the economic response
data which also showed that the two other
variable cost components,power and import
costs, were weakly correlated to total costs.
However, the variance in their costs is small
and of littlesignificance.

" The 18hydrologic and demand sequences
that were selected to study the effect of
hydrologic uncertainty on costs were more
than adequate. A procedure was developed
and tested for selecting from a total set of
stochastic data a subset which,when used as
input to a detailed simulation program,
yielded results representativeof those which
would have been obtained if the entire data
set had been used. This methodology was
used to select18 hydrologicdata sequences
from a set of 99 for use in establishing the
variability of system performance which
could be expected to occur as a resultof the
stochastic variation in input data. Analysis
of the 18 selected sequences indicated that
they were, in fact representative of the
total99.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the procedures and
methodologies presented in this reportbe further devel-
oped and refined and that they beappliedto additional
water resource planning problems. Only additional
research and applications will provide the necessary
information upon which to generalize the problem-
specific conclusions.

Although a workable approach has been devel-
oped, greater opportunity for future research exists in
incorporationof improved techniqueswithineachof the
computer programs and application procedures. The
needed improvementsinclude:

" Improvement of the sequence selection pro-
cedures which permit selection of the least
number of sequences consistent with
computationalaccuracy requirements.These
techniques will become apparent as more
experience is gained in applying this
approach to variousproblems.

" Incorporationofmultilevel optimizationand
simulation procedures to permit varying
computationalprecision from preliminaryto
detailed project planning. Time did not
permit adequateevaluation of this aspectof
the problem during this research project.
However, much attention will be directed
toward thisitem duringProject 111.

" Improvement of the currently availabledata
fill-in and stochastic data generation pro-
cedures. Procedures currently available had
to be modified for use in this research, but
even with modifications, were found to be
inadequate. Additional study on the means
to preserve longer-term persistence charac-
teristics of thegenerated datasetsalong with
improved truncation criteria are needed to
developmorerepresentativedata sets.

" Improvementof thecurrent means by which
demands for irrigation water are imposed
upon the system. The current modeling
procedures use a constant, prespecified
acreage and cropping pattern upon which to
compute the demands for irrigation water
each year in the simulation period.Fluctua-
tions in demands are caused solely by
climatic variations because there ispresently
no capability to vary the amount of acreage
planted according to expected supply
conditions (i.e., existing storage plus
expectedinflow). This capability needs to be
added to the Project II planning procedure
and is scheduled for implementation during
Project 111. The impact of this improvement
will be to make better use of an available
supply, reduce the total amount of shortage
incurred by a given system, and reduce the
financial loss causedby shortages.

More attention should be given to defining
problems where these systems analysis and optimization
techniques can beeffectively appliedin the planningand
design of real systems to identify needed modeling
improvements. Better procedures are needed for
explicitly evaluating water planning objectives in a form
responsive to both the needsof water plannersand those
of systems analysts. It is imperative that experiencein
the applicationof procedures similar to those discussed
hereinbe gained as soon as possible in widely separated
areaswithdifferingphysicalproblems.

Economic analysis of the importance, impact, and
tolerability of water shortages of varying magnitudes,
durations, and frequencies of occurrence are needed.
Specific attention towardsthe useof a nonlinear penalty
function is needed in SIM-MI for evaluating the impact
of incurred shortages. Also, additional study of the
uncertainty associated witheconomicparameterssuch as
costs and benefits should be undertaken in actual
planningstudies.

Finally,a bettermethodology for evaluatingboth
benefits and costs is needed, particularly in a format
whereby they can be intergrated with the detailed
computationalproceduresdiscussedherein.

Many conclusions weredrawn that are specific to
the demonstration problem considered in the research.
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Only additional research and applications will provide
the necessary informationupon which to generalize the
problem-specific conclusions. Toward that end, it is
recommended that:

" Additional data fill-in and generation
techniques be used to determine if they

influence the impact of hydrologic uncer-
tainty on project costs.

" Droughts of duration less than42 months be
consideredin the analysis.
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II. THE PROBLEM AND A SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

The Problem

Over the past decade engineersand economists, to
the best of their ability and within the limits of
computational capabilities, have defined meaningful
-advanced planning procedures and supporting analytical
techniques. Largely, their use has resulted in planning
strategies that depend upon the fast computational
capability of the electroniccomputer to evaluate deter-
ministically a myriad of plans and operational criteria
identified as attractive by the planner in his attempt to
find the optimal.3/(Maass and others, 1962; Chow and
Meredith, 1969a, 1969b;Hall and Dracup, 1970).

These activities have had good results, are gener-
ally well accepted, and represent a major step in
improving man's capability to accumulate knowledge
and gain insight about the problem he is trying to solve
before having to make, in many cases, irreversible
decisions about the destiny of a limited water and
related land resource.^/Terms such as minimum cost,
maximum return, and maximum net benefits have
emerged, and have been used extensively as the basis for
quantifyingoptimality.

However, in the process of developing evaluative
criteria for finding the optimal, plannershave paid little
attention to quantifying explicitly the impact that risk
and uncertainty have on the decision process. For
example, the hyrdologic risk portion of the planning
process has normally been included implicitly in pre-
specified assumptions; thus, many water supply
reservoirs are designed to meet projected demands inall
droughts that, on the average, occur more often than
once in any 50-year period. A priori value judgments
such as this, for the most part, are based upon what is
expected to be conservatively adequate and not
necessarily on what is expected to be economically
efficient, or optimal. Thus, the impact that various
drought characteristics have on economicbenefits, plan
performance, or user repayment capability, in many
cases, is assumed away in the probabilityof exceedencc
assumption, or more basically, in an improperly stated
set of objectives.

Similarly, many times, variablesthat can affect the
decision process the most (e.g., capital costs, power
costs, interest rates, etc.) are assumed fixed when using
models to help find an answer to the problem being
studied. Inother words, the impact that uncertainty and
modeling assumptions have on planning decisions, in
many cases, is assumed away or, at best, inadequately
analyzed.

4/Herein, "optimal" is defined as "most reasonable." Because
of the characteristics of the problem, no rigorous optimal
solution is likely.
§/ In this report, "water resource systems" is considered to

include all related land resources.

The methodologypresented herein seeks to find
water resource development plans that satisfy a set of
prespecified goals at minimum total expected cost§/
whilestriving to find plans that reduce the impact ofrisk
and uncertainty. It was specifically developed for use in
planning, design, and operation of a complex water
resource system such as the proposed Texas Water
System. However, because of the nature of the problem,
the development activity created analytic procedures
that should be generally applicable to many problems
and relatedareaswhere

" stochastic variability in both the supply and
demand is considered to be important in
selecting design alternatives,

" detailed system simulation is considered
necessary to properly represent the
prototype,

" a large buildup in demands for water is
contemplatedover a long planningperiod,

" the major demand areas are significantly
separatedfrom the supply areas,and

" an import source can be utilized to help
meet expected futuredemands for water.

It is stressed that the methodology is of limited
value where the system's performance is insensitive to
differences among various stochastic data sets.However,
in many hydrologicsystems, the sensitivity to stochastic
variations is great, and a large number of probable
occurrences must be used in order to adequately
evaluate the range of possible system performances.It is
in such applications that the methodology described
herein is of greatvalue.

In essence, the materialpresented herein suggests
that explicit treatmentof risk and uncertainty shouldbe
incorporated into the analysis of complex systems, and
presents a generalized framework for accomplishing this
efficiently at a detailed levelof modeling simulation.

Stochastic data sets, by their very nature, are
voluminous and often prohibitive to use in detailed
modeling studies because of the tremendousdata man-
agement and computationalburden involved.It hasonly
been with theadvent of moderncomputational methods
that the planner could begin to exploremore or less

6/ Herein, "total expected cost
" is defined as the sum of

capital costs and annual costs. Capital costs are comprised of
reservoir, canal, and pump station construction costs. Annual
costs include reservoir and canal maintenance costs, energy for
pumping costs, import water costs, and shortage penalty costs
incurred and computed on a monthly basis. As appropriate the
present valueof these costs viewed from the start of the planning
horizon is used to compare costs responses of various plans.
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systematically the effects of stochastic processes on his
decisions and to introduce the elements of risk and
uncertainty into his analysis in a more rigorous way.

Typically, the data available on the stochastic
nature of hydrologicsystem inputs consists of a limited
set of observations (e.g., monthly rainfall, runoff, and
evaporation data at desired locations in a river basin).
Very rarely is there considered to be a sufficientperiod
of record available (even after missing data are esti-
mated) to span all possible ways that the phenomenon
being analyzed might occur. Similarly, little attentionis
normally given to evaluating the relative accuracy or
degree of uncertainty associated with each set of
recorded observations in light of how its use may affect
the solutionobtained.

It is known, however, that there is a largeamount
of information contained in recorded data that is not
effectively used when using the data only in their
original order of observation. Many other possible
orderings of the same data, in conjunction with other
magnitudes of each data event, can be statistically
inferred from information contained in the available
recorded data. Therefore, it is slowly becomingaccepted
practice in hydrologic studies, to examine the cross-
correlation, auto-correlation, and other important
statistical characteristics (e.g., mean, standarddeviation,
and skew) of the recordeddata for several related data
types, locations, and intermittent periods. It is also
becoming common to develop, from these statistical
relationships,-models that fill in the missing data and
then generatefor further analysis any numberand length
of relatedstochasticdata sequences (Beard, 1965).

If the model is properly developed and applied,
the resulting filled-in and stochastic data sequences, by
definition, contain statistical propertiessimilar to those
data observed and used as input to the model. Both the
magnitudeand the order in which the dataoccur within
these generated sequences are computed to reflectother
equally likely ways in which observations of the past
might occur in the future. By using detailed simulation
models to evaluate (1) the single filled-in sequence, and
(2) numerous equally likely stochastic sequences, it is
reasoned that the entire range of significant system
responses can be simulated. Similarly, the system's
expected performance (average) and the range of its
performancecan be evaluated.

While it is generally wise to evaluate the impact
caused by numerous^equally likelysequences in order
to

" adequately evaluate expected performance,
and

T/ Twenty or thirty sequences are considered to constitute a
srriall sample and approximate the minimum number of
independent observations required to make reliable statistical
estimates.

" be aware of the impact that extreme
conditions contained in both the observed
and the stochastic data sets have on system
performance,

it is usually unwise or economically inefficient to select
a design that adequately performs during the worst
possible observed or stochastically generated conditions
unless the penalties for inadequate performance are
extremely severe.

Therefore, to properlyevaluate inherent trade-offs
in most hydrologic systems,it is necessary to define and
select a criterion to help decide which of the various
levels of severity must be handled adequately, or
conversely, whatdegree of inadequacy can be tolerated.

In hydrologic systems designed to meet pre-
specified demands at a given level of tolerableshortages,
it is not easy to prespecify optimal (1) magnitude of
tolerable shortages, (2) frequencies of tolerable
shortages, or (3) the magnitudes versus frequencies of
tolerableshortages.

Also, the many problems identified in a planning
process are normally very complex and interrelated;
thus, they shouldnot be resolved independently.There
are definite trade-offsbetweenthe capital costs of canals
and reservoirs and the operation costs of transferring
water. If a reservoir is constructed too smallor too late,
or both, system operationcosts may be forced upward
by the need to meetdemandsby supplying water from a
remote reservoir or through a canal with a higher
pumping cost. As a consequence of this inter-
dependence, the whole assemblageof discrete problems
must be considered concurrently in an organized step-
wisemanner in order to obtainrealistic answers.

Regardless of how much analytic capability and
information a water resource planner can usefully
organize and analyze, he must ultimately select an
implementation plan. The selected plan must, by
definition, include definite facilities of specified sizes
and purposes to be constructed at specific times during
the planning period. Therefore, with this in mind, the
methodology is designed to help the planner consider
the risk and uncertainty inherent in the problem, and
helpanswer the four followingquestions:

" Which of an over-specified set of reservoirs
and canals should be constructed?

" When should each of the reservoirs and
canals beconstructed?

" How large should each of the reservoirs and
canals be at various points on the demand-
buildupcurve?

" How should the resulting optimized system
of canals and reservoirs be operated, both
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during and after the period in which
facilities are being added or increased in
size?

The methodology is comprisedof six major steps
(as shown in Figure 2), none of which isdifferentfrom
current water resource planning analyses, but which
collectively represent a more systemized and thorough
analytic treatment of the risk and uncertainty associated
with the problem and the decision process than was
previously available. These six steps essentially provide
the frameworkof this reportand the basis for answering
the four basic questions itemizedabove.

A Solution Methodology

The purposes of this section of the report are to
discuss, in general, each of the six major steps of a
solution methodology (Weiss and Beard,1970) shown in
the second portion of Figure 2 and to provide an
introduction to their detailed explanationinsubsequent
chapters in thisreport.

Step One— ldentification of
Objectivesand Goals

Step One consists of identifying the goals to be
met and the purposes to be served. This is perhaps the
most .difficult job of the planning process, but is the
most important, and must be donebefore a solutioncan
become obvious or an optimal implementationplan can
be found. It is suggested that the planners using this
strategy should (1)specify an objective or goal that
serves the purposes defined as important in their orders
of priority,(2) strive to find the optimal implementation
plan to meet the goal, and (3) then decide, based upon
the trade-offs present and risks involved, if the optimal
development plan or a modified version of it repre-
senting a lower risk plan should be implemented.
Meeting demands at minimum expected cost, with
tolerable shortages, is onlyone of the possible objectives
that normally could be specified; however, for the
purposes of this report and the modelingcapability,it is
satisfactory for demonstrating the worth of explicitly
evaluating risk and uncertainty in the planning process.

Step Two— Analysisand
Developmentof DataBase

Step Two consists of developinga comprehensive
data base (a tape file) for use in StepsThree throughSix.
This step is comprised of two major types of data
preparation activities. The first activity is that of
developing,for use by the simulationand optimization
models, a sound historicaland stochastichydrologicdata
base comprisedof

" refinedrunoff orreservoir inflow data.

" grossevaporationorclimaticindexdata,

" net lake-surface evaporationdata developed
from rainfall data and gross evaporation
data,

" irrigation waterrequirementsdevelopedby a
consumptiveuse model, and

" municipal and industrial water requirements.

The second activity is comprised of developing
parameters which describe the system and the problem
being studied,such as

" Problemtitle information,

" cost-capacity-elevation-arearelationships for
all of the reservoirs and canals being
consideredin the analysis,

" the interestrate,repaymentperiod,reservoir
financing lag time,and pump-canal financing
lag time used to calculatepresentvalue costs
of capital investment and operation and
maintenancecosts, and

" data describing the physical and other
characteristicsof the system beinganalyzed.

From the hydrologic viewpoint,this step, if done
correctly, involves considerable effort in the detailed
refinement of basic surface- and ground-water data at
various projected levels of basin development(e.g.,1980
conditions,2000 conditions,etc.).

To enhance the results of this step, trend analysis
programs, fill-in programs, stochastic data generation
programs,and flow refinement and projectionprograms
are used to helppreserve the appropriatecross and serial
correlationswithin all of the data sets, and thus develop
a sound comprehensive data base at various levels of
basin development for all subsequent steps in the
planningand designprocess.

One of the unique characteristics of this
methodologyis the treatmentof the elementof risk (the
stochastic element) inboth the runoff and thedemands
for water. Therefore, in addition to using a refined
historical filled-indataset, a large number of stochastic
data sets (e.g.,98) of rainfall, runoff, evaporation,and
unit demands for water, are required. For the example
problem,36-year historical and stochasticdatasets were
used. The 36-year period corresponds to the demand-
buildupperiod (1985-2020) as shown inFigure3.

The need for treatingrisk and uncertainty in this
manner arises from the recognition that in many
irrigation service areas significant useful amounts of
rainfall occur during many years. That rainfall reduces
the amount of irrigation water needed to serve a given
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Figure 3
Schematic of the Example Problem,

Showing Supply and Demand
Relationships
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irrigated acreage, and thus, has an impact on the
efficient design and operation of the required storage
and transfer facilities.Since rainfall containsa stochastic
component and there exists a definite deterministic
relationship between rainfall and the need for supple-
mental irrigation water, a straightforward method to
transpose thestochastic characteristicof the rainfall data
to the demands for water is to use a soil moisture and
consumptive use model, along with rainfall data, gross
pan evaporation data, and other soil and cropping data
and irrigation efficiency to generate monthly unit-acre
irrigation demands.

Because the procedure is structured on a typical
cropping pattern and a unit-acre basis, the results must
be multiplied by the number of acres within each
irrigation subdistrict. The total demands for each sub-
district (plus losses) must then be summed to get the
actual total monthly demand for irrigationwater at each
demand point within the network structure of reservoirs
and canals.

For the demand points within the Texas High
Plains this procedure results in a demandsequence that
varies about a trend line as shown in Figure4.The trend
line is adirect function of both the numberof acres that
are irrigated with surface water and the average annual
rainfall contributions, whereas the jagged line represents
the actual water usage based upon rainfall and evapo-
transpiration stochastic variability.The trend line shown
in Figure 4 is comprised of the average stochastic
irrigation demand plus a non-stochastic municipal and
industrialdemandquantity.

The supply also has a stochastic component. The
variability of that component may beas great orgreater
than the demand variability, depending on the charac-
teristics of the problem. An indication of the relative
variabilityof the demand and supply is given in Figure4
for the 36-yeardemand-buildup period.Close inspection
of the data supporting Figure 4 will reveal that after
about year ten, the average supply is insufficient to meet
the average demand. Therefore, for most of the time
during the demand-buildup period, import water is
required to meet, oh the average, demands for water
imposedby a prespecified irrigatedacreage.

Net lake surface evaporation data are also
computed. This is done using the rainfall and gross pan
evaporation data for both the supply and terminal
storage reservoirs.

Step Three— Plan Development
Based on HistoricalData

Step Three consistsof a "first-pass" analysis of the
river basins and portions of river basins comprising the
multibasin planning problem. The purposes of this
analysis are to

" determine how best to control the available
runoff,

" compute the amount of water that the
system can be expected toyield,

" determine preliminarily how to develop the
best set of storage and transfer facilitiesto
moveavailablesuppliestouse areas,and

" determine preliminarily the magnitude of
the demands that can be met with the
availablesupply.

From a water supply and floodcontrol viewpoint,
various locations and sizes of possible reservoirs are
investigated in an attempt to find the storage
arrangement that controlsthe runoff in each watershed
at minimum unit storage cost (dollars per acre-foot of
storage), yet makes sure that the major storage
reservoirs, if possible, are near the major in-basin
demandpoints.

At first, import water is considered to be unavail-
able. However, later in this step, any available import
water should be included in the analysis and used to
increase the demand level imposed upon the system.
Oversizing the demands during planning studies will
insure that expressions or simulations of shortages will
occur, and that the penalty costs for incurring shortages
willhelp determinethe optimum implementationplan in
a mannerdescribedinSteps Four andFive.

To aid in this process SIMYLD-I was developed.
This program is a modified version of SIM-111. It
computes the firm yield for any prespecified network of
reservoirs and interconnecting river reaches and
pump-canals with given maximum capacities and sea-
sonal low-flow release constraints.B/ The firm yields
computed can and should be based upon numerous
practicable assumptions about (1) seasonal distribution
of the imposeddemands and (2)spatial location of the
demand withinor external to the basin storageconfigu-
ration. Also, these computations should be performed
under various projected levelsof watersheddevelopment
(e.g., 1990, 2000,2010, and 2020 conditions) using, as
input, the refined historical and projected data base
developedinStepTwo.

A set of reservoirs in the supply basins, having
specific locations and sizes such as those shown in
Figure 3, is a partialresult of thisstep.

8/siMYLD-l and SIM-111 are detailed simulation programs with
built-in flow optimization criteria. These programs are used to
help the planner evaluate proposed prototypes and fine the
optimal. They are described in moredetail in Volume HA of this
Completion Report. Also, the basic concepts behind these
models were presented in Chapters V and VI of Texas Water
Development Board Report 118.
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Figure 4
Stochastic Variability of Inflow and Demand
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StepFour— Plan Improvement
Based onHistoricalData

Step Four uses SIM-111 and AL-llS^to help find
"good" fixed plans at various demand levels (e.g.,
the 1990, 2000, 2010, and 2020 levels) using the refined
historical data base as projected to various future times
on the demand-buildup curve. This analysis is based on
evaluating system performance of selected alternative
sets of canals, reservoirs, and operation criteria over a
prespecified economic life. SIM-111 and an analysis
period (e.g., 36 years) equal to the time period over
which demands are increasing are recommended; how-
ever, the procedure presented is independent of the
length of simulation period used as long as it is of
sufficient duration to generate a realistic total-cost
response of thesystem being simulated.

For the example problem, finding the optimal
developmentplan beginswithanalyzing the full-develop-
ment conditon (e.g., the 2020 condition). This isdone
to obtain an approximatesize and shape of the ultimate
system configuration,especially the size of that portion
of the canal facility (the ditch portion) that cannot be
increased in size (staged) over the demand-buildup
period shown in Figure 4, but must be built initiallyat
2020-level size. In the exampleproblem, itwas assumed
that the ditch portionof the canal includedright-of-way
costs, relocation costs, bridge costs, pump-station
foundation costs, ditch excavation and living costs, and
associated items; the pump, motor, power, and their
housing components are the portions of the canal
facility that can be staged. The 36-year historical
hydrologic sequence projected to 2020 conditions
(Figure4), and the 2020 level-demand data, developed
in Step Two, are used as input to SIM-111 along with a
whole array of physical costs, and control parameter
data. The over-specified network of potentially
attractive canals and river reaches shown in Figure3 is
also used.

Based upon a series of "first-try" simulations of
the entire network,witheachcanal's maximumcapacity
set at a relatively high value, the modelscompute

" the amount of usage that each of thecanals
would get during the 36-year simulation
period,

" the absolute maximum flow in each of the
canals,and

" the ratios of maximumto mean flow in each
of thecanals.

2/The AL-II computer program is described in Volume lIC.
Theconcepts behind this model are contained in Chapter VI of
Texas Water Development Board Report 118. Its purposes are to
develop initial estimates of required canal capacities and
reservoir operation rules using average hydrology and demands
equal to those which occurred in the most critical year in the
periodbeing analyzed.

Based upon these observations and the change in the
economic response of the system (i.e., the total-cost
change) resulting from the iterative use of SIM-111 and
AL-11, certain canalsof very low usagecan be eliminated
from further consideration.Themaximum-capacity con-
straints of each of the canals left in the network can be
successively reduced, from simulation to simulation, to
levels that approach a minimum-cost solution.Here, the
total-cost response is the sum of (1) the construction
costs multipliedby a presentvalue factor equal to unity,
and (2) the average annual operationcosts multipliedby
the total area under the 100-year present value curve
shown inFigure 5 (e.g., 24.50).

Upon preliminarily sizing the ultimate ditch
portion of the canal facility, the analysis is directed
towards finding an optimal system (location,size, and
operation criteria) for prespecified points on the
demand-buildup curve starting with the earliest point
first. At each of the demand points, SIM-111 is used in
the user-oriented iterative manner based upon the
steepest-gradient-searchphilosophy discussed in detail in
ChapterV. The point of observationfor measuring the
economic response of the system at eachof the demand
points (e.g., 1990, 2000, 2010, and 2020) is the
beginning of the planning or construction period
(e.g., 1985). Again,a 100-year economiclife, a 4 percent
discount rate, and a 36-year simulation period are used
in thedemonstrationproblem.

The need to prespecify staging time increments is
basic to the analysis procedure. The time increments
need not be equal. In fact, their lengthsshouldbe based
upon an analysis of the shape of the demand-buildup
curve, the shape of the present value curve, shortage-
penalty costs, excess-capacity costs, andthe greatercost
of constructing facilities in stages instead of constructing
them to their ultimate size initially. A more detailed
discussion of the selection and use of near-optimal
staging increments along with a more detailed treatment
of the entire plan optimization process is presented in
Chapter V.

Step Five— Plan OptimizationBasedon
Historicaland Stochastic Data

Step Five is designed to analyze and improvethe
"good" but sub-optimal plans derived in StepFour,
using both the historical and selected stochastic
sequences of hydrologicand correspondingdemanddata
generated inStepTwo. StepFive is alsodesigned to

" quantify the impact that location of drought
within the demand-buildup period, in
addition to magnitude, duration, and
frequency of drought occurrence, has on
selecting the optimal implementationplan,

" quantify what changes in the "good" plans
derived in Step Four are required to cause
morecost-effectiveperformance,and
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Figure 5.— Characteristicsof the 4 PercentPresent Value Curve

" find the single implementation plan (the
minimum-cost plan) which performs better
against the historical and synthetic buildup
in demand and projected supply sequences
than any other plan.

The first portion of this step is comprised of
selecting a repersentative few of the 98 or more
synthetic supply and demand sequences generated in
Step Two for use with the simulation and optimization
models.This isdoneusing a procedure that

" analyzes the specific drought characteristics
of the historical sequences plus each
syntheticsequence,

" categorizes the set of 99 or more
sequences!^into selected subsets according
to theirdrought characteristics, and

" selects, in a manner to reduce small-sample
bias,a representative few of these sequences
that closely approximate the variability
contained in the 99 sequences.

In order to select asmall representativenumber of
sequences from a large number, it is desirable to
determine a single characteristic of the sequence that
substantially influences the performance of the system.
If there is more than one important independent
characteristic, it isnecessary to classify sequenceson the
basis of each characteristic. For example, forhydrologic
systems there exists the strong conviction among many
planners that the magnitudeof themostcriticaldrought
within a sequence is an especially important charac-
teristic. Another important characteristic is the location
of the drought within the sequence, if, over time, the

IS'A total of 99 sequences is comprised of one historical
sequence and 98 stochastically generated sequences. The
number 99 was selected such that, when the sequences were
subdivided into three categories as described in Chapter VI,an
equal number of sequences would be allocated to each category.
Furthermore, 99 sequences form a rather large sample designed
to eliminate the effect of small-samplebias.

staging of facilities to meet an increasing demand for
water is to be analyzed. The duration of the drought is
also important in influencing the impact of the drought
onsystem performance.

Although three important drought characteristics
(magnitude, location, and duration) were identified for
the example hydrologic system, it was found that the
three-dimensional problem could be reduced to an
equivalent two-demensional problem by preselecting a
limited range of critical period durations found to
control the selection of an optimal plan. Thus, the
magnitude of the most critical drought within each
sequence and its location within the sequencewereused
as the two characteristicscontrollingsequence selection.

Based on a selection strategy discussed in
ChapterVI, 18 sequences (17 stochastically generated
sequences and one historical sequence) wereselected for
use as input to SIM-HI to help find a minimum-
expected-cost plan. In this step, SIM-MI is used to
simulate through the demand-buildup period, and
through a sufficient number of years of the ultimate-
demand-level (2020) plan, to generate a present value
cost of system performance both during (1985-2020)
and after (2021-2084) thedemand-buildupperiod.As in
StepFour, a 100-year economic life and a 36-year
simulationperiodare used.

In this analysis, location of drought during the
demand-buildup period is important to the success and
meaningfulness of the solution; therefore,multiplication
of each year's simulated annual costs by corresponding
present value factors is used to compute the total
present value of annual costs. The capital expansion
costs incurred at the various staging points are, of
course, also multiplied by the appropriatepresent value
cost component.For the yearsafter thedemand-buildup
period (2021-2084), the simulated average annual cost
component is multiplied by the area under the last
64 years of the present value curve shown in Figure 5
(i.e., 5.60 for the 4 percent case). The three present
value cost components for all 18 sequences are added
togetherand dividedby 18 to compute the averagetotal
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present value cost. This total cost is then used as the
single measure of cost response for finding the
minimum-expected-cost implementation plan. A more
detailed description of the methodology used to
compute the above values and, thereby, find the
minimum-expected-costplan is discussed inChapter VII.

StepSix-VariabilityandSensitivity Analysis

Step Six is the last major step in the multibasin
planning strategy discussed herein, and consists of an
extensivevariabilityand sensitivity analysis.The purpose
of this analysis is to subject theminimum-expected-cost
plan found in Step Five to conditions other than the
prespecified "best estimate" conditions assigned to
many of the independent variables at the beginningof
the analysis. Inessence, this step involvesevaluatingthe
economic and physical performance of the minimum-
expected-cost plan by taking a single-variate cross-
section on every variable supplied as input to the
SIM-111 program. Similarly, multivariate cross-sections
are also taken where the results can be meaningfully
interpreted. Typical data varied include the canal cost
data, the reservoir cost data, the initial storage
conditions, thebuildup ratein the number ofacres to be
irrigated, the cropping pattern data, the mean available
water supply, the municipal and industrial demand
levels, the amount and time at which import water is
available, the mean of theevaporationdata,and the unit
power cost data. The results of the analysisperformed
on the demonstration problem and the insight gained
during its conduct are presented indetail inChapter IX.

TheMajor ModelingCapabilities
and Inherent Assumptions

It has been stated that modeling is the process of
approximating the prototype for the purpose of
evaluating the performance of the prototype. Because
prototypes are generallymore complex than modelscan
ever be, certain simplifyingmodeling assumptions must
be made inorder toprovidea practicaland cost-effective
problemanalysis capability.

Because this is phase two of a three-phasemodel
development project, it was necessary to limit the
breadth of the study in order to provide for an orderly
implementation of the eventual modeling capability.
Additional modeling capability will be implemented
duringnext year's (Project III)research.

At the conclusion of last year's research
(Project I), considerable limitations existed in the
resulting modeling capability (SIM-II and AL-IU/). In
striving to use the modelsduringthe first portionof this
year's work these limitations were identified and

\y AL-I is the "Allocation Program" described in Texas Water
Development Board Report 118.

considerable added capabilities were found to be
required. Therefore, SIM-II and AL-I have been
considerably improved and renamed as SIM-HI and
AL-II.These modelsare also considerablymoreefficient
computationally than they wereat the conclusionof the
first year'sresearch.

Therefore, in order to describe the current
modeling capability in relation to last year's capability,
the following list of SIM-111 capabilities is presented.
Those items that represent an added capability are
identified with a triangle, whereas those capabilities
carried over from last year, without modification, are
identifiedwitha circle.

" Only mass balancequantitativesurface water
is to be modeled. That is, no water-quality
parameters or conjunctive use of ground
water is included in the modeling capability.

" Monthly time increments are used in
simulating the system; thus, operations of
canals and reservoirs for routingflood waves
are not considered. Therefore, the total
travel time within the system must be less
than one month.

" The models are capable of analyzing a
network configuration of reservoirs, pump-
canals, and river reaches interconnected in
any possiblemanner.

" The resolution of modeling accuracy is
currently set at 1,000 acre-feetas controlled
by the resolution of the inputdata.

a Both a "perfect knowledge" and a "fore-
cast" version of modeling capability are
available. By definition, the "perfect know-
ledge" capabilitylooks one year aheadat the
input data prior to solving the problem for
that year, whereas the "forecast" capability
does not look ahead at the data prior to
solution.

A Two options are available upon which to
optimizemonthly internodalwater transfers.
One uses only unit pumpingcosts; the other
uses the unit pumping costs plus prorated
capital costs to calculate total unit cost to
pump.

* Lower constraints can be set on demands to
reflect, at each node, how much of a
prespecifieddemand must be met regardless
of the magnitude of shortages incurred. If
the lower bounds are set too high, an
infeasible solutionmay result.

" Staging incrementsof ten years will be used
in the generalanalysis.
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" All demands for and inputs of water are
prespecified except for import waters. The
maximum available import water will be
prespecified. In other words, runoff,
evaporation,system losses, and demands for
water are forced upon the system, but
import water is drawn upon only when
needed.

a Demands for water, reservoir inflow
quantities,and evaporation ratesare capable
of being varied on a month-by-month basis
to permit accounting for a demandbuildup,
a runoff depletion,and stochasticvariability
in allof thesequantities.

a The methodology is capable of handling a
problem with a 100-yeareconomic life and a
36-year simulation period
(e.g.,1985 to 2020).

a A minimum cost objective function is used
in conjunction with penalty cost functions.
If these two parametersare properlyused, a
criterion for maximizingnet benefits can be
imposed.

a Unit penaltycosts for incurred shortagescan
be variedby node by season, whereasstorage
arc pricing preferences can be varied by
reservoirby season.

a Because an economic objective criterion is
specified, a prespecified economic value for
meetingdemands versus the economic value
of spilling water and the economic value of
storing water is required. Therefore, it is
assumed that demands for waterwill bemet
only if the value for meeting demands is
greater than the penalty for not meeting
them. The value of having water in specific
reservoirs on a seasonal basis can be
specified,but it is not permitted to interact
with the value of meetingdemands.12/SpilIs
out of the system are, by definition, the
most expensive alternative use of water.
Therefore, spills will occcur only as a last
resort.

" The physical system can be representedby a
set of interconnectednodes and links.Links
correspond to river reaches and lengths of
canals, while nodes representreservoirs and
link junctions.

" All water demands and inputs can occur
onlyatnodes.

USE/By design, the third phase of this project will permit the
value of storing water to interact with the value of meeting
demands on a monthlybasis.

" Canal evaporationcan beestimated for long
reachesand withdrawn at nodes.

" Canal seepage losses can be estimated for
longreaches and withdrawnatnodes.

" Import can occur at any one storage or
non-storagenode in the system during any
limitedpart of the year up to the maximum
monthly availability that was prespecified.

A The maximum amount of import water
available can be changed at any yearly
interval with a maximum of four different
levels beingpermissible.However,a constant
seasonaldistribution of the available import
water is assumed.

a Those reservoirs that are capable of
accepting import water can be specifiedas a
means to control the amount of water
imported and its location of interimstorage.

A Both reservoirs and canals can be added to
the network of active facilitiesat any given
year in the simulation period. A maximum
of four sizes (stages) can be specifiedduring
this period.This can be increased with little
trouble.

" Both minimum and maximum flow and
storagecapacitiescan be specified for canals
and reservoirs, respectively.

▲ Canal costs are divided into two
components— that component which cannot
be staged (e.g., ditch, right-of-way, and
relatedcosts) and that componentwhichcan
be staged (e.g., pump, motor, power, and
housing costs). For those staged
components, thesimulation modelis capable
of imposing a penalty cost for capital
expansion, expressed as a percentage of the
capitalexpansioncost.

a The preference to pump upstream from a
reservoir, instead of releasing water
downstream when the reservoir is
overflowing, can be specified on a
link-by-link basis.

a The transmission capacity of the ditch
portion of the canal facility at the last year
of the simulation period can be larger than
the actual pump capacity of the canal
facility.

" Spills out of the system (system losses) can
be controlled to occur at only those
reservoirs specified as spillnodes.
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" Initial storage contents of all reservoirs are
specifiedand can bevaried by reservoir.

The ExampleProblem
The methodology described herein is tested and

applied to anexampleproblemassociated witha portion
of theTrans-Texas Division of the ProposedTexas Water
System shown in Figure 1. The portion of the Trans-
Texas Division that is used in theexampleis comprised,
as illustrated schematically in Figure 3, of three major
components; a major demand area lyingprimarily inthe
High Plains of West Texas, an in-state supply area
comprised of two river basins in East Texas, and an
out-of-state source of water which may be drawn upon
to meet required demands in excess of in-state supplies.
A distinguishing feature of this system is its overallsize;
more than 700miles separate the major demandcenters
from the sources of imported water. In addition to the
hundreds of miles of interconnectedcanals and natural
waterways, there are numerous reservoirs in thesystem.
Pumping facilities will be required to lift flows through
about 3,200 feet of elevationfrom near sea level to the
High Plains of West Texas.

The system has the following unique charac-
teristics which further complicate the planningproblem:

" the potentiallydevelopableterminal storage
sites in thedemand area are limited,

" the only sources of water supply in the
major demand area (West Texas) areground
waters and these are being rapidly depleted,

" the potentiallydevelopablereservoirsites in
the in-state supply basins have a cumulative
capacity to supply the maximum system
demand for only a single year of operation,

" the surface-water supplies of in-state basins
and the demands for water are highly
variable,both seasonally and annually,

" the proposed sources of imported watercan
be drawn upon for only a portion of the
year, and

" the maximumdemands on the system may
be expected to occur during the months
when import water will not be availableand
runoff is low, hence peak demands must be
met primarily from storedsupplies.

For the exampleproblem, an over-specifiedset of
12 reservoirs, 26 pump-canals, and 8 river reaches has
been identified that might be necessary to accomplish
the desired water transfers. The objective is to find
which combination of these reservoirs and canals will
satisfy a set of prespecified demands for water at

minimum total expected cost, where both the demands
for water and the surface-water inflows to reservoirs
(supply) havestochastic components.

Of the 12 reservoirsconsidered, 3are existing,and
9 (includingone enlargementof anexisting reservoir)are
proposed to be constructedduring theperiod of demand
buildup. The eastern part of the network encompasses
the Sulphur River and CypressCreek basins.The eastern
portion extends a distance of nearly 200 milesbetween
reservoir 12 (on the eastern boundary of Texas— see
Figure 3) and junction 14 (just north of the Dallas-Fort
Worth area). Westward of junction 14, a largeproposed
pump-canal carries water over a distance of nearly
400miles to two large terminal reservoirs, Caprock and
Bull Lake (reservoirs2 and 1) in the High Plains area of
West Texas.

Because of thedominanceof irrigation demands in
the system, almost 90 percent of the total demand
occurs at junction 17 between Caprock and Bull Lake
Reservoirs. Smaller demands for local municipal,
industrial, and agricultural use are imposed at other
reservoirs and junction points.The average pumping lift
across the eastern portion of the system (reservoir 12 to
junction 14) isabout 350 feet, while the liftwestward to
the high plains is roughly 2,800 feet. Over the entire
system the averagelift is roughly 5 feet per mile.

The volume and cost characteristics of the 12
reservoirs in the example problem are presented in
Table 1. Most of the reservoirshave been sized as shown
in the Texas Water Plan to providea maximum volume
which is consonant with topography and geologyof the
site and which is sufficient to maintain a firm yield of
the tributary inflow over the historical period 1941-57.
This was done to reduce the amount of computation
time required to demonstrate the solution methodology
described herein. A total capacity of 11.32 million
acre-feet is provided, slightly more than the average
annual localrunoff.

Figure 6 shows therelativesize and locationof the
water-supply reservoirs in relationship to average
hydrologicparameters of the Sulphur River and Cypress
Creek basins. In contrast to the 40 to 50 inches of
average annual precipitation shown in Figure6, the
demand area has an average annual precipitation of
approximately18 inches.

Canals in the system shown in Figure 3 weresized
in stages to allow for capacity expansion as demand
builds up over the planninghorizon. This characteristic
of the problem is unique in the second year's study as
contrasted to the earlier investigationin which onlythe
ultimate capacity of canals was considered. Cost
variationswithcanal size were described by second-order
polynomials— one for each canal. A comparison of costs
by reach is presented in Table 2 for a fixed level of
capacity.



Figure 6
Hydrologic Information Used in the

Example Problem
Sulphur River and Cypress Creek Basins
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Table 1.— Reservoir Characteristics and CostsAVERAGE ANNUAL VOLUME* UNIT COST TOTAL COSTNUMBER NAME STATUS INFLOW(THOUSANDS OFACRE-FEET) (THOUSANDS OFACRE-FEET) (DOLLARS PERACRE-FOOT) (MILLIONS OFDOLLARS)

1 Bull Lake Reservoir Proposed — 3,000 25.0 75

2 Caprock Reservoir Proposed — 1,500 37,3 56

3 George Parkhouse I

Reservoir Proposed 106.9 635 42,5 27

4 Marvin C.
Nichols Reservoir Proposed 1,600.2 2,457 42.3 104

5 Black Cypress Reservoir Proposed 213.1 824 41.3 34

6 Lake Cypress Springsf Existing 42.9 73

7 Titus County Reservoir Proposed 113.2 314 38.2 12

8 Marshall Reservoir Proposed 399.4 782 35.8 28

9 Cooper Reservoir Authorized 231.4 311 93.2 29

10 Texarkana Reservoir Existing 193.1 929 21.5 20(Proposed Enlargement)

1 1 Lake O' the Pines Existing 327.5 255

12 Caddo Lake Existing 233.9 252TOTAL 3,461.6 1 1 ,320 34.0 385

The reservoir volume at the top of the conservation pool.■
f

Formerly known as Lake Franklin County; name changed by owner April 2
,

1971.
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In this example problem, import water was
assumed to enter the Cypress Creek or Sabine River
basins in East Texas when needed, from where it could
be pumped overland through canals by several alternate
routes to the High Plains of West Texas. Local demands
were to be met at either reservoir or junction points
along the route, with major deliveries scheduled for
terminal, reservoirs inthe HighPlains.

Table 2.— Canal ConstructionCosts
for a Capacity of 20,000cfs*

hydraulics as the Equation of Continuity and in
hydrologyas theStorage Equation,may be statedas:

A Storage
-r;

—
■ 2 Inflows - 2 Outflows

The several terms of the equation as it applies to a
typical storage element (reservoir) in the Trans-Texas
System are illustratedschematically in Figure 7, and are
representedalgebraicallyby the followingstatement:

Mathematical Description

Mathematically,the equations to be solved are of
the simplest algebraic type, merelystatements of the law
of conservation of mass. The basic equation,known in

Of Ch a = [upstream + Pumped Unregulated Imports

In Storage [_? e'eases Inflows Inflows (If Any)_

Controlled Pumped Local Evaporation
[_Releases Outflows Demands Losses

A complete set of continuity equations must be
written for each discrete time step during which flows
are considered as steady, i.e., the rate of change of
storage is considered as constant. The set must include
an equation for each reservoir and each canal or river
junction, even though in the later case no net change in
storage can occur. These equations must be solved for
the system over the entire planning period to find canal
and river flows, reservoir storagechanges, and imported
water required to meet demands, i.e., to satisfy
continuity.

It is apparent from the dimensionsof theproblem
that many more unknowns (canal flows, inputs, and
reservoir levels) than equationscan be identified. Thus,
theoreticallyan infinite number of solutions ispossible.
However, since a minimum-expected-cost solution is
desired, the problem can be constrainedin such a way as
to result in a unique solution, or that configuration,
schedule, and operation plan which corresponds to the
least expected cost. Conventional analytical solution
techniques are not satisfactory for this task, and
optimization procedures (Wilde and Beightler,1967),
such as those utilized in operations research, must be
involved.

LINK CONSTRUCTION COST
NUMBER (MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

9 64.2
10 119.8
11 57.2
12 106.3
13 47.7

14 73.9
15 51.4
16 199.9
17 62.0
18 62.0

19 108.1
20 329.4
21 24.7
22 24.7
23 83.3

24 106.9
25 201.2
26 518.8
27 299.1
28 474.8

29 364.2
30 124.3
31* .3
32* .2
33* .01
34 56.0

Capacity is 10,000 cfs in links 31, 32,and 33.
NOTE: Links 1 through8 are existing river reaches, hence have

no construction costs.
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F igu re 7Terms in the Continuity Equation for a Typical Reservoir
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III. Data Base Development

This chapter discusses the developmentof a data
base for use by the simulation and optimizationmodels
in analyzinga complex water resource system. It covers
that work referred to in Figure 2 as Step Two. A major
portion of this step, Activity One, involves thedevelop-
ment of the hydrologic and demand data base, whereas
Activity Two involves the developmentof the physical,
cost, and problem control data required to properly
analyze a complex hydrologic system. In general, the
flow of information and sequence of computations
involved in thisstep are summarizedin Figure 8.

A more detailed representation of the individual
tasks involved in each activity in developingthe required
data base is displayed in Figure 9.

Developinga Hydrologic and
Demand Data Base (StepTwo— Activity One)

As referred to in Chapter 11, developinga hydro-
logic data base for the example problem involves six
major typesof data:

" refined runoff or reservoirinflow data,

gross evaporationor climaticindexdata,

" rainfalldata,

" net lake-surface evaporationdata developed
from rainfalland grossevaporationdata,

" demandsfor irrigationwater,and

" demands for municipal and industrial water.

Proper development of these data requires
considerable effort. For example, it should involve a
complete analysis of drought frequency, duration, and
magnitude at various projected levels of watershed
development (e.g.,1990, 2000, 2010, and 2020
conditions as shown in the demand-buildup curve in
Figure 3). If irrigation purposes are to be served, as in
the example problem, it involves the developmentof a
good set of crop consumptive use data at the various
projected levels of development. Similarly, for other
demand types, goodestimatesof actual consumptiveuse
and return-flow relationships are required at eachof the
projected levels of developmentto beanalyzed.

EnhancementofHistorical DataBase (Task One)

To enhance the historical hydrologic and
meteorologicdata base, trend analysis techniques, fill-in
programs,drought analysisprocedures, flow-datarefine-
ment techniques, and flow-data projection techniques
are used to preserve the appropriate cross and serial

correlations within all of the historical, filled-in, and
projected meteorologic and hydrologic data sets. The
result is the development of a sound, comprehensive
hydrologicand meteorologicdata base for all subsequent
planning studies.

Developing the broad data base for use in
analyzing the exampleproblem dictatedthat particular
attention must be given to preserving the appropriate
historical mean and projecting accurately future-
condition means because, in general,varying the meanof
the available runoff or rainfall data has considerably
more impact on the cost response of the water transfer
and storage facilities and resulting planning decisions
than do changes or errors in the second and third
moments (standard deviation and skew) of the basic
data. In addition, specific attention should be given to
preserving the longer-term drought characteristics in
each of thedata sets, because firm supply levels of water
availability are, in general, highly correlated with long-
term droughts. Preservation of this type of variability in
the data can become of equal importance with pre-
serving the appropriatehistorical mean.

Data sets typical of meteorologyin theSouthwest
have considerable non log-normal variability, which
complicates the use of the currently availabledata fill-in
and stochastic generation programs referred to earlier.
Therefore, in all of these programs,truncationcriteria13^
had to be specified in order for theprograms to properly
preservethe standarddeviation and meanof the data set.
Normally, those data truncated are above a certain
prespecified recurrence interval (e.g., the 200-year
interval). The truncation level chosen can have a drastic
effect on the magnitude of the preserved mean and
should receive considerable attention when using the
currently available programs or any set of programs
where inherent statistical assumptions do not exactly
match the statisticalcharacteristicsof the datasets being
processed.

Because of the time and budgetary constraints on
this project, it was assumed that no significant trend
existed in the supply data;l4/ thus no trend analysis or
flow-refinement programs were developed for inclusion
in this report. Both data fill-in and stochastic data
generation programs were either developed or acquired
for use in testing themethodologypresentedherein.

As was previously discussed, there is normally an
insufficient length of historically continuous records at
an insufficient number of locations within a water

'-£/ Herein, truncation criteria are defined as procedures which
reduce high flow values (physicallyunreasonable values) ineither
the filled-in portion of a data set or in a stochastic data set.

!£/ Later analysis of the supply data indicated that trends did
exist; however, they were not large enough to invalidate the
results of the data fill-in and stochastic generation programs. The
trends were, however, large enough to affect the mean of the
projected available supply at, for example, the 2020 conditions.
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resource system to adequatelydescribe, withoutanalytic
assistance, the system's total hydrologic characteristics.
Therefore, to help improve the data base, correlation is
generally used to estimate the missing data in non-
continuousrecords.

Regardless of the complexity of the procedure
used, the objective of all data fill-in procedures is to
obtain a- complete record at the availablegages, withina
given system being analyzed,for as longa period of time
as is thought to be statistically and otherwise practi-
cable.

For the example problem, the objective of the
data fill-in procedure was to obtaina completerecord of
precipitation, evaporation,and streamflow data for the
36-year periodUHrom 1930 to 1965.

The 10 gages contained in Data Set 3, as shown in
Table3, are those that wererequired in this problemby
the stochastic data generationprogramsand the simula-
tion and optimization models, SIM-HI and AL-11.
Because these 10 gages were not without missing
information, and the fill-inprogramusedlfi^couldhandle
only a maximum of 10 gages, the logic of the fill-in
process dictated that a three-stage fill-in procedure be
used. In the exampleproblem, the missing data for the
two East Texas rainfall stations contained inDataSet 3,
Hagensport and Jefferson, were filled in using eight
other related rainfall stations (via Data Set 1). Next, in
stage two, the missing data for one evaporationstation,
Hagensport, were filled in using the two filled-inrainfall
station records developed in stage one plus seven other,
relatedmeteorologicgage records. Finally, in stagethree,
the two filled-in rainfall gage records and the one
filled-inevaporationgage record were used to fill in the
records from five runoff stations and thereby develop
the final 10-gage data set (Data Set3). This three-stage
procedure is shown in Figure 10 and resulted in the
developmentof a 36-year filled-in record at the 10-gage
Data Set 3 shown in Table 3. A total of 25 gages were
used in the fill-in process.

Further describing the fill-in process, Data Set 1
consists of filled in or completehistorical data sequences
for 10rain gages. The observed or recorded data
sequences are characterized by spotty data gaps that,
when taken collectively,span less than 1 percent of the
period of record. After missing data were filled in, the
data from the Hagensport and Jefferson rain gages were
selected for inclusion in Set2 and in Set 3, the
Generation Set. The observed record at Hagensport had
19 data gaps in the 36-year period,whileobservationsat
Jefferson had only two data gaps. The resulting filled-in
data records consist of 432 events (36 years times
12 monthsper year).

i5/ The 36-year historical period (1930-65) is equalin length to
the projected demand-buildup period (1985-2020).
16/ The program used was the Monthly Streamflow Simulation

Program developed at the Corps of Engineers' Hydrologic
Engineering Center, Davis, California. This program was also
used to generate stochastic data in the manner discussed later.

Data Set 2 consists of filled in or complete
historical datarecords for the Hagensport and Jefferson
rain gages and eight other meteorologic gages. Filled-in
data records at the two rain gages wereobtained from
Set 1. Recorded data for the eight other meteorologic
gages were complete except for evaporation data at
Hagensport and Jefferson. Observations for these two
gages were synthesized from average evaporation data
compiled in Monthly Reservoir EvaporationRates for
Texas, 1940 Through 1965 (Kane, 1967). These
reservoir evaporation data are weighted averages of the
published evaporation rates for nearby quadrangles and
exist only for the period 1940-65. Thus, the period
1930-39 was filled in. An analysis or correlation of the
filled-in lake evaporationsequences for Hagensport and
Jefferson indicated that correlation is extremely high.
Consequently, only evaporation data from Hagensport
were carried forward for fill-in of the Generation Set
(Set 3).

Data Set3, the Generation Set,consists of filled in
or completehistorical records for precipitationgages at
Hagensport, Jefferson, and Lubbock, evaporationgages
at Hagensport and Lubbock, and five streamflow gages
as listed in Table 3. Two of the streamflowgages are in
the Sulphur River basin, and three are in the Cypress
Creek basin. Figure 6 shows the location of the gages in
EastTexas relative to the reservoirsites.

All precipitation and evaporation data records
were either complete or filled in inStages One and Two.
On the other hand, all five streamflow data recordshad
gaps. Figure 11 illustrates the gaps in the dataof these
five gages. Once filled in, this data set, the Generation
Set, was used as input to Task Two of the data base
developmentactivity,whichis describednext.

It is stressedthat there isnothingunique about the
36-year data fill-inperiod used in thedemonstrationcase
except that it was equal to the length of the assumed
demand-buildup period. As will become evident in
Chapter VII, the simulation period analyzed must be at
least as long as the timeover whichreservoirs and canals
are being increased in size to meet increasingdemands.
To demonstrate this point, suppose that a 60-year
demand-buildup period is being analyzed and that it is
impossible to develop a statistically acceptable filled-in
historical record for this entire period. The suggested
methodology for coping with thisproblem is to develop,
for stochastic generationpurposes,a shortened, filled-in
data set. Stochastic sequences 60 years or longer can
then be generated and a matching period of 60 years of
historical data developed (filled-in),by whatever means
possible, to properly support the application
methodology described herein. If a filled-in record of
sufficient length cannot be developed adequately,
reusing portions of the historical record should be
considered. Prior to the staging analysis it will be
demonstratedthat the shortenedrecord used asthe basis
for stochastic generation is adequate and, in fact, more
desirable than the longer and less reliable, inadequately
filled inhistorical data set.



Figure 8
Summary of Data Base Development Activities (Step Two)



Figure 9
Sequence of Computations Required for

Data Base Development (Step Two)
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Table 3.— GageRecordsandData Sets Used in the Three-StageDataFill-inProcess

GAGE LOCATION* TYPE OF RECORD DATA
SET 1

DATA
SET 2

DATA
SET3f

PrecipitationData

Hagensport 1. Rain
SulphurSprings 2. Rain
Paris 3. Rain

X
X
X

X X

Clarksville 4. Rain X
Mount Pleasant 5. Rain
Jefferson 6. Rain

X
X X X

Atlanta 7. Rain
Naples 8. Rain
Gilmer 9. Rain

X
X
X

Marshall 10. Rain
Lubbock 11. Rain

X
X

Other MeteorologicData

Hagensport 12. Evaporation (Lake)
Dallas 13. Percent Sunshine
Dallas 14. Wind Movement

X
X
X

X

Dallas 15. Humidity
Dallas 16. Temperature
Clarksville 17. Temperature

X
X
X

Mount Pleasant 18. Temperature
Jefferson 19. Evaporation (Lake)
Lubbock 20. Evaporation (Pan)

X
X

X

Runoff Data

South SulphurRivernear Cooper 21. Runoff
SulphurRiver nearDarden 22. Runoff
BigCypress Creek near Pittsburgh 23. Runoff

X
X
X

Cypress Creek near Jefferson 24. Runoff
Little Cypress Creek near 25. Runoff
Jefferson

X
X

Gage locations are shown on Figure6,except for Dallas and Lubbock gages.
T Set 3 is also referred to asthe Generation Set.
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Figure 10
Example of a Three-Stage Data Fill-in Process

(Task One of Activity One, Step Two)
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Figure 11
Length of Record for Stream-Gaging

Stations Used in the Example Problem
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In selecting a shortened record for generation
purposes, as well as developing a filled-in historical
sequence, close attention should be given to insuring
that the mean and other statistical characteristicsof the
record are properly preserved, in order to provide
meaningful data to both the stochastic data generation
programs and the application procedures described in
subsequentchapters.

StochasticData Generation (Task Two)

This second task is to use correlationand moment
estimates from the full data set and a statistical
generation model to produce stochastic data sets. A
basic premise is that the stochastic data are equally as
likely to occur as thedata of the historical record.

The primary objective of a stochastic data
generation model is to producestochastic datasequences
that duplicate specific characteristics of the historical
data records. If, as discussed in Chapter 11, the
generation model is properly developedand applied,the
resulting stochastic data sets will contain,by definition,
statistical properties similar to those data observed and
used as input to the model. If this is the case, the
stochastic sequencesgenerated can be utilized to provide
a variety of possible combinations of sequences of
unique events, extremes, and certain conditions not yet
documented historically. The statistically generated
sequences enable the user to explorea widerspectrum of
hydrologic events thanthe historicaldataprovide to test
a design, plan a facility, schedule anoperationalpattern,
or otherwise consider the possible range of conditionsat
selected locations. In short, stochastic data can be used
to help make planning decisions and improve the
confidence of the planner that a correctdecisionis being
made.

Several characteristics of historical data for each
gaging station and for each timeinterval are considered
in the analysis. These characteristics include the mean
and standarddeviationat each site for each month; these
parametersare specific to each site or gage. Gages close
to each other tend to exhibitsimilarcharacteristicsand,
therefore, cannot be considered as independent among
themselves. A matrix of cross-correlations of each
individual gage witheach of the other gagesat the same
period in time can be used to capture spatial depend-
encies. For situations where low-flow events tend to
follow other low-flew events and high-flow events tend
to follow other high-flow events, persistence may be a
factor for consideration. Matrices of lag correlations of
each gage in the current timeperiod with itself and with
each of the othergages in the preceding timeperiodsare
used to describe such temporaldependencies.A so-called
"Markov" assumption is imposed in such cases
(Fiering, 1967).

Stochastic hydrology fill-in and generation
techniques extract statistics from the historical record;

these statistics summarize central tendency, dispersion,
and persistence of the data. The statistics are used to
construct a model, the coefficients of the model being
functions of the statistics. Stochastic datasets produced
and their resultant statistics are supposed to be
statistically identical (within sampling errors) to the
historical statistics.!^

Many researchers have dispussed stochastic flow
simulation (Beard, 1965; Chow,1964; Fiering,1967).
At least two procedures are known to be currently
operational for filling in data and generating stochastic
sequences, although other procedures may exist. Pro-
cedure A was obtained from the Corps of Engineers
Hydrologic Engineering Center and performsboth fill-in
and generationin an integratedcomputationaloperation
(Hydrologic Engineering Center, 1967). Procedure B
derives from two coupled computations; fill-in is
performed by a computation technique developed by
Water Resources Engineers, Inc., and generation is
performed by a method developedby the Federal Water
Quality Administration(Youngand Pisano,1968). Since
computational features of the procedures are discussed
in the literature citations, a detailed discussion of the
techniques isnotpresentedhere.

In the initialstages of thestudy, considerationwas
given to comparing results and performance
characteristicsof the two proceduresas they might bear
on the efficacy of the planning process. It was
recognized that each possessed some unique properties
which might favor its use for a particular situationand
that such a comparisonwouldbe instructive to planners.
However, it was decided,as an operationalexpedient,to
select a single technique, Procedure A, and to concen-
trate on evaluating the impact of hydrologic properties,
per se, on the planning process rather than on the
methodof datageneration.

Concerning the generation of the requirednumber
of stochastic sequences, two attitudes prevail.They are
as follows:

" Generate more sequences than could
possibly be required, striving to insure that
the population of possible future
occurrences is spanned,and then select those
required from this large representative
population.This is an attractiveprocedureif
the generation cost is low in comparison to
the sequence analysis cost; generally this is
the case inhydrologicsystems.

" Generate a few sequences (five or six) and
evaluate the system's performance against
each sequence. Then, compute their
expectedperformance,the standarderror of

X!/ "Identical" as used here implies that statistical tests of
significance of differences applied to the two sets, historical and
stochastic, would not be expected to reject the null hypothesis
that the differences between the two sets equal zero.
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their performance,and the total number of
sequences required to reduce the standard
error of the expected performance to an
acceptablequantity. Ifnormality is assumed,
the standard error should decrease in pro-
portion to the square root of the total
number of years in the sequences. This
procedure is attractiveif thegenerationcost
is relatively high with respect to analysis
costs; this may be the case in complex
hydraulic systems.

For the example problem, the first attitude was
adopted and a total of 98 stochastic sequences were
generated for each of the 10 sites previously mentioned.
Each sequence was36 years long— a periodof timeequal
to the length of the assumed demand-buildup period.
However, as described in Chapter VI, only a selected few
of these 98 sequences are used in conjunction with the
simulation and optimization models and theapplication
proceduresdescribedinChapters VII and VIM.
' The use of data generation and fill-in techniques

requires care in application. Four data attributes are
identified which may cause the techniques to fail
completely or partly in their objectives; the four
attributes violate the assumptions which underlie both
ProceduresA andB. The four itemsof concern are:

" The numerical truncation which is required
" " to constrain values to be greater than

zero.— This truncation has the effect of
shifting the mean of the generated data to
values higher than the historical data. Data
having coefficients of variation greater than
0.5 cause truncationproblems.

" The form of the transformed probability
distributions at each site.— lf the marginal
distribution is not Gaussian (or cannot be
transformed to approximate a Gaussian
distribution), problems in preserving
moments can be expected. A practical guide
is to check allmarginal distributionsprior to
the implementation of generation
techniques.

" The degree of cross-correlation between
sites.— Should there be too stronga relation-
ship (correlations approaching unity), the
resultant collinearity causes numerical
problems; the determinateof the correlation
matrix approaches zero which makesmatrix
inversion subject to numerical error.In such
cases, sites of lesser importance or sites
which can be estimated from other nearby
sites in the set can be removed. In other
words, reduce the number of sites to reduce
the collinearity.

" The effect of trends.— Quite often man's
land-use activities over time have produced
changes in runoff. For example, the amount
of impervious surface in a catchment area
may change, causing the average runoff to
increase as a function of time. Historical
data for use in planning should be checked
for trends and detrended to provide
statistically stationary data for data
generation purposes.

For example, a troublesome data record is that
from the stream gage Sulphur River near Darden. The
stream essentially goes dry (probabilityof runoff being
less than10 cfs inOctober is estimated to be 41percent)
during certain months. This finding evolved after
problems in stochastic generation for this gage were
noted. Analysis of the observeddata revealeda bimodal
log transform distribution for the gage for themonthof
Octoberas shown inFigure 12. The October distribution
is based on 27observed flows. Neither Procedure A nor
Procedure B can cope with bimodal distributions.
Bimodaldistributions were not present in other gages in
the Generation Set. The lesson, however, is clear: check
the distributions and relate these to the assumptions of
generation techniques.

Figure 12.— Marginal Log Transform Distribution,
Stream-GagingStation Sulfur River

nearDarden, October (1930-65)

Developmentof DemandData (Task Three)

This section describes the general procedure
whereby water demands, essentially irrigation require-
ments in West Texas, are determined from stochastic
rainfalll and evaporation data. A so-called "irrigation
macro-model", DEMAND-11, is described and discussed
herein.Figure 13 showshow DEMAND-II isused.
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Figure 13Data-Model Interactions, Area-Wide Stochastic Demand Model
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In order to supply the simulationand optimization
models with realistic estimates of demandfor water,it
was necessary to account for thestochastic variability of
climatologic-meteorologic factors which influence crop
water requirements. The most important stochastic
variables are precipitation and evaporation.Both affect
the short-term water needs of agriculture through their
influence on soilmoisture availability during thegrowing
season. Evaporation rates, of course, are directly
relatable to crop evapotranspiration and thus to crop
water demand.

Water use by crops is also dependent on the type
of crop, type of soil, drainage,degreeofcultivation,and
a variety of lesser factors. The variations in demand
induced by such factors may be considered in the
planning process by providing for deterministic spatial
and temporal descriptions or, if the detail is not
required, these variationscan betreated inthe aggregate.
For the purposes of this study, variations were
minimized by considering only three major agricultural
demandareas, four soil types,and four major crops.

The unit acre demands for water werecomputed
using the DEMAND-II model (see Figure 14), as
documented in Volume lID of this report. Gross
evaporationand rainfall dataas filled in during Task One
and as stochastically generated in Task Two comprise a
portion of the input data required to compute the
demands for irrigation water. In addition, data
describing cropping pattern, acreage, soil condition,
planting date, irrigation efficiency, and similar
informationare required.

Because other than irrigation demands do exist at
nodes within most water resource systems, a capability
was designed into DEMAND-II to accept via inputcards
prespecified demands which do not have a stochastic
component. For example, these demands may be
municipal and industrial requirements which can change
each year in the simulation period but must have a
seasonal distribution that is also supplied as input to
DEMAND-11. These prespecified demands are added to
the irrigation demands computed by DEMAND-II prior
to generating, as output, a detailed tape file containing
the monthly demands for eachnode in thesystem being
simulated.

Mappingof Data to Nodes (Task Four)

The 98 stochastic data sets derived from the
Generation Set for the example problem must be
transformed into information useful to theoptimization
procedures; the Generation Set, itself, must also be
transformed.This section considersthe statisticaladjust-
ment of the Generation and stochastic data sets to
convert gaged and stochastic runoff data into reservoir
inflows, and the computation of lake surface
evaporationfrom the evaporationand precipitationdata.

Mean values of generated evaporationand rainfall
data agreed with the filled-in historical means of the
Generation Set. The generated runoff data had a mean
that was 3 percent higher than the filled-in historical
data. This discrepancy is assumed to becaused either by
numerical truncation to avoid negative flows or by a lack

Figure 14.— TypicalMonthly Responseof the IrrigationMacro-Model,DEMAND-II
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of fit of the observed distributions with the Gaussian
form required by the generation technique. To offset
this discrepancy, the generated runoff data were
multipliedby factors (which varied from gage to gage) to
force their means to conform to those of the historical
data (the Generation Set). For example, the stochastic
data for the Sulphur River near Darden weremultiplied
by a factor of 0.97. As a result of these transformations
the mean flow for the generated data was made to
correspond to the meanflow of the historicaldata.

Table 4 shows the coefficients used to transform
gaged streamflow into reservoir inflow.The coefficients
were derived from drainage-arearatios. For example, to
compute the inflow intoreservoir 11, Lake 0' the Pines,
multiply the Gage 23 flow by 1.0 and add the product
of —.74 times the Gage 24 flow.

The rain and evaporationgages in the Generation
Set are used to jointly compute net lake surface
evaporation data for all reservoirs. The transformation
considers the nearness of theappropriateGenerationSet
gages to the individual reservoirs and uses a procedure
which is contained in another report (Kane,1967) in
implementing the assignmentof lakesurface evaporation
values.

Developinga Physical,Cost,and Problem
Control Data Base (Step Two— Activity Two)

The purpose of this section is to itemize and
describe, in detail, thenon-hydrologicdataused as input
to the simulation and optimization models. From a
user's and TAPEWRITE-llllS/computer processing view-
point, the data are grouped into five categories; the
followingdescriptions are categorizedaccordingly.

TITLE DATA.-Up to three cards of title data are
contained on the first part of thedata tape.This permits
the user to identify each version of his input data tape
and helps to avoid incorrectusage of tapes.

TYPE 1 DATA.— Eighteen program control and
problem analysis control data variables on seventeen
Type1 data cards are input to TAPEWRITE-111. These
data describe:

" the number of reservoirs, junctions, pump-
canals, and river reaches within the system;

" the number of years of hydrologic and
demand data contained on the tape as well
as the calendar year that corresponds to the
first yearof thatdata;

]§/ TAPEWRITE
-

111 reads data cards containing Typei,
Type 2, and Type3 data for the purpose of preparing an input
tape for SIM-MI and AL-11. Its use is described in Volume 111of
this report.

" the number of the node at which water can
be imported;

" the number of seasons peryear (the analysis
timeincrement— normallymonths);

" the unitcost of waterat the importpoint;

" the annual operation and maintenance cost
for reservoirs, and the operation,
maintenance, and replacement costs of
pump-canal facilities,both expressedas per-
centage of their total capitalcost; and

" the repayment period in years, the interest
rate, and the reservoir and canal finance lag
time.

TYPE 2 DATA.-System configuration data
describing the connection of reservoirs and junctions
with pump-canals and river reaches constitute this type
of data.This includes:

" the junction and/or reservoirs at theends of
eachpump-canal;

" the junctionsand/or reservoirsat the ends of
each river reach;and

" indication of whether the import node is a
reservoiror a non-storage junction.

TYPE 3 DATA.-These types of data consist
generally of cost and capacity data for reservoirs and
canals, specifieddemands for water,and the amount of
water availablefor import. Specifically the data include:

" the maximumannual amounts of water that
are availablefor import for each year;

" seasonal import coefficients that describe
the percentage of the maximum annual
import quantities that are available for
import in eachofup to 12 seasons;

" the unit cost (dollars per kilowatt-hour) of
energy for pumping during each of up to
12 seasons;

" pump-canal maximum capacities, and river
reach maximumcapacities,in cfs;

" pump-canal pump lift data that specify the
average lift from one junction to another,
for use solely in AL-II;

" data that specify theelevation of the highest
ridgepoint for each pump-canal;
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Table 4.— Mapping Matrix: Coefficients Used to Transform GagedStreamflow Into Reservoir Inflow

STREAM GEORGEPARKHOUSE IRESERVOIR
3

MARVIN C.NICHOLSRESERVOIR
4

BLACKCYPRESSRESERVOIR
5

LAKECYPRESSSPRINGS
6

TITUSCOUNTYRESERVOIR
7

MARSHALLRESERVOIR
8

COOPERRESERVOIR
9

TEXARKANA RESERVOIR
10

LAKE 0'THE PINES11

CADDO LAKE 12

GAGE
21. South Sulphur River .32 1.223 .903 -1.223near Cooper

22, Sulphur River .957 .284near Darden
23. Cypress Creek 1.0 —1.0near Jefferson

24. Big Cypress Creek .2 .54 -.74 .8near Pittsburgh
25. Little Cypress Creek .52 .97 .6near JeffersonYearly average reser- 106 1,600 213 42 113 399 231 195 327 233voir inflow (thou-sands of acre-feet)NOTE: The coefficients are determined using drainage-area ratios. It may be necessary to modify the coefficients to account for spatial variations in yield (inches per year); thispossibility should be checked in other applications. The corrections for this study are found to be less than 1 percent and are neglected; this is because the reservoirs arenear the gages.
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" second-order polynomial coefficients that
describe the capital cost-capacity relation-
ships for each pump-canal (pump and ditch
costs);

" third-order polynomial coefficients that
describe the area-capacity relationships and
elevation-capacity relationships for each
reservoir;

maximum and minimum storage capacities
and initial storage contents (percentagefull)
ofall reservoirs;and

" estimates of the average annual surface area
of each reservoir.

TYPE 4 DATA.-These data consist of the
seasonal data listed below, which are developed in this

activity only whenall of thedemands, evaporationrates,
and reservoir inflowdataare prespecifiedby a procedure
other than those described in Activity One. This
situation is referred to in the lower part of Figure 9 as
the hydrologic and demanddata base bypass.

" unregulated inflow into each reservoir for
each year contained on the tape and for up
to12seasons per year,

" demand data for each node and for up to
12seasons per year,and

" net evaporationdata for each reservoir and
season of the year.

These data are organized for input to
TAPEWRITE-111 on a series of problem-oriented input
data forms. Figure15 showsa typicalexampleof one of
these forms.



Figure 15

Example of Input Data Preparation Form for TAPEWRITE-111
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IV. Plan Development

This chapter discusses the problems facing the
planner when he initially analyzes a multibasin water
resource system knowing thathe must eventuallydecide

" which of an over-specified set of reservoirs
and canalsshould be built,

" how large and when each of these facilities
shouldbe built, and

" how each should be operated to make
efficient useof the availablewater.

In that context, a fairly standard hydrologic
analytic approach, "firm-yield analysis," iscoupledwith
an advanced firm-yield analysis program,SIMYLD-I,l^
to obtain preliminary sizes for the set of storage and
transfer facilities required to meetexpecteddemands for
water at various future time periods. Also, if little is
known about the magnitude of the futuredemands, this
procedure can beused to developaconservativeestimate
of the available waterina water resource system.

Perspective

Because of time and monetary limitations, this
project only discusses the surface water and conservation
storage aspects of the water resource planning system.
However, to put the limited, yet complex, analysis
procedure inperspective,the followingthree subsections
briefly discuss the other aspects of the problemprior to
presenting the procedural details of plan development.

The Resource

In a complex system such as the proposed Texas
Water System, comprehensive treatment of theproblem
should consider the followingmajor sources of supply:

" surface water resources, including dam and
reservoirsites,

" underground resources, which include not
only ground water but also underground
storage capacity and transmissioncapability,

" atmospheric waters (the amount of surface
water available in the future may be
increasedby weathermodification),

I£/SIMYLD-I is a program developed during this research
project for computing the firm yield of an entire basin or
multibasin network of storage reservoirs. The details of this
program's capabilities are discussed in Volume MA of this report.

" return flows or wastewaters,and

" salineorbrackish waters.

Surface water, ground water, atmospheric waters,
and return flows are highly interrelated. The amounts of
surface water and ground water available vary widely
over time and space; this is due not only to natural
causes but also to such other factors as the level of
resource development and land treatment and use. The
plannermust relate both the quantity and thequality of
these resources to the requirementsof the waterusers to
successfully meet his stated objectives.

Water Uses

The uses of water resources may be categorized as
(a) direct use for human needs, (b) uses necessary to
develop and make other resources available, and
(c) other benefits achieved through water development.
These uses are not as clearly distinguishable as they
appear from this relatively simple categorization.In the
evaluation of uses, full considerationmust be given to
ecological and environmental inputsand impacts, as well
as the effects of waste flows and effluents returned to
the stream.

Direct uses include:

" domesticuse,

" municipal use (exclusive of industrial use
frommunicipal systems),

" use for final disposal of treated municipal
wastes and urban runoff,

" recreation,and

" hydropower generation.

The uses of water for the development of other
resources include:

" industrial uses (includingcooling),

" irrigation,

" maintenance of fish and wildlife resources,

" mining and oilproduction,

" navigation,and

" use for final disposal of treated industrial
wastes, including heat, and agricultural
drainage.
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A major portion of the total use of water resources is
involved in making available or utilizingotherresources,
particularly land resources,to meet human needs.

A numberof other directbenefitsstem from water
resource development; these include flood protection
and water-quality control. Water-quality requirements
for these many uses vary widely,and theserequirements
must befully taken into account in the planningprocess.
As water uses increase, both in variety and number, it is
necessary to plan for and manage conjunctively water
quantity and quality.

The Physical Facilities

To support the above uses with the available
resource and within the recognized constraints, systems
of physical facilities have become much more complex;
they have progressed from single- or dual-purpose
projects involvingsimple worksto multi-facilityprojects
serving several purposes over wide geographical areas.
The physical facilities involved in these complexsystems
may be extensive and include such diverse facilitiesas:

dams and reservoirs,

canals and other typesof conveyance works,

pumpingplants, includingenergysources,

hydropowerplants,

wells,

artificial rechargeworks,

distributionsystems,

watertreatment plants,

waste water treatment plants,

waste waterreclamationplants,

channel improvements,

flood retardationfacilities,

land treatment measures for runoff and erosion
control, and

weathermodificationfacilities.

Many regional systems of the future will probably
encompass most, if not all,of these facilitiesas well as
some that are not listed. These must be planned,
designed, and operated conjunctively to develop the
resources, to meet the demands, and to accomplish the
objectives.

Complex water and related land resource systems
may and probably willencompass the facilitiesfinanced,
designed, and operated by bjth private and govern-
mental entities. Institutional arrangements among the
varied interests for financing, designing, operating,and
managing such systems are necessary.

These extensiveregional systems will normallybe
very complex; they will draw water from diverse
sources— surface, underground, desalted, and reclaimed
water— and they will be operated as integrated systems.
At the same time, demands will increase while the
constraints imposed, legal and otherwise, will become
more limiting. Also, the planner will have to give more
attention to ecologicaland environmental impacts, both
beneficial and detrimental. As a consequence, the
alternatives he will have to consider to plan,design,and
operate these complex systems willgreatly increase.The
facilities proposed in the Texas Water Plan are an
exampleof such a complex system.

The Analysis Approach

The material herein expands that provided in
Chapter II concerned with Step Three, Plan Develop-
ment Based on Historical Data.Inaddition to discussing
demand versus supply relationships, it discusses
suggested procedures for the preliminary sizing of
reservoirs and transfer facilities within a single basin or
multibasin water resource system. This is a systems
approach to the conventional reservoir yield analysis
used by water planners. In this context the approach
uses, as input, the results of Step Two described in
Chapters II and III; Step Two developed and organized
allof thecost-capacity, elevation-capacity,area-capacity,
projected water usage,and historical hydrologicdata (no
stochastic data sequences) associated with an over-
specified set of attractive reservoir sites within each of
the basins comprising the multibasin water resource
system.
AnalysisofSingle-BasinSystems
(Step Three— Activity One)

The first portion of this step concerns itself with
analyzing each basin separately to determine

" how best to physically control the available
runoff in each of the individualbasins,

" the various amountsof water thateach basin
can be expectedto yield,

" a relationship of cost versus firm yield for
each basin,
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" the minimum unit cost firm surplus2P/or
firmdeficit2]/ofeach basin, and

" the most likely points at which exports from
and imports into each basin might best be
accommodated.

This is accomplished in an orderlymanner which
first strives to find the firm yield of each individual basin
(based only on the historical data sequence) while
controlling the basin's runoff with no capital improve-
ments, except for additional storage facilities. In other
words, no extensive pump-back facilities are assumed.
This is the conventional analysisprocedureand provides
the planner with conservatively low estimates of the
amount of surplus water available for export from each
"water rich" basin, and conversely, high estimatesof the
amount of import water required to meet demands for
water in each "waterpoor"basin.

It should be noted that if, over the planning
horizon, a significant increase or decrease in the supply
is expected,due to changing watershed conditions (i.e.,
urbanization or other land-use changes), it becomes
necessary to determine projected firm yields at various
points in timewithin theplanning horizon in addition to
current firm yields. For the examplepresented herein,a
trend-freehistorical supply is assumed.

Because numerous arrangements of reservoir
locations, sizes, the operationcriteriacan be postulated
which will give identical estimates of firm yield, it is
necessary to develop a criterion for choosing among
alternativearrangements.

The methodologypresentedherein uses a criterion
of minimum unit storage cost (dollars per acre-footof
storage) for selecting thebest configuration,wherecosts
includedare

" capital investment costs amortizedover the
economic life of the project (e.g.,
100 years),

" the annualmaintenancecost,

" the annual cost of the lossof any water from
the system, and

" any other annual costs that are changing
with the storagecapability of eachbasin.

Figure 16 is presented in dimensionless terms to
demonstrate the general functional relationship that

?Q/ Firm surplus is defined as the quantity of water that can be
exported out of a basin after meetingall in-basin demands.

21/ Firm deficit is defined as the quantity of import water
required to meet in-basin demands if only the firm yield of the
basin canbe usedto meet its in-basin demands.

results when using the minimum-unit-costcriterion for
selecting a firm-yield plan. The potential range of
physical facility costs required to support a given firm
yield are also portrayed in Figure16. Thisrange defines
an envelope curve, and by definition the best plan is
located at the minimum-unit-costpoint on the curve of
lowest-costalternativesas shown in the upper portionof
this figure.

By performing this type of analysis on each basin
within a multibasin system, a conservative estimate is
developed of the system's capability to yield. Also,
conservative estimates result of the location and
magnitude of firm surpluses and/or firm deficits. By
analyzing the firm deficit and surplus information, the
planner can select desirablepoints at whichexport from
and import into each basin might best be accommo-
dated. This information is used in the latterportion of
this Step Three to further refine each of the basin
implementationplans.

If the sum of the firm surpluses minus the firm
deficits for all basins being analyzed indicates that a
rather large system-wide deficit can be expected, this
procedureprovides a quantitativemeans to

" preliminarily size the required external
importsource,

" reduce the extent of the contemplated
service areas,or

" explore the possibilities of expanding the
supply basins within the multibasincomplex
to includebasins withfirm surpluses.

However,if the sumof the surplusesminusthedeficits is
within 10 to 20 percent of meeting the expected
demands, experienceon the example problem as shown
in Figure 17 indicates that an optimized system plan
might eliminate what appears to be a total system
deficit. The 10 to 20percent estimate is problem-
specific and dependent on the magnitude of the
variability contained within both the supply and the
demand. In general, the greater the variability, the
greater is the apparent firm deficit that can be
eliminated by means of systematized analysis and
operationcriteria.

It should be noted that in many existingplanning
studies, as was the case in developing the Texas Water
Plan, quantitative hydrologic analysis ends with the
completion of the first portion of this Step Three-
computation and use of individual river basin firm
yields, firm surpluses, and firm deficit information on a
reservoir-by-reservoir basis. This means that, from a
planning perspective, using only firm-yield analysis in
conjunction with conservative estimatesof demands for
water is considered sufficient by many planners to
developestimatesof the sizesof the storageand transfer
facilitiesthat arerequired to safely meet the prespecified
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Figure 16
Selecting a Firm-Yield Basin Plan
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demands for water. In fact, currently most water rights
arebasedupon thissomewhat limitedanalysis.

In many cases this analysis is sufficient,especially
where

" the effects of stochastic variability in the
supply and demandare significantlydamped
by the use of large storagereservoirs,

" large amounts of import water are available
from a source external to the system being
analyzed,

" the unit penaltycosts for incurred shortages
are large in comparison to the unit costs of
delivery (i.e., the cost of meetingdemands),
as in most municipal and industrialdemands
for water,or

" the system being analyzed is simple, thus,
cannot be designed and operated in a
manner to realize the full advantage of good
versus bad operationcriteria.

Conversely, in many other cases the analysis
described to this point is insufficient to provide
sufficient planning information on the hydrologic
behavior of a complex water resource system. This is
especially true where

" thestochasticvariability is large,. unit penaltycosts for incurring shortagesare
not significantly greater than the unit costs
of delivery, as inmany irrigationprojects, or

" no import water external to the system or
no extremely large storage reservoirs are
available to dampen both the extremely
intense short-duration droughts and
moderately intense but longer-duration
droughts.

It is to the latter type of problem that the
remaining portion of this reportdirects itsattention and
where the greatest benefits from using the procedures
described herein can be realized.

Analysisof the Multibasin System
(StepThree— Activity Two)

The second portion of Step Three looks at the
entire multibasin complex acting as an interconnected
network to evaluate the worth of various attractive
interconnectiveconfigurations and theeffectsof system-
atizedoperationcriteria, and thereby determines

" how the reservoir sizes chosen during
Activity One of this step need to be

modified to increase the amount of water
available,

" relationshipsof capital cost versus firm yield
for theentire system,

" the increase in the system's total firm
surplus or decrease in total firm deficit
attributable to operating the multibasin
complex as a system,

" how best to control the available runoff in
the multibasin system of reservoirs and' canals, and

" the amount of water that the entire system
can be expected to (firmly) yield over and
abovethat amount each basinyields.

This is accomplished by first developing cost-
capacity and other physical relationships for an over-
specified set of potentially attractive interbasin transfer
canals and intrabasin pump-back facilities. With this
information at hand, to supplement the information
developed in Step Two, the SIMYLD-I program is used
to find an updated set of reservoir sizes and desirable
interbasin canals that have the greatest effect upon
increasing the firm yield of the multibasin system
withoutsubstantiallyincreasing the capitalexpenditures.

Even though considerable attention is given to
identifying the unit-cost impact of added interbasin
canals, the major emphasis is placed upon determining
the extent by which the reservoir sizes determined in
Activity One of this step should be modified to create a
better overall multibasin system of storage facilities.
However, the objective still concerns itself with identi-
fying the minimumunit cost firm-yield plan in a manner
similarto that portrayed in Figure 16.

By approaching the problem in this manner, the
hydrologicand cost effects of each basinon every other
basin can be quantified.This information is very useful
during the allocationprocess to helpdeterminehow the
various users should share the available waters and how
each should pay for the water used. Also, during this
step, the problemarises of using firm-yield information,
based upon a sub-optimal plan, to estimate the magni-
tude of the demands that can be met with an optimal
planat an optimallevel of shortages.

The closer that the user is able to estimate the
level of both the firm yield (the condition of no
shortage) and the actual yield (the conditionof optimal
shortage) of a multibasin system, the less analysis and
fewer simulation iterations are required to find the level
of demands that can be optimallymet. However, to be
able to closely estimate the optimal based upon firm-
yield information, considerableexperienceis requiredin
applying the modelstovarious types of problems.In the
example problem presented herein, Figure 17 indicates
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Figure 1 7.— Percentage Increase in Basin Firm Yield
Due to Systematized Operation

that systemized operation causes about a 15-percent
increase in the firm yield of the individual reservoirs
when both the Cypress Creek and Sulphur River basins
are operated as a composite system. Each basin
operating by itself in asystematized mannerresulted in a
total increase of about 13 percent. The sum of the firm
yields of the reservoirs in each basin, acting independ-
ently without the pump-back facilities, was approxi-
mately 2.2 millionacre-feetper year (63 percent of the
average annual runoff); whereas, using the results of
Steps Four and Five which "optimize" the size and
operation of each of the required canals, river reaches,
and reservoirs, the actual yield (not firm yield) was
increased to approximately 3.1millionacre-feetper year
or 89 percent of the average runoff of 3.5 million
acre-feetper yea*r.

It should be recognized that both the 63 percent
and the 89 percent values are problem-specific. There-
fore, in reality, considerable quantitative knowledge is
required about both the prototype's performance
capability and the variability of the supply and the
demand,prior to being able to predict theactual amount
of water that a basin can yield.

The magnitude of the optimal usable yield of a
multibasin supply system is dependent upon the magni-
tude of the unit penalty costs associated with incurring
shortages and the degree to which the basins can be
optimally interconnected with transfer canals. In
essence, the higher thepenalty costs,

" the larger the capacity and more expensive
will be the optimal interconnective pump-
canals,

" the smaller will be the optimal shortage
amount, and

" the greater will be the actual yield or
conversely the smaller will be the external
spillsand evaporationlosses.

Therefore, as a means to overcome the require-
ment of estimating accurately the demands that can be

met, the procedure herein purposefully oversizes the
demands that can be expected to be met to insure that
computed shortageswill occur, and that the penaltycost
data will interact with the total cost of allocating and
delivering water to the variousdemand pointswithin the
system. Additionally, if the penalty cost information is
structured correctly, the use of penalty function data in
a minimum-cost simulation or optimization program
such as SIM-MI results in a procedure which tends to
maximize net benefits upon finding a minimum-cost
solution.

Upon systematically analyzing the numerous
storage facility size alternatives, in the context of
striving to identify a minimum unit cost firm yield
storage plan and interbasin transfer plan for the entire
multibasin system, this information is passed on to the
next step of this planning procedure (Step Four as
described in Chapter V). The informationpassed to Step
Four serves as a preliminarybasis upon which to further
analyze theset of firm-yield plans identifiedas attractive
during thisstep.

Up to this point the concept of firm-yield analysis
has played the primary rolein the analysis procedure. In
Step Four, discussed in Chapter V, this is not the case.
In fact, the concept of using the no-shortage condition
to develop an optimal plan is considered inappropriate
and thus is eliminated from consideration.The reason it
is contained in the procedure at all is two-fold. First, it
provides an estimate of the absolute minimum amount
of water that is expected to be available for use.
Secondly, it provides a basis to determine what the
advantages are of systematized operational plans over
and above the normally applied water-rights and
water-supply analysis procedures.

It should also be recognized that up to this point
only the historical sequence is being used to develop
preliminary estimates of the sizes of the facilities
required to meet the demands that the water resource is
capable of serving. Use of only the historical sequence
will continue in Step Four but will prepare the way for
using stochastic sequences in Step Five to analyze the
impact that stochastic variability has on the decisions
considered desirable.

The procedure described in this chapter for
estimating water yields from single-basin and multibasin
systems was not applied exactly as presented. For
computational convenience, the procedure depicted in
Figure 16 was bypassed. Because of the availability of
prior investigations, it was not believed to be necessary
to follow the procedure explicitly in the example
problem, and reservoir sizes shown in Table 1 were
accepted as the proper sizes that would normally be
developedby this step. However, in the initial planning
of a newsystem, a proceduresimilarto that described in
this chaptershould be followed.
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V. Plan Improvement

This chapter describes, in detail, a procedure by
which the set of reservoirs and canals identified as
attractive in Chapter IV (Step Three as shown in
Figure2) is analyzed in other than a firm-yieldcontext.
The purpose of this analysis is to strive to identify the
best system configuration and operation criteria for the
problem being analyzed at various prespecified staging
times on the demand-buildup curve.

The increasing demands, as presented in the
example problem, require that canal capacities and
reservoir sizes increase over time. In addition, shortages
are tolerated economically and physically, but are
assigned a penalty cost consistent with the cost of not
delivering the amounts of water desired. Also, to help
reducecomputation time, thisstep uses only the filled-in
and projected historical sequence upon whichto base its
conclusions; none of the stochastic sequences generated
inStep Two are used. The stochastic sequencesare used
later, inStep Five, to identify the impact of hydrologic
variability and to modify as required the system
configuration arrived at in this step. This is done in the
manner describedin Chapters VIIand VIM.

Based upon the above and previous steps in this
planning procedure, Step Four is designed to evaluate
the trade-off between the decreased cost of building
smaller storage and transfer facilities and the resulting
increase in cost associated withshortages. The criterion
used to evaluate this trade-off is a minimum cost
objective function, where the costs included are the
capital costs, the annual operation costs, the penalty
costs for shortages, and the cost of any water imported,
all discounted as appropriate to a presentvalue quantity
for allplans analyzed.

General Approach

The approach to plan improvementpresented here
(selection of a staging plan for use in the Step Five
analysis) is divided into four major activities. They are
shown graphically in Figure 18 and briefly described as
follows.

Activity One determines a good estimate of the
size and desirable operation criteria of the required
ultimate system components (e.g., the 2020 plan).This
estimate will be later improved in Activity Four asmay
be necessary.

Activity Two determines the size and desirable
operation criteria of the required initial system
componentsfor use in StepFive (e.g.,the 1990 plan).

Activity Three determines the size and desirable
operation criteria of system components at preselected,
intermediatestaging times on the demand-buildup curve
(e.g., the 2000 and 2010 plans). Selection of the
required system components is conditionedby the fact
that those chosen at early pointson thedemand-buildup
curve are in existence when selecting and sizing
subsequent components and contribute to the present
valuecost of the entire implementationplan.

Activity Four determines to what extent the
system estimated in Activity One needs to be modified
as a result of the Activity Two and Three analyses. If
major changes in the system are found to be desirable,
this may lead to a reevaluation of each of the chosen
system configurations prior to selecting the final staging
plan for use in Step Five.

This plan improvement procedure was tested on
the example problem and appears to be reasonable.It is
recognized that other procedures may be employed; in
fact, an unlimited number of possibilities theoretically
exist. The one selected meets the testof practicality and
shows planning concepts in sufficient detail to guide
others in their selection of approaches to particular
cases. The remainder of this chapter discusses, by
activity, the suggested procedure and the results of
applying it to theexampleproblem.

Sizing the Ultimate System
Components and DevelopingOperation Criteria

(Step Four— Activity One)

The product of Activity One is a goodestimateof
the sizes and desirable operation criteria of the
minimum-cost network of canals and reservoirs
comprising the ultimate system. The primary reason for
analyzing the ultimate system first is to get an accurate
estimate of the size of the ditchportion of thecanals to
be constructed.

In developing the general analysis procedure, it
was assumed that the excavation,rights-of-way,bridges,
pump-housing foundation, and other related
appurtenances (the ditch portion of the canal facility)
would have to be purchased and constructed to its
ultimate size at the time of initial construction.
Conversely, it was assumed that the pumps, motors,
power facilities, and related appurtenances could be
staged over time. As was demonstrated in the example
problem, where the portion of the ditch to be staged
comprised about 50 percent of the total cost of the
entire canal facility, optimizedstaging can save as much
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Figure 18

Activities in Step Four, Plan Improvement
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as 10 percent of the cost of the pump-canal facilities
over the life of theproject. With this inmind,

" the 36-year historical reservoir inflow and
prespecified demand sequence, projected to
the 2020 condition,

" the physical and cost data developedin Step
Two,

" an over-specified set of interconnected
canals as shown in Figure 19a, and

" the set of reservoir sizes identified in Step
Three as displayed inTable 1

are used as input to SIM-111 to evaluate the system
performance of selected alternate system configurations
and operation criteria overa prespecified economiclife
(e.g., 100 years) and simulationperiod (e.g.,36 years) to
find by the process of orderly elimination the
minimum-costultimatesystem.

The following describes the concepts behind this
analysis procedure and discusses it in the context of
finding a solution to the example problem. In
determiningthe ultimateconfiguration auser-controlled
gradient search procedure is used tohelp identify which
facilities of an over-specifiedset arerequired to meet the
demands imposed upon the system. It starts by
identifying whichof the facilities within the system are
the most expensive from a unit-cost standpoint. For
example, in the case of reservoir storage, the cost per

acre-foot of maximum capacity is quantified for all
reservoirs in the manner shown in Table 1. By lookingat
this information the user can determine which of the
reservoirs can be increased or decreased in size to help
minimizethe unit storagecost.

Next the unit cost of canal capacity is analyzed
with all canals set at the same size, as shown in Table 2.
Those canals with higher unit costs that are locatedon
alternate delivery paths are earmarked for possible
elimination. Because canals have two components of
cost (a capital cost and an operation cost which is a
function of head), both must be comparatively
considered in arriving at the unit cost of the canal
facilities. In the example problem it was found that,
prior to optimization, the pump-powercost converted to
a present value figure was approximately equal to the
capital cost;however,after optimization,the capitalcost
component was reduced to less than half the present
value of the power cost. It was also identified that the
unit cost and total cost of the canal facilities far
exceeded the corresponding costs of the storage
facilities. The allocationof the costs among the various
components of the system was approximatelyas shown
in Table 5. Here, and throughout Activity One, the
present value cost response is the sum of (I)the
construction costs multiplied by a present value factor
equal to unity, and (2) the average annual operation
costs multiplied by the total area under the 100-year
presentvalue curve shown inFigure 5 (i.e., 24.50).

Note that the percentages in the "initial plan"
column of Table 5 are not for the optimal plan, but are

Table s.— Present Value Costs of System Components

PRESENT VALUE PERCENT
COST OF

(BILLIONS TOTAL
SYSTEM COST COMPONENTS OF DOLLARS)

PRESENT VALUE
COST

(BILLIONS
OF DOLLARS)

PERCENT
OF

TOTAL

Reservoirs 0.37 3.8 0.38 5.6

Canals-Total 4.47 46.4 1.96 28.0

Ditch Portion 1.56 35.0 .71 35.0

Staged Portion 2.91 65.0 1.25 65.0

Power Cost (Pumping) 4.28 44.4 4.20 60.1

Import Water .31 3.2 .37 5.3

Deficits .21 2.2 .07 1.0

TOTAL 9.64 100.0 6.99 100.0

This "initial plan"corresponds to simulation run 1 shown in Figure19a.
f This "best plan"corresponds tothe oneshown in Figure 25d.
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basedon the system configurationwith allof the canals
shown in Figure 19a built at a large capacity
(20,000 cfs). The "best plan" column represents the
plan determined, later in this step, to be the best
ultimate configuration based upon only the historical
data sequence.

It is apparent from Table 5 that the largest savings
in cost can be obtained by either reducing the size or
number of canals or by optimizing the operationpolicy
of the system in a manner that wouldreducethe power
costs. With this in mind, the gradient search procedure
sought to find whichof the over-specified canals could
be eliminated, and by how much this canal elimination
process wouldreduce the total cost of thesystem. A 20
to 30 percent reduction in canal costs was expected;
however, as can be seen in Table 5, the canal costs were
reduced by more than 55 percent while the total cost
was reduced by 25 percent. The procedure used to
accomplish this is described in the following paragraphs.

Because the distribution of storage affects the
degree to which optimal operation of a system is
possible, and because the decision toeliminatecanals of
high unit cost should be based upon deviating from a
system with proper distribution of storage facilities, a
series of runs with all canals built was made first to
determine the proper allocationof storagein the eastern
and western.areas. To limit the size of the problembeing
analyzed for the exampleconsideredhere, only thesizes
of reservoir 1 in the west and reservoir 5 in theeast were
varied from the sizes discussed in Chapter 11. Using the
over-specified system shown in Figure 19a as the point
of departure, the analysis concentrated upon finding
which of the 33 links in Figure 19a could be eliminated
withoutsignificantly reducing the system'scapability to
deliverneeded water.

With the east versus weststorage distributionbeing
solved only for the "all-canals-built"case and the need
for three canals entering node14, in question
(canals 25, 26, and 27), several simulation runs were
made to determine which of the canal routes shown in
Figure 19a should be eliminatedto arrive at the lowest
cost system.

In the example problem most of the
2020 demands (56 percent, as shown on Figure 20) are
met by import supplies through reservoir12. Of that
supplied by in-state sources, about half (46 percent)
originates from reservoir 4. Therefore it seems
reasonable that an attractive transfersystem shouldpass
through both reservoirs 12 and 4 on its way west to the
high-demand areas adjacent to reservoirs 1 and 2. Unit
canal costscalculatedin previous runs also indicatedthat

the route westward through reservoir 4 was the most
attractive.To verify this solutionseveral simulationruns
weremade with and without canals 25, 26, and 27. The
routes selected for each of these runs and the resultsare
shown in Figures19b,19c, 19d, and 19e. These results
verified the manual estimate, andFigure 19b showsthat
the canal 25 route is the alternative of lowest cost at a
present value cost of $9.0 billion (a reduction of
$0.6 billion).

The next task is to find whether canals with low
utilizationrates22/(i.e.,canals 12,13,15, 16, 17,20, 21,
and 22) that were not eliminated previously can be
eliminatedwithout drastically reducing thecapability of
the system to deliver water. Another set of computer
runs was made as shown in Figures 19f, 19g, and 19h.As
portrayed in Figure 19h, the route through canal 25
without the low-utilization canals gives the lowest cost
configuration of the three analyzed at a present value
cost of $7.7 billion (an additional reduction of
$1.3billion).

Attention is now turned toward finding which of
the canals connecting reservoirs 5, 8,11, and 12 are
desirable. Figure 19h shows that byeliminatingcanal 23
an even further reduction in cost is obtained. Similarly,
by analyzing in detail the unit cost output of this run,
canal 19 between reservoirs 12 and 5 is found to be
more attractive than the combination of canals 34
and 18. To verify this point, the run represented by
Figure 19i was made. The results indicate that it is
cheaper on the average to permit flow coming from
reservoirs6, 7, 8, or 11 to flow downstream to
reservoir 12 and then be pumped up through canal 19
instead of being pumped across through canal 18. The
money saved in not constructing the additional canals
apparently is greater than the extra power cost incurred
by pumping additional water through canal 19. The
present value cost is now $7.2 billion, reflecting a fatal
reductionof $2.4 billion from run 1.

The results of this analysis eliminatemost of the
pump-canal facilities and lead to a solutionconsisting of
a single stem of canals that intercepts most of the
storage and in-system supply on its way toward the
points of high demand in West Texas. Reflecting upon
this solution, it becomes somewhat obvious that, in
general, it should be cheaper to concentrate as much

22/ "Utilization rate" refers to the ratio of the actual amount
of water transferred by a canal during the simulation period
versus the amount of water it could have transferred flowing
constantly at maximum capacity. The results to this point
indicate less than 5 percent utilization rate for
canals 11,12,13,15,16,17,20, 21, and 22, whereas a normal
canalutilization rate should exceed 60 percent.



Figure 19
Plan Improvement Runs for Step Four,Activity One
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Figure 20
System Mass Balance
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capacity into a single set of capital facilities that
intercepts most of the supply, thereby benefiting from
both an economy of scale and the elimination of
redundantfacilities.

The analysis up to this point has concentrated on
maintaining all of the canals at a given large capacity
(20,000 cfs) and defining which of these canals should
be eliminated.The next task isto find howthe system's
operation criteria and the sizes of each of the remaining
canals can be improved so as to further reduce the
$7.2 billioncost found to this point in the analysis.

The approach of first using a rather large size for
all canals (a relatively unconstrained solution), and then
subsequently reducing the size of individual canals
(tightening the upper constraints) to the point where
undesirable flowpattern and penalty cost changesoccur,
is comparable to the mannerin whichmany analysts use
linear programmingprocedures to analyze problems.

In the example problem, the tightening of the
upper flow constraints of canal capacity has thegeneral
effect of:

" decreasing the capital cost of the ditch
portionof the canal facilities,

" not affectingthe capitalcost of reservoirs,

" decreasing the total cost of power because
less water can be pumped (i.e., greater
shortages are incurred),

" increasingthe spills (system losses),

" increasing the total cost of imports because
of increased system spills in wet periods and
greater imports in dry periods,and

" increasing the total cost of shortagesbecause
greater shortagesare incurred.

With this in mind, it becomes apparent that the
primary variable driving the minimum-cost solution, in
response to changes in canal capacity, is the shortage
costs.23/Thus,in essence,the minimum-costsolution,by
definition, becomes a solution which identifies the
proper level of shortages. This solution, as willbe shown
later, is very dependent upon the unit cost assigned to
incurred shortages.

22^ There is a very high correlation between reduced power
costs and the shortages incurred, as should be expected.

For the example problem, a penalty cost of
$100per acre-foot was chosen. This is approximately
2.5 times the average unit cost of delivery and was
chosen arbitrarily high to insure that it wouldbe higher
thanthe costof delivery.Furthermore, the highshortage
cost tends to drive theamount of shortages incurredto a
relatively low level. It is recognized that a fixed unit
penalty cost, irrespective of the magnitude of shortage
incurred, may be somewhat lacking in reality.However,
nextyear's research (Project III)will refine thisaspectof
the modeling capability and, therefore, should shed light
on the proper means to penalize shortagesand drive the
minimum-costsolution to theproper shortage level.

With all of the above taken into consideration,and
the reminder that this Plan Improvement portion of the
optimization procedure is based on analyzing only the
historical sequence, the next set of simulationruns was
designed to determine how the canal sizes should be
varied from 20,000 cfs using the same operationcriteria
that were used for the 20,000 cfs solution shown in
Figure 19i.

The first runs made (runs 14, 15, and 16) varied
the size of canal 11 as shown in Figure 19i to determine
the impact of its elimination. As can be seen, it was
cheaper from a total cost standpoint not to build
canal 11; however, canal 11 was left in the analysis at
5,000 cfs because maintaining this size eliminatedmost
of the spills of water from the system (through
reservoir 10) that did occur when canal 11 wasnot built.

To further check how good the operation criteria
were that brought the solution to this point in the
analysis, a set of simulation runs was made to improve
the operation criteria.Up to this point a condition was
set whereby the system end-of-year storagestrived to be
approximately 40 percent full. However, as shown in
Figure 21, a better end-of-year storage amount is
20percent full. Making this adjustment reduced the
present value cost only slightly but permitted a
significantlybetterplan to be found later.

Figure21.— Total Cost Response Versus End-of-Year
Storage Criterion
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Next, simulation runs were made to find how the
system would respond to resizing the canals on the
mainstem (canals 19,14,10,9,25,28,29, and 30).

These runs were dividedinto two sets. Theresults of the
first set of runs areshown inFigure 22. In theseruns the
capacity of the canals on the mainstem was varied
uniformly from 14,000 to 22,000 cfs to determine the
present value cost response of canal size changes. The
results indicate that, for the "all-canal-sizes-equal"case,
the 20,000 cfs size is the best or very near the best size
for the mainstem. However, the present value cost
response is less sensitive to increasedcanal capacity than
to decreased capacity as more and more shortages are
incurred. This can be explained rather easily by con-
sidering that for each acre-foot shorted a penalty of
$100.00is incurred; whereas, for each1,000 cfs increase
in the capacity of all canals in the mainstem, an increase
in the average annual cost of approximately $1.50 per
acre-foot is incurred. In essence, this indicates that at
high penalty costs it is attractive to build "capital
heavy" plans instead of taking the chance of incurring
excessive penalties due to under-designed facilities. In
other words, the higher the penalty costs are,

" The larger capacity and more expensive will
be the optimal interconnectingpump-canals,

.". the less willbe theoptimal shortage amount,
and

" the greater will be the actual yield, due to
decreasedsystem losses (less spills).

The second set of runs made was designed to find
how different sized canals at various portions of the
system would change and hopefully further reduce the
present value of total system cost response. Herein
knowledge of the characteristics of the demand
distribution versus the supply and import distribution
was beneficial in guidinghow thesystem should be sized
and operated. As shown in Figure 23,

" most of the demands located at node 17
occur in July, August, and September
(75 percent),?4/

" most of the in-state supply occurs prior to
the end of June, and

" import waters are assumed to be available
from January to June.

24/ Ninety-five percent of the total demands occurat node 17,
and 75 percent of these demands occur during July, August,
and September.

Therefore, the problem became one of providing
sufficient storage in East Texas and West Texas to store,
on an interimbasis, the runoff and import watersneeded
to meet the July, August, and September demands in
West Texas (node 17).

As shown in Figure 23 and verified with the
previous simulation runs, the average storage needed in
the west (reservoirs 1 and 2) is about 4.5million
acre-feet during June to meet average flow conditionsif
no pumping is possible during July, August, and
September. However, as shown in Figure 24, this
4.5 million acre-foot capacity can be reduced to
approximately 3.5 million acre-feet if the mainstem
canal capacity westward is set at approximately
13,800 cfs and pumping continues throughout the year.
In addition, the 3.5 million acre-foot capacity can be
reduced to 2.8 million acre-feet if the mainstem canal
capacity westwardis set at 15,500 cfs. However, this will
handle adequately only the average conditions;a more
droughty condition (a condition of higher demand)
requires either more storage or more canal capacity in
order to perform adequately. With this in mind, it was
contemplated that at least a 20 to 30 percent increase in
the canal capacity over and above thatrequired to meet
average conditions would be required; therefore, a
minimum capacity of approximately 17,000 to
18,000 cfs in canals 25,28,29, and 30 with a
corresponding 3.0 to 4.0million acre-foot totalstorage
in the west in reservoirs1 and 2 would probably be in
the neighborhood of that required to perform
adequately.

The 17,000 to 18,000 cfs canal size might also
apply to canals9 and 10, but it is doubtful whether
18,000 cfs will be adequate for canals14 and 19 for the
followingproblem-specificreasons.

First of all, reservoir12 (the point at which import
is accepted) has only 0.25million acre-feet of storage
capacity— very littlebuffering capability.Import water is
assumed to be available at a maximum of 1.6million
acre-feet per month and this is roughly equivalent to
26,500 cfs. In simulation runs with canals14 and 19 set
at 25,000 cfs, for the historical data sequence, both of
these canals flowed at the maximum capacity at least
once in every two yearsbut yet recordedonly about a
30 percent utilization rate for the entire simulation
period.

Therefore the proper size for links 14 and 19 must
be somewhere between20,000 and 25,000 cfs,
dependingupon the totalunit cost of canalusage?s/and

?§/ The "unit cost of canal usage" refers to the total cost of a
canal (capital plus power plusmaintenance costs converted to an
average annual figure) divided by the amountof water actually
transferred through it during the simulation period.
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Figure 22

Present Value Costs Versus Mainstem Canal Size,
Initial Estimates for 2020 Demand Level
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Figure 23.— SeasonalDistributionof Average Annual Demand, Supply, Evaporation,and Spills

Figure 24.— StorageRequirementin West Texas (Reservoirs1and 2) Versus MainstemCanal Capacity
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the penalty costs incurred for not building the canals
large enough to avoid excessive shortages.

With this in mind, the array of simulation runs
shown in Figure 25 was made in order to convergeon a
final "best set" of mainstem canal capacities for the
2020 ultimate configuration. As can be seen in
Figure 25, a final check on the east-west storage
distribution was also made to insure that both
reservoir1 and reservoir 5 weresized properly. Also, at
each set of reservoir sizes studied an analysis was
performed to determine with several extra simulation
runs the desirability of modifying slightly the
user-specifiedreservoir operationcriteria.

It is stressed that the series of runs shown herein
consists ofonly about 30 percentof those actually made
in identifyingthe "lowestcost" ultimate configuration.
The ones presentedare those whichhighlight the major
thrust toward identifying the best ultimate plan.
Important onesnot shown consist of those madetaking
single-variate cross sections, in the form of sensitivity
analysis, to

" Identify the steepest gradient on the
responsesurface,

" help insure that the steepestgradientabout a
point being analyzed is not a local" one which
will lead the planner to a local minimum
insteadof a global minimum,

" guide the planner in determining which
follow-on runs should be made, and

" provide the planner with greaterinsight into
the sensitivity of the physical and economic
responses of the simulated prototype to
changes in many of the controlling input
variables.

Typical of the type of problem-specific results derived
from the single-variate cross sections taken (the
pre-optimalsensitivity analysis) are the following:

" The pump-powercosts are insensitive to any
changes made in the physical configuration
of the system as longas sufficient capacity
exists to avoid shortages.

" The pump-powercosts correlate very highly
with the amount of shortages. The greater
the shortages, the smaller the power cost
(i.e., not as much water is pumped
westward).

" The total cost responseof thesystem is very
sensitive to the amount of shortages
incurred, especially with the cost of
shortages being set at $100.00 peracre-foot.

" The amount of shortages incurred is very
sensitive to the canal sizes along the
mainstem when a canal size is reducedbelow
the point whereshortagesstart to occur.

" The total system cost is moderatelysensitive
to changes in the size of reservoir1. When
the reservoir is too small, large shortages
occur; when the reservoir is too large,
excessive water is pumped westward to be
evaporated from reservoirs1 and 2 instead
of beingusedto irrigatecrops.

" The total cost response is not sensitive to
importing too much water because of the
relatively low unit cost of $3.50 per
acre-foot as compared to the $100.00 per
acre-footcost for incurring shortages.

" The physical and cost performance of the
system \s very sensitive to the operation
criteriaused.

" The cost response of the system is not very
sensitive to changes in the size of individual
reservoirs as long as the total amount of
storage in various portions of the system is
properly sized.

The last task associatedwith ActivityOne— "Sizing
the Ultimate System Components and Developing
Operation Criteria"— is to estimate the canal and
reservoir sizes of both the initial system (e.g., the
1990 system) and the intermediatesystems (the 2000
and 2010 systems). This information is used as a point
of departure for Activities Two and Three of StepFour
which are described in the next two sections of this
report; thecanal sizes areestimatedas follows.

As has been shown in Figure25, the ultimate
configurationis a single major path of flow,a mainstem
withonebranchingcanal.Thisconfigurationwasarrived
at primarily because it was the cheapestsingle route that
led from the major source (the import source) through
the major in-state supply reservoir (reservoir 4) to the
point in the system (node 17) that represents over
95 percent of the total demand. Because the spatial
distribution of supply versus demand for the 1990,
2000, and 2010 conditions does not vary from that of
the ultimate 2020 condition, it is safe to assume,as was



Figure 25

Final Canal Size Adjustments for Step Four, Activity One
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done, that thesame physicalset of facilitiesidentifiedas
best for the 2020 condition will likewise be best for the
other three conditions. Similarly, because the major
change between the 1990, 2000, 2010, and
2020 conditions is the level of demand and required
import,as shown in Figure 26, the sizes of both the total
storage capacity and the canals on the mainstem are
expected to vary nearly linearly with changing average
annual demands. Therefore, based on this assumption,
Figure 26 shows an estimate of the sizes of reservoir 1
and the canals on the mainstem comprising the
"all-canal-sizes-equal"solutiondiscussedpreviously.

Present Value Computations for
Remaining Activities

Upon preliminarily sizing the ultimate ditch
portion of the canal facility, the analysis directs its
attention towards finding an optimal system (location,
size, and operation criteria) for prespecified points on
the demand-buildup curve, starting with the earliest
point (the initial configuration) first. At each of the
demand points SIM-111 is used in the user-oriented

iterative manner demonstrated in Activity One. The
point of observation for measuring the economic
response of the system at each of the demand points
(e.g., 1990, 2000, 2010, and 2020) is the beginning of
the planningor construction period (e.g., 1985). Again,
a 100-year economic life and a 36-yearsimulationperiod
areused for discussionpurposes.

The need to prespecifystaging time increments is
basic to the analysis procedure. The time increments
need not be equal; in fact, their lengthsshould be based
upon an analysis of the shape of the demand-buildup
curve, the shape of the present value curve, shortage
penalty costs, excess capacity costs, and thegreater cost
of constructing facilities in stages insteadof constructing
them to their ultimatesize initially.Herein a 20 percent
surcharge is added to the cost of construction for each
stage (size increase) required. If the demand buildup is
extremely delayed as in Figure 27a, the optimal length
of the staging increments will tend to be longer at the
beginning of the buildup period than at the end.On the
other hand, if most of the buildup takes place early in
the buildup period as in Figure 27c, the optimal staging

Figure 26.— Developinga PreliminaryStagingPlan for Use in ActivitiesTwo and Threeof Step Four
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Figure 27.— DemandBuildup Versus RelativeSize of Staging Increments

increments at the beginning of the buildup period will
tend to be shorter than at theend. With a linear buildup
curve, as in Figure27b, the optimal staging increments
will also tend to be shorter at the beginning of the
buildup period and, with respect to time, will tend to
increase in durationroughlyproportionalto the decrease
in slope of the present value curve shown in Figure 5.
Similarly, if the slope of the demand-buildup curve plus
the slope of the present value curve sum to zero, the
optimal staging time incrementswouldtendto beequal.

This leaves unresolved, however, the question of
how long each staging increment should be (i.e., the
optimal number of stages over the buildup period).An
integer programming capacity expansion optimization
program, CAPEX-1,26/ was developed to assist in this
determination.However, its use is not demonstrated in
this report. In this report four prespecified 10-year
staging incrementsare used. Refinement of this assump-
tion is delayed for later applieduse. Therefore,using this
assumption and the gradient search application pro-
cedure demonstrated earlier. Table 6shows the manner
in which both the present value capital costs
(PVCA P1 and annual costs
(PVANN-|->-PVANN4) are evaluated in computing the
total present value costs (PVTOTI-* PVTOT4) of the
system's economic performance. The computed values
of PVTOT are used in comparing alternate plans and
selecting the optimal plan at each of the demand levels
shown in Table 6. Here again, considerablesingle-variate
cross-sectioning of sensitivity analyses and engineering
judgment are used in searching for the minimum-cost
plan to help insure that the minimum found is theglobal
minimumand not a localminimum.

By definition, the four "C" terms in Table 6 refer
to thecapital expansioncost componentsincurred at the
1985, 1995, 2005, and 2015 points in time on the

26/ CAPEX-I is described in detail in Volume 1 1F of this report.

buildup curve shown in Figures5 and 28. Similarly, the
P()/ P"IO' terms are present value factors as
defined in Figure 5. A1through A4are areas under
portions of the present value curve and are also defined
in Figure 5. Finally, the four "ANN" terms areaverages
of the annual cost values incurred over the 36-year
simulationperiod for each of the four staging increments
or demand levelsshown inFigure 5.

Sizing the Initial System Components and
DevelopingOperation Criteria

(Step Four— Activity Two)

The products of Activity Two are the sizes of
system components and desirable operation criteria of
the initial (1990) configuration.This is accomplished in
the same manner that Activity One sized the ultimate
configuration.However,because Activity One involveda
very thorough studyof the spatial configurationsdesired
to satisfy the high-demand situation,much insight from
that analysis is transferred to this activity.

As shown in Figure26, the latter portion of
Activity One estimates that the 1990 optimalsize of the
canals on the mainstem for the "all-canal-sizes-equal"
conditionshouldbe approximately 10,000 cfs. However,
as shown in Figure 29, the best size for this condition is
7,000 cfs. Similarly, Figure26 estimates that the best
size for reservoir 1isapproximately1.5 millionacre-feet
which is equal to the size determined to be best. The
lowest present value cost for the 7,000 cfs solution is
$3.78 billion.

The obvious question is, of course,why Figure 26
was able to estimate the size of reservoir1 fairly
accurately, yet over-estimated the size of the canals on
the mainstem. The answer to this question is not
obvious, and is yet unresolved. However, the following
plausible reason is given. Even though the size of
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Table 6.— Present Value Algorithm for Evaluating EconomicSystem Response

Figure 28.— DemandBuildupandPrespecifiedStaging increments

ACTIVITY TWO ACTIVITY THREE ACTIVITY FOUR
1990CONDITION

ANALYSIS
2000 CONDITION

ANALYSIS
2010 CONDITION

ANALYSIS
2020CONDITION

ANALYSIS

CAPITAL COST PVCAP-]= PVCAP2
= PVCAP3

= PVCAP4
=

PRESENT VALUE Co x Po Co xPo + Co xPo + Co xPo +

EQUATIONS Cio xplO Clo xP10 + Clo xP10 +

c2O x p2O C20
* p2O

+

c3O x p3O

ANNUAL COST PVANN-,= PVANN2= PVANN 3= PVANN4
=

PRESENT VALUE ANN-, x (A-,+A2+A3+A4) ANN-, x A-, + ANN-, x A-, + ANN-, x A-, +

EQUATIONS ANN2 x (A2+A3+A4) ANN2 xA2 + ANN2 xA2 +

ANN3x (A3+A4) ANN3x A3 +

ANN4 xA4

PRESENT VALUE PVTOT-|= PVTOT2
= PVTOT3

= PVTOT4
=

TOTAL COST PVCAP-, + PVANNt PVCAP2 + PVANN2 PVACP3 + PVANN3 PVCAP4 + PVANN4
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reservoir1 decreased by 50percent with a 50percent
decrease in demands, the total terminal storage in West
Texas (reservoirs1 and 2) decreased by only30 percent.
Conversely, the canal sizes transferring water to the west
can be expectedto be reducedby more than 50 percent.
Also, the ratio of demands to total available system
storage (East Texas plus West Texas storage) is less than
in the 2020 condition by almost a factor of two;
therefore,smaller canal sizes are likely.

Subsequent to finding the best size for the
"all-canal-sizes-equal" solution, several additional runs
are made to find how the sizes of
canals 19, 14, 10, 9, 25, 28, 29, and 30 should be varied
to further reduce the present value cost. The results of
these runs are shown in Figure 30 and indicate that
canals14 and 19 should remain the same size and
canals9,10, 25, 28, 29, and 30 reduced in size as
compared to the "all-canal-sizes-equal" solution. The
resulting present value of this improved solution is
$3.68 billion as compared to $3.78 billion for the
"all-canal-sizes-equal"solution. The present value costs
computed in this activity and all followingactivities in
this chapter are performed according to the formulas
shown in Table 6.

Sizing the System Components at Intermediate
Staging Levelsand Developing

Operation Criteria (Step Four— Activity Three)

The products of Activity Three for the example
problem are canal sizes at the 2000 and 2010 demand
points on the demand-buildup curve. Reservoir
operation criteria are also developed for both of these
demand points (staging levels 2 and 3), and for this
example problem staging sizes for only reservoir 1 are
selected. Again, much insight from both Activity One
and Two analyses assists in defining a best size for
reservoir1 and canals19, 14, 10,9,25, 28, 29, and 30.
Canal 11 remains at the 5,000 cfs level. Figures31
and 33 show that the best size for the "all-canal-
sizes-equal" condition is 12,000 cfs for year 2000
(staging level 2) and 17,000 cfs for year 2010 (staging
level 3). Concurrently with this analysis, reservoir 1was
sized at 2.0 and 2.6million acre-feetfor the twostaging
levels, respectively.The reservoirsizes correspond to the
sizes estimated to be best by the informationshown in
Figure 26. However, the canal size estimates shown in
Figure 26 again failed to remain applicable,beingover-
estimates by about 2,000 cfs (20 percent).It should be
noted,however,that the higher the demand,thecloser is
the estimate. Also, the ratioof demand to storageseems
to have a large affecton the canal size estimationprocess
as itshould.

Again,as in Activities One and Two,subsequent to
determining the "all-canal-sizes-equal" solution, addi-
tional simulation runs are made to find adjustments to
the canal sizes that hopefully will define a lower-cost
solution. In this case, lower-costsolutions were found

for both the 2000 and 2010 staging levels. Where the
"all-canal-sizes-equal"solutions had present value costs
of $4.68 billion and $5.30 billion, respectively, the
subsequent canal size adjustment simulation runs pro-
vided present value costs of $4.55 billion and
$5.10 billion. The canal size adjustment analyses are
shown in Figures 32 and 34. Here again, the present
value cost computations are performed according to the
formulas shown inTable 6.

Final Sizing of the Ultimate System
Componentsand DevelopingOperation Criteria

(Step Four— Activity Four)

Activity Four includes a resizing of the ultimate
system components, if necessary, from those sized in
Activity One. As the reader may recall, the primary
purpose of Activity One is to size the ultimate configu-
ration in order to obtain an accurate estimateof thecost
of the ditch portion of the canal facility (the ditch
portion is not staged). Therefore, much of the analysis
performed in Activity One is directly applicableto the
reevaluationhere in Activity Four.

Figure 35 showsthe results of sizing thecanals for
the "all-canal-sizes-equal" condition. The response
surface has become quite flat; however, the best canal
size is still 20,000 cfs. As in the other activities,
additional runs are made after analyzingthe "all-canal-
sizes-equal" condition to determine what adjustments
should be made to further reduce the presentvaluecost.
As shown in Figure 36 this analysis results in a solution
having present value cost of $5.37 billion, whereas the
best "all-canal-sizes-equal"solution gave a present value
cost of $5.58billion.

In the example presented, the Activity One
solution agrees closely with the Activity Four solution.
However, if this werenot the case itmight be necessary
to reevaluate the Activity Two and Activity Three
solutions to determine if the error in the ditch costs
computed in Activity One and used in the remaining
activities is large enough to change thecanal sizesat each
of the staging levels.

It should also be noted that in Activity Four the
formulas in Table 6 are used to compute present value
costs, whereas, in Activity One a different set is used. In
Activity One, the 2020 plan is assumed to be
constructed in year one and operate for a 100-year
economic life.InActivityFour the 2020 plan is assumed
to be constructed in year 25 (except for the ditch
portion) and operate for the remaining 75 years of a
100-year economic life. Between year one and year 25
the lowest cost system configuration for staging
levels1, 2, and 3 are assumed to be built and operating.
Also, itshould be noted that throughout this analysis a
20 percent surcharge was applied to the capital costs of
all staging operations.This is done to penalize for the
additional cost of a staged construction plan. If no
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Figure 29

Present Value Costs Versus Mainstem Canal
Size, Analysis for 1990 Demand Level
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Figure 30Best Canal Sizes, 1990 Demand Level
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Figure 31
Present Value Costs Versus Mainstem Canal Size,

Analysis for 2000 Demand Level
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Figure 3 2Best Canal Sizes, 2000 Demand Level
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Figure 33
Present Value Costs Versus Mainstem Canal

Size, Analysis for 2010 Demand Level
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Figure 34Best Canal Sizes, 2010 Demand Level
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Figure 35
Present Value Costs Versus Mainstem Canal

Size, Analysis for 2020 Demand Level
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Figure 36Best Canal Sizes, 2020 Demand Level
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staging penalty is applied, the cheapest implementation
plan is to increase canal capacity exactly as it isneeded
(i.e., every year). This would hardly be practical,pump
sizes that small would be unrealisticand inefficient. The
method used seems to give a realistic approach to
quantifying the cost of staging, and worked well in the
example problem. The 20 percent figure, of course, is
problem-specific and can be changed to reflect the
proper cost of staging (it is a modelinginput parameter).

Retrospect

With the sizing of the canals and reservoirs
completed for the four staging levels, thisconcludesthe
work which uses only the historical sequence and fixed
demand levels upon which to size system facilities. The
remainingsteps in the overall planningprocedure (Steps
Five and Six) use both the historical and selected
stochastic sequences as discussed in the remaining
chapters.

Also, the remaining analyses use the demand-
buildup data instead of the constant-level data used in
this and previous chapters. Therefore, the present value
information presented in the followingchapters cannot
be compared directly with that shown in this chapter.It
is stressed, as was mentioned in Chapter I, that the
results shown herein are problem-specific and care
should be exercised in transferring the results to other
problems. Also, the data set used for this example
problem is an unverified data set and does not
necessarily correspond directly to the exact hydrologic
properties of the Cypress Creek and Sulphur River
basins. The data weredeveloped for modeldevelopment
and verification purposes, not for engineering study
purposes; therefore, prior to making any direct
conclusions basedupon the materialherein the data set
upon which the results were based should be checked
very carefully for errors. The data set did, however,
prove to be quite satisfactory for model development
and verification purposes.
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VI. Stochastic Sequence Selection

This chapter discusses a procedure for analyzing
and selectingcomparativestochasticsequencesof runoff
and demand data for use with the historical data in
optimizingthe implementationplan. The data sequence
selection procedure presented is the first part of
StepFive of the overall plan optimization procedure
disucssed inChapter 11. It is also a necessary prelude to
the second portion of StepFive, that of final optimiza-
tion of an implementation plan, as discussed in
ChapterVII.

Using stochasticsequences in addition to historical
data, in connection with complex modeling techniques,
can significantly improve the reliability of the answers
derived; however, tremendous additional amounts of
computation are required. To adequately span the
populationof possible ways thatvarious future system
inputs might occur, 20 to 30 randomly selected
sequences are considered barely adequate.On the other
hand, if the variation in system response caused by
sequence differences is large, a much greater number of
sequences (e.g.,50 to 100) may berequired.

If the data generation technique has been well
conceived and the number of sequences is adequate for
statistical reliability,then a plannermight feel justified
in drawing conclusions concerning the effect of hydrol-
ogy on the choiceof planningalternatives.To do this,he
wouldhaveonly to

" generate the desired number of hydrologic
sequences(e.g., 50 to 100),

" run each of the system configurations with
these sequences through each of the
appropriatesimulationmodels,

" measure the responses,and

" make his assessments.

As straightforwardas itmay seem, this approach is
not practical as it is too costly and could even be
impossiblefroma computationalstandpoint.

Thus, any steps which can be taken to reducethe
cost, while preserving the reliabilityof the model results
and significance of the decisions basedonmodel results,
are highly desirable.Thisissue raises three questions that
must be resolved to define a practicaland cost-effective
solutionmethodology. They are:

" What is the minimum number of stochastic
sequences necessary to adequately evaluate
the range of system performance?

" What is a good criterion for selecting those
sequences required for analysis?

" How can the selected sequences be used
efficiently in evaluating system
performance?

The answers to these questions lie partly in the
rigor of statisticalanalysis of samples of varyingsize.For
example, a sample of 100 sequences is considered large
and generally adequate for evaluation purposes. Con-
versely, a sample of 6 sequences is clearly too small to
produce reliable estimatesof expectedsystem perform-
ance. Given that nothing more than the statistical laws
of randomly selected samples is known, a sample of 30
mightbe consideredbarely adequate.But, eventhis large
a sampling might be too costly for routine planning
purposes.

Yet, if the planner has special knowledge of
(1) the kind of stochastic process involved and (2) the
physical system with which he is dealing, it should
permit him to use a smaller sample. If it is possible to
utilize this knowledge and exercise good judgment in
preselecting samples that in the aggregate adequately
describe the larger group, then it is possible to reduce
costs substantially.

Suppose now that the stochastic data generation
procedures described in Chapter 111 indicate the desira-
bility of generating approximately3,600 years of data.
If, from the analysis of the problem being treated (as
discussed in Chapter V) sequences 36 years long are
desired, a total of 100 sequences or so should be
generated to properly span the significant combinations
of possible occurrences. Because using the entire set
of 100 sequences as input to detailed simulationmodels
is computationallyprohibitive,selectionof a representa-
tive few of these100 sequences (in a manner to reduce
small-sample bias) is necessary prior to their use with
detailed simulation and optimization modeling pro-
cedures.

Drought Characteristics
In order to select a smallrepresentativenumberof

sequences from a large number, it is desirable to
determine characteristics of the sequences that substan-
tially influence the performanceof the system. If there
is more than one important independent characteristic,
it is necessary to classify the sequences on the basis of
each characteristic. As mentioned in Chapter 111, two of
the most important characteristicsof a drought are the
magnitude of the most critical drought within a
sequence and thedurationof the drought.

The magnitude of the drought relatesdirectly to
the demand imposed on the physical system. If there is
no demand, then there really is no deficit. Hence the
planner tends to relate his choicesof droughts for study
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to the schedule of demandshe contemplates.The sever-
ity of the most critical drought influences the ultimate
system plan by regulating the size and number of
facilities required to give optimal performance. In
general, the more severe the most criticaldrought is, the
larger or more numerous the required facilitiesmust be
to give adequate performance. Also, alldroughts which
require the development of new storage capacity to
ensure uninterrupted deliveriesor which require impor-
tation from other sources will beof particular interestto
the planner.

Another important characteristicis the locationof
the drought within the sequence, if, over time, the
staging of facilities to meet an increasing demand for
water is to be analyzed. For example, if only observed
historical data are used and the criticaldrought occursat
the beginning of the demand-buildup period, the
drought may force premature construction of storage
and transfer facilities necessary for the importation of
water, shorten the construction period, and raise the
present value of the capital costs for major system
components.Placed near theendof thesequence,it may
have the opposite effect, delaying the critical date at
which importationmust commence.However, by using
equally likely stochastic sequences in the analysis
procedure,withcriticaldroughtsoccurring early in some
sequences and late in others (each with varying
severities), a more representative expected condition
forms the basis on which to selectan optimal implemen-
tationplan.

The severity of the drought expressed in terms of
its duration likewise has a strong effect on the
schedulingof system elements.Of special importance is
the relation between drought duration and the physical
capability of the system to meet demands over the
drought period from accumulated storage. A deficit
condition with a duration that is equal to or longer than
the time required to fully drain the system froma full
condition must be regarded in a different light than one
of shorter duration. Although there is a direct relation
between drought duration and magnitude, those
droughts with longdurations tend to be more severe on
a given project than those of short duration, given a
constant deficitamount.

DevisingSequence Selection Categories
Based onDrought Characteristics

Upon determining for a given problem whether a
one, two,or perhaps evena three dimensional selection
methodology is to be employed,the general procedure
shown in Figure 37 is suggested. For the two-
dimensional hydrologic case, both the number of
selectioncategories and the scale quantitiesto be placed
on the ordinate and the abscissa of the sequence
selection chart must be determined. To do this (as
indicated in Figure 37), all sequences are first arranged
in order of increasing drought severity (system net

flow).£y Secondly, they are arranged according to
location of drought. A check is next made on the 100
sequences to see (1) how normally they are distributed
along the ordinate (see Figure 40), and (2) how
uniformly they are distributed along the abscissa.23/
Conformance of the datato the appropriatedistribution
gives partial assurance that the 100 sequences do
adequatelyrepresentthe problem.

The number of categories for any particular
problem should be just sufficient to adequatelydefine
the response of the system. That is, if (1) it is suspected
that10-year staging increments are to be used in
planning and implementing the prototype,and (2) the
demand-buildup period is expected to be approxi-
mately 30 years long, then three periods, each 10 years
long, could be used to define the number of
drought-locationselection categories (the abscissa). On
the other hand, an estimateof the numberof sequences
required to properly span the system performancedue
to drought (net flow) variability can be obtained from
the preliminary simulation analysis that is designed to
determine the number of sequences that should be
generated. With this information, the number of
net-flow categories (the ordinate) can be determined
considering that with the previously defined 10-year
staging increment, three sequences will be selected for
each net-flow category defined. Therefore, if 12
sequences are desired, four levels of net-flow categories
are required. Similarly, if nine sequences are desired,
three levels ofnet-flow categoriesare required.Although
the selection of the number of categories and their
arrangementmay seem somewhat arbitrary, itshould be
kept in mind that the purpose of thisselectionprocess is
to obtain a sample from the total 100 sequences which
in the aggregate

" uniformly spans the population of possible
occurrences according to the underlying
statisticaldistributions,

" possesses virtually the same range of
characteristics as the total set of sequences,
and

" gives an estimateof the system performance
within theaccuracy requiredby theuser.

Therefore, by definition, each selection category
should be designed so that an equal number of the
original 100 sequences is contained within each
category. If, for example, the two selection
characteristics are each divided into three subsets as
shown in Figure 38, there will be an array of nine

22/ "Drought severity", as used here, is equated with system
net flow, and is the total systemsupply (total inflows to system
storage) minus the total system demand averaged over various
durations.
?§/ Statistical inference indicates that a drought of a given

duration should have an equally likely chance of occurring at
any point in each sequence; whereas, the critical period
magnitudesof all sequences should be normallydistributed.
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Figure 37
Sequence Selection Steps
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Figure38.— ConceptualRepresentation of Data
Sequence Selection Chart

selection categories. By definition, 11 of the 99
sequences?^should be in eachcategory; therefore, 33 of
these sequences should be contained in row one,33 in
row two, and 33 in row three. Conversely, approxi-
mately 33 sequences should be contained in column
one,33 in column two,and 33 in column three.

If from the 99 sequences, nine sequences are
selected so that one lies in each selection category, the
nine selectedsequencesshould representvery closely the
range of possible future occurrences represented by the
original99 sequences. If, however,during theanalysis of
these nine sequences, it is found that considerable
variability in the system response exists (i.e., the
standard error is too high), additional sequences can be
selected by either redesigning the selectioncategoriesor
by selecting more than one sequence per category. For
example,18 sequences (two per category), could be
selected to represent theoriginal 99 sequences.

In this manner, it ispossible to reduce theamount
of required computation in a highly complex problem
by an order of magnitude or more while at the same
time maintaining the reliability of the results very close
to that which can be obtained by employing all 100
sequences in theanalysis process.3o/

25/ In this case, 99 sequences are used to permit an even
division of the sequences per selection category. One of these 99
sequences is the historical sequence and the remaining 98 are
stochastically generated.

23^ Additional reductions in computationalrequirement canbe
realized by using the procedures described in the section
"Computation Reduction Procedures" in Chapter VII.

SequenceSelection Criteria

In this investigation99 sequences were generated,
each having a duration of 36 years. Two drought
characteristics,magnitudeand location, werechosen as a
basis for establishing categories for sequence selection.
Droughts withdurations ranging from 42 to 150 months
were studiedand analyzedusing theselectioncriteria to
determine which sequences to use in the example
problem. It was found that drought duration could be
selected as a discrete variable.Theparticular durationor
durations having the most pronounced effect on the
system under study are chosen. The procedure used to
define drought magnitude, location, and duration is
given below.

Drought Magnitude

The magnitude of the drought is defined as the
minimum of the mean monthly difference between
supply and demand over theduration of the drought. In
mathematical terms themagnitude is:

k+t
Mt

= mm 2 q' 'dj

k |-k t

where

qj is the sum of the monthly inflows to all
system reservoirs in themonth i,

dj is the sum of the monthly demands at all
system nodes, including irrigation,
municipal,and industrial demands,

k is any starting point for the drought within
the monthly sequence 1, 2, 3,... (432 - 1),
and

t is the durationof the drought inmonths.

For the example described in this report the
demand was considered at the 1990 level of develop-
ment. The annual and seasonal variations in system
supply, demand, and net flow (supply minus demand)
for this level of development are depicted for the
historicalsequence in Figure 39.

Drought Location

The location of the drought within a sequence is
defined by the position of its midpoint. For a drought
withduration t and a starting timek, the locationis

Pt = k +\
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Figure 39
Example of System Demand-Supply Relationships,
Based on Demand at 1990 Staging Level and the

Historical Data Sequence
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For a given duration, t, the drought location can be no
closer to the beginning or end of thesequence than t/2.
This precludes a statistically uniform distribution of
drought location over the full span of the sequences
(432months) but is not regarded as significant in
influencingthe preselectionprocess.

Drought Duration

The duration t is selected arbitrarily with regard
for the physical characteristics of the system, e.g.,
storage capacity, detention time, etc. In thiscase study,
a drought witha duration of3.5 years (42 months) was
the smallest examined. Other droughts studied ranged
upward at 1-year increments from 3.5 years to 12.5
years (150 months). In recognition of the hydrologic
fact that droughts tend to span from thespring recession
of one year's hydrograph to the rising limb of some
succeeding year, durations were always selected such
that

t = n + 0.5

wheren is an integer and t is the durationin years.

Application of Selection Procedure

The results of applying the procedure described
above for the drought durations of 42 and 78 months
are illustrated in Figure 40. Sequences wereon thebasis
of drought magnitude (ordinate) and midpoint location
(abscissa). Nine categories were chosen based on three
divisions ofmagnitude and three of location.

As was mentioned above,18 sequences were
selected by design and in thisprocess attention wasgiven
to insuring, to the degree possible, thateach of the nine
major selection categories contained two sequences;
however, because (1) more than one critical period
duration was used in defining the 18 sequences to be
used, and (2) shorter critical periods were not always
totally contained within longer critical periods, this was
not entirely possible. However,by specific intent, it was
determinedthat no more than three sequencescould lie
in any onemajor category. Similarly,at leastoneof the
two selected sequences had to lie within each major
category.

As can be seen in Figure40, four subcategories
weredefined in each major category.Thepurposeof this
was to strive to insure that when selecting 18 sequences
no two sequences would lie in any given subcategory.
For the 78-month duration selection chart this was
accomplished in, all cases except for the "row three-
column three"category.

Selection charts of the other critical periods
analyzed had placement successes similar to the ones
shown herein; however, by design, sequences were

selected on the basic assumption that shorter critical
periods should be contained within longer critical
periods. It was desirable to make this assumption in
order to apply a two-dimensional selection strategy to
this case.

Another point demonstrated by the data in
Figure 40 is that the currently available generation
procedures tend toproducea series of criticalperiod net
flows that are skewed towards having an insufficient
numberof sequences with low net flow.

Characteristics of Selected Sequences

Some other pertinent characteristics of the 18
selected sequences are presented in Table 7 and in
Figure 41. Inspection of the data indicates that the
relative position of the most severe droughts of 42-
-and 78-month durations are about the same. The
magnitudes (average net flow) of the droughts are less
severe as the duration increases because, as an example,
in most sequences the 42-month critical period is
contained within the 78-month critical period. Also, in
the aggregate, the sequences tend to be less severe in
their drought characteristics than does the historical
record. For the42-month drought,only four stochastic
sequences out of the18 selected produced more severe
droughts. Likewise, only eight out of the original 99
were categorized as more severe than the historical
record itself. However, for the 78-month duration,20
out of the original 99 sequences were more severe, and
the 102-month durationhistorical critical periodhad 83
stochastic sequences which were more severe. This
variation in the relative degree of severity of the
historical with respect to the stochastic sequences is
portrayed in Figure42. As can be seen, this variationin
relative severity as drought duration changes is not
unique to the historical sequence. All of the other
selected sequences display the same type of variations.
In fact, the general trendof the degreeof severity seems
to support the hypothesis that if a given sequencehas a
relatively severe short durationcritical period,that same
sequence will tend to have a relatively mild longer
duration critical period. Although Figure 42 onlyshows
the data for the low-flowcritical periods, thesame type
of variability and general trend was displayed for the
high-flow criticalperiods.

By comparing the high- and low-flow critical
period severity ratings, it was observedthat ifa low-flow
critical period drought of a given durationis quitesevere
with respect to the other stochastic sequences, the
high-flow critical period is also quite severe from a
floodingviewpoint.

From these observations it seems as though the
generation process, designed to preserve the mean and
variability terms of the data sets, tends to compensate
for generating a severe low-flow drought by
subsequently generating a relatively severe high-flow



Figure 40
Data Sequence Categorization and Selection Charts
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Figure 41
Variability and Location of Droughts in 18 Selected Demand

and Supply Sequences
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period. This compensation characteristic also seems to
cause the models to compensate for generating a
relatively mild longer duration critical period. This
occurs on both the high- and low-flow portions of a
given data set.

Regarding the distribution of the location of the
criticaf period midpoints throughout each sequence,
Figure 40 displays only28 sequences in columnone,39
in column two, and 32 in column three. However,
theoretical development indicated that 33 sequences
should be in each column. The reason for this
discrepancy is that a 36-year sequence was used from
which to locate a 6.5-year criticalperiod.Therefore, the
closest that any critical period midpoint could be to
either the start or end of the sequences being analyzed
is 3.25 years. With this in mind, approximately30

sequences should have appeared in columns one and
three. As noted above, this is very close to the actual
distribution observed. To further verify this
phenomenon, it was observed that the distributionof
sequences among columns increased inuniformity as the
critical periods analyzedbecame shorter. Therefore, to
compensate for this discrepancy in the future, it is
suggested that longer sequences be generated to permit
the critical period midpoints to coincide with the first
and last years contained in the sequence selectionchart.

Finally, in order to portray the relative degreeof
variability between sequences. Figure43 presents
pertinent statistics of all of the99 sequences.This figure
also highlights the 18 sequences which were selected
from the original99.

Table 7.— Selected SequenceCharacteristics

DROUGHT DATA
42-MONTH DURATION 78-MONTH DURATION

AVERAGE* MAGNITUDE MAGNITUDE
SELECTED INFLOW (THOUSANDSOF POSITION (THOUSANDSOF
SEQUENCE (THOUSANDSOF ACRE-FEET) (MONTH) ACRE-FEET)
NUMBER ACRE-FEET) M42 P42 M7B

POSITION
(MONTH)

P7B
if 787 -586 303 204
2 787 82 112 524
5 784 -261 340 429

289
128
345

6 801 -202 350 593
10 788 243 148 866
11 792 39 267 512

346
176
249

12 750 -670 40 334
20 821 82 100 688
21 783 -377 110 202

45
105
93

23 768 -592 39 487
40 792 44 412 875
55 750 307 219 738

57
392
237

63 802 258 304 599
65 788 —838 337 8
81 740 -136 171 332

333
367
189

73 766 -784 220
-

50
87 804 -334 291 - 62
96 750 33 219 620

202
261
201

The aggregated reservoir inflow over all months divided by 432 (numberof months of record).
f Sequence 1is the historical sequence.



Figure 42
Rank of Low-Flow Critical Period Moving

Averages Versus Length of Critical Period



Figure 43

Selected Characteristics of the 99 Sequences
of Total System Supply
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VII. Plan Optimization

This chapter describes the procedure comprising
the second portion of Step Five in the overall plan
optimization procedure discussed in Chapter 11. The
procedure is designed to help the planner find the
minimum-expected-cost implementationplan defined as
the optimalor most reasonableimplementationplan.

The procedure uses SIM-111 in conjunction with
both the historical sequence and other stochastic data
sequence sets as selected in" the first portionofStep Five
and as described in Chapter VI. The procedure is
described by discussing the results of applying it to the
example problem. Variations in the procedure which
appear to be useful in improving the computational
efficiency are also discussed.

Basic Approach

It is assumed that the work described in
Chapters IV, V, and VIoutliningplandevelopment,plan
improvement, and sequence selection has been
completed. Thus, a set of good basic plans at each
prespecified point on the demand-buildup curve has
been developed. Also, a set of stochastic sequences has
been selected to supportplanoptimization.

The importance of good initial plans cannot be
overemphasized. Once an initial staging plan has been
selected, the process used in improvingit so as to further
minimize expected costs is essentially one of direct
search of a response surface. As with all search pro-
cedures which iteratively move from a starting point
toward an optimum in a finite number of steps, the
efficiency of the technique is directly related to the
goodness of the initialstartingpoint.

The starting point used is comprised of "all-
canal-sizes-equal"solutions of the mainstem (canals 19,
14, 10, 9, 25, 28, 29, and 30) for each of the staging
increments analyzed in Step Four. The canal sizes used
along with their assumed installation timesareshown in
Table 8. Reservoir 1 was theonlystorage facility staged,
and its desired capacity expansion is also shown in
Table 8. The canal sizes shown in Table 8 wereobtained
from Figures 29, 31, 33, and 35 contained inChapterV.
The duration of the first three staging levels is
prespecified at 10 years. The fourth and last level has a
duration of 70 years which is equal to the remaining
years of an assumed 100-year economiclife.

Table 8.

-
Staging PlanSizes

STAGING MAINSTEM* RESERVOIR 1
(YEAR) INCREMENT CANAL SIZE

STAGING DEMAND STAGING LENGTH SIZE (MILLIONS OF
LEVEL POINT PERIOD (YEARS) (CFS) ACRE-FEET)

1 1990 1985-1994 10 7,000 1.4

1985-1999-\ 15 6,000 1.4

2 2000 1995-2004 10 12,000 2.0

2000-2009 10 11,000 2.0

3 2010 2005-2014 10 17,000 2.6

2010-2019 10 16,000 2.6

4 2020 2015-2084 70 20,000 3.0

2020-2084 65 19,000 3.0

Canals 19, 14, 10, 9, 25, 28, 29, and 30. Canal 11 was sized at 5,000 cfs for all staging levels. Canals 31,32, and 33 were sized
at 50,000cfs but priced at10,000 cfs.
f Numbers in italic correspond to the minimum expected cost "all-canal-sizes-equal"solution of Figure 46. Numbers in letter gothic

correspond to the initial plan derived in Chapter V and displayed in Figures 29, 31,33,and 35.
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A Staging Plan toMinimize ExpectedCosts

The staging plan shown in Table 8and graphically
portrayed in Figure 44 is termed the central case and is
optimized in this step of the procedure.All computa-
tions performed are related to the central case through
the notation shown in Figure44. This convention
describes the perturbation of the central case in the
search for the minimum-expected-cost implementation
program.Two parameters, representing changes in canal
capacity (maximum rate of flow) and time at which
canal capacity is increased, describe this movement.
These parametersare designated by AC and AT, respec-
tively.The change in the capacity of mainstem canals is
represented by AC and is applied to the capacitiesatall
four levels of the staging program.The shift in time of
the occurrences of staging is defined by AT. For
example,a AC of+1,000cfsand a AT of+1yeardefines
a program that would expand capacities from 8,000 cfs
in 1986 to 13,000, 18,000, and 21,000 cfs
in 1996, 2006, and 2016, respectively.

Improved staging programs were found by
selecting values for AC and AT and subjecting them to
the 18 selected demand and reservoir inflow sequences.
SIM-MI in conjunction with all 18 of the selecteddata
sequences is used to evaluate the economic response of
each implementationplan. The present value expected
cost for this program is computed as themean of the 18
values. Based on this result, the staging program is
modified to drive the expected value to a smaller
amount.?-!/ * *

The method used for finding a minimum-
expected-cost plan is a gradient search procedure (Wilde
and Beightler,1967). In this procedure, discrete steps
are made along the two-dimensional response surface
defined by canal capacity and time at which staging
occurs. Two step sizes were used as shown inFigures 45
and 46. First of all, 2,000 cfs AC and 10 year AT step
sizes were used. Using this step size, a 10 percent
lower expected cost plan was found— s4.36 billion
versus $4.81 billion. Upon defining an area where the
minimum is expected to lie, the step size was reduced
to 1,000 cfs AC and 5 year AT to permit closer
inspection of the region near the minimum. Upon
exploringthis region with the second set of step sizes, no
further step size reductions were made.This is because
an improvement of less than 0.5 percent was realized
with thesecond set of step sizes.

Figure 45 illustrates the results of the perturba-
tions leading to the location of a minimum-expected-
cost plan in this example.It showsthat thepresent value

3j/ The cost of computation ranges from $0.15 to $0.25 per
year of simulation for the example problem; therefore, thecost
to compute an expected value using 18 stochastic sequences,
each 36 years long, ranges from $97.20 to $162.00, depending
on the speed of the computer used and its cost of operation.

expected cost was reduced from $4.81 billion for the
central case (AC=O, AT=O) to $4.34 billion at the
minimum (AC=-1,000,AT=lO). The actual canal and
reservoir sizes corresponding to the solution of lowest
expected cost shown inFigure 45 are representedby the
italic numbers in Table 8 and are further displayed in
Figure 46. Figure 46 also shows the order in which the
canal size and staging perturbations were made in
identifying the low-cost$4.34 billionstaging plan.While
this staging plan is the one of lowest expected cost
found to this point in the analysis, itdoesnot represent
the minimum-expected-cost staging plan.Experience in
analyzing prespecified points on the demand-buildup
curves, in the manner describedin Chapter V, indicates
that an "all-canal-sizes-equal"solution is not the lowest
cost solution possible for eachof the 1990, 2000, 2010,
and 2020 plan improvement solutions. By comparing
Figures 29 through 36 contained in ChapterV and
summarized in Table 9, a present valuecost reduction of
approximately5 percent of the $4.34 billion can be
saved by not using an "all-canal-sizes-equal"staging plan
for canals 19, 4, 10, 9, 25, 28, 29, and 30. The columns
in Table 9 titled Stochastic Data— Solution 1 represent
those canal sizes for the "all-canal-sizes-equal"$4.34
billion staging plan; whereas, the columns titled
Stochastic Data— Solution 2 represent the minimum-
expected-coststaging plan of $4.15 billion.

It is recognized that further perturbation of the
individual canal sizes and staging times either parallelto
the coordinate axesor at someangleto themcould find
slightly lower costs,especially ifsmaller searchstep sizes
are used; however, the additional reduction in the
expectedcost response will, in all likelihood, be less than
another0.5 percent. Therefore, no additional search is
considered to be warranted, and the solution shown in
Table 9 is considered to be the optimal (most reason-
able) implementationplan.

ExperienceGained

It is interesting to note that, whileeach step in the
plan development, plan improvement, and plan
optimization process did not individually yield drastic
reductions in the cost response of the system, col-
lectively they reduced the present value cost of the
implementationplan about35 percent.Therefore, with
this in mind, the procedure used to find the minimum-
expected-cost implementation plan, while not mathe-
matically rigorous,appears to be reasonable, meets with
the test of practicality, and demonstrates planning
concepts in sufficient detail to guide others in their
selection of approachesfor analyzingand solving related
problems.

Separateanalysis not discussedherein showed that
a system other than the single mainstemof canals might
be attractive from a flexibility standpoint. A more
complicated canal network wouldoffer more flexibility
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Figure 44

The Initial Canal Capacity Expansion
Program, and Notation

Used in Subsequent Exploration of
Cost Response Surfaces
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Figure 45

Present Value Cost Response Surface
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Figure 46
Present Value Cost Response Surface Showing

Ca nal Sizes
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Table 9.— Summary of Staging Plan OptimizationSTAGING LEVEL 1

STAGING LEVEL 2STEP FOURACTIVITY TWO STEP FIVE STEP FOURACTIVITY THREE A

STEP FIVEHISTORICAL DATA STOCHASTIC DATA HISTORICAL DATA STOCHASTIC DATASOLUTION 1 SOLUTION 2 SOLUTION 1

SOLUTION 2 SOLUTION 1

SOLUTION 2 SOLUTION 1

SOLUTION 2CANAL NUMBER CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES

9 7 6.5 6 6.5 12 11.8 11 11.0

10 7 6.5 6 6.5 12 11.8 11 11.0

11 5 5.0 5 5.0 5 5.0 5 5.0

14 7 7.0 6 7.0 12 12.5 11 12.0

19 7 7.0 6 7.0 12 12.5 11 12.0

25 7 6.0 6 6.0 12 11.5 11 11.0

28 7 6.0 6 6.0 12 11.5 11 11.0

29 7 6.0 6 6.0 12 11.5 11 11.0

30 7 6.0 6 6.0 12 11.5 11 10.8Staging Year 1 1 1 1 5 5 15 15Calendar Year 1985 1985 1985 1985 1990 1990 2000 2000Best Plan $3.78 $3.68 - - $4.68 $4.55Present Value Cost STAGING LEVEL 3 STAGING LEVEL 4STEP FOUR STEP FIVE STEP FOUR STEP FIVESTEP FOURACTIVITY THREE B

STEP FIVE STEP FOURACTIVITY FOl

STEP FIVEACTIVITY THREE B ACTIVITY FOURHISTORICAL DATA STOCHASTIC DATA HISTORICAL DATA STOCHASTIC DATASOLUTION 1

SOLUTION 2 SOLUTION 1 SOLUTION 2 SOLUTION 1 SOLUTION 2 SOLUTION 1 SOLUTION 2CANAL NUMBER CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES CANAL SIZES

9 17 15.0 16 15.0 20 18.0 19 17.5

10 17 15.0 16 15.0 20 18.0 19 17.5

11 5 5.0 5 5.0 5 5.0 5 5.0

14 17 17.0 16 17.0 20 21.0 19 20.0

19 17 17.0 16 17.0 20 21.0 19 20.0

25 17 14.5 16 14.5 20 17.5 19 17.0

28 17 14.5 16 14.5 20 17.5 19 17.0

29 17 14.5 16 14.5 20 17.5 19 17.0

30 17 14.5 16 14.3 20 17.5 19 16.8Staging Year 15 15 25 25 25 25 35 35Calendar Year 2000 2000 2010 2010 2010 2010 2020 2020Best Plan $5.30 $5.10 — — $5.58 $5.37 — —Present Value CostNOTES: Canal sizes are in thousands of cfs.Solutions 1 assume all mainstem canals of equal size; solutions 2 vary individual canal sizes along the mainstem striving to reduce present value costs.All results are based upon a penalty cost of $100.00 per acre-foot of shortage.Canals 31, 32, and 33 were unconstrained at 50,000 cfs but priced at 10,000 cfs.
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in the day-to-day operation of the system. If this
flexibility is desired, it could be accomplished at about
a 10 to 20 percent increase in cost. With this trade-off
quantified, the planner and the financing agent can be
fully aware of what various sub-optimal decisionsmight
cost them and decide whether the extra flexibility is
worth the cost.

Another interesting point is that theseother plans
produced roughly the same distributionof costs as did
the minimum-expected-cost plan. This suggests that
major trade-offs betweencost componentsprobablywill
not reveal themselves in the course of sensitivity
analysis. It further suggests that conclusions regarding
the impact of hydrologic variabilityon project planning
economics will be relatively insensitive to variations in
the technique of plan development,provided that the
overall guidingconceptsare invariant.

Considering the search process used, the reader
will note that the minimum-expected-cost plan was
found by reducing the canal capacitiesand shifting the
location of the capacity staging points forward in time.
This illustrates that the plan developedusing historical
data is conservative. This is because the canal sizes at
each staging level weredetermined with the assumption
that the historical critical period would occur at that
level of development. With this is mind, the planner
should recognize that by design a minimum-expected-
cost plan will be one with lower capacitiesand/or later
staging timesthan the onedevelopedinChapterV.

One operational question that must be answered
and whichisconsidered in thenext chapter is how many
stochastic records are necessary to derive a reliable
estimateof expected cost. The reductionof the number
of records would significantlyreduce thecomputer time
requirements; for example,ifnine records wouldsuffice,
the computer time requirement (being directly propor-
tional to the number of records) wouldbe reduced by a
factor of two. Reduction in computer timecould lead to
the considerationof more variables in the plandevelop-
ment procedure. (Recall that only two items, AC and
AT, were varied.) Themore items onecan afford to vary
in the procedure, the more confidence one has in the
nearness of improved plans to the globaloptimum.

Computation Reduction Procedures

The analysis procedure simulating each alternative
against 18 data sequences, each approximately30 to 50
years in length, is computationally burdensome. Any-
thing which could be done to eliminate some of the
computational burden would greatly accele^te the
search for an optimal solution. This is a fruitful area for
additionalstudy. Possible approachesaimed at speeding
computation were examined and are suggested in this
section.

Considering the use of stochastic and historical
data, three possible approaches designed to reduce
requiredcomputationaleffort are to:

" use portions or segments of each of the
historical or stochastically generated
sequences,

" use subsets composed of twoor moreof the
entire n-year sequences drawn from the k
previously selected sequences (in this
examplen=36 and k=18), or

" use a combination of the above two
approaches.

The methodology described here essentially uses
the third approach and is designed to help guide users in
determining when to use which sequences and what
portions of them in finding and verifying the optimal.
Based on the facts that

" many plannershave more confidence in the
characteristics contained in the historical
data than those contained in any given
sequence of stochastically generated data,

. it is desirable, from a computational view-
point, to work with as few years of data as
practicable, and

" the primary purpose of using generated
stochastic sequences is to be able to evaluate
the impact that other equally likely stream-
flow and demand sequences have on the
system response,

considerable dependence is placed upon the use of the
availablehistorical datasequence and portionsof it (e.g.,
the critical periods) prior to expending much effort
analyzing the impact caused by stochastically generated
sequences.

Even though only the historical data are used, the
question of how much of that availabledataneeds to be
used becomes important. If, for example, firm-yield
computations are being made, considerable computer
time can be saved by analyzing, in many of the
computer runs, only the more droughtyperiods.On the
other hand, if an accurate estimate of the average
pumping and shortage?2/costs is desired, it is probably
wise to use, at least at the beginning of the analysis, all
of the historical data available. Only upon gaining

32/ "Shortage" as used here is the difference between a
prespecified demand for water and the amount of water
delivered. The simulation and optimization models referred to
herein have the capability to assign a penalty cost for shortages
incurred; thus, they can be used to trade off the cost of
shortages incurred against reservoir or canal capacity costs and
solve for the optimalshortage level.
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considerable insight into the performance of a given
system against a given prespecified data set should the
entire-recordsimulationprocess be shortened.

SelectiveUse of Only a Portionof a Sequence

Assuming that a user finds it desirable to use only
a portidn of the historical record to compute average
pumping costs and average shortage costs, it would be
foolish, of course, to use only the more droughty
periods in this analysis because a higher than average
shortage cost would probably result. Rather, what is
desired is as short a duration as possible that, on the
average,contains mostof the characteristicsof the entire
record. Thisdegree of conformity shouldbe measuredin
terms of the system response— not necessarily the
hydrologic variability.

The portion of the record that best exhibits these
characteristics can be found by computing and
analyzing, throughout the entire historical record,
simulated moving average costs and physical system
responses for various durations. Table10 presents the
results of this type of analysis on a 36-year simulation
run. It shows that several shorter periods in the
entire 36-year record can be used to accurately estimate,
within plus or minus 2 percent, the pumping costs plus
the shortage costs incurred. Perhaps the best shorter
period for this example is the one16 years long that
begins in year14.

By using carefully selected shorter periods of
record intermittently with the entire 36-year historical
period, a 40 to 50 percent savings in computation time
can be realized with negligiblereduction in theaccuracy
of the answer generated. On even a modest sized
problem this savings in computer time can represent
several thousand dollars.

SelectiveUse of SelectedSequences

Assuming that 18 sequences were selected for
analysis, as shown in Figure 38, the question arises of
how best to use these sequences in finding the
minimum-expected-costplan. The first step is comprised
of evaluatingthe plan derivedin StepFour by simulating
its performanceagainst all 18 sequences. The average of
the resulting costs (the expected performance) and the
range and distributionof thesecosts then form the basis
for further sequence usage.

For example,subsetsof

" 9 sequences— onepereach category,

" 8 sequences— two per each corner category,

" 4 sequences— one per each corner category,

or any other combination can be selected and evaluated
to determine how closely their expected performances
approximatethatof the entire 18 sequences.

The material contained in Table 11 demonstrates
how, for the examplehydrologic system, the expected
performances vary according to usage of different
numbers of sequences and their spatial distributionon
theselection chart.

Based on this type of analysis, the subset that
most closely approximates the expectedperformanceof
the 18 sequences can be used intermittently with the
entire set of 18 sequences when striving to find the
minimum-expected-cost plan. It is stressed that selected
sequence subsets should be used only if it can be
demonstrated that the fewer sequences give reasonable
results in estimating the portion of the costs that have
the greatest variability and thus affect the expected
performancethe most.

In addition to using various sequence subsets,
additional savings in computer time can be realized,
without significantly reducing the accuracy of the
answers generated, by using only portions of each
stochastic sequence. This can be accomplished in the
same manner used to analyze the historical data
sequence. Only the portion of the stochastic sequence
which most closely approximatesthe responsegenerated
by the entire sequence need be used in computing
estimatesof expectedsystem performance.

By combining these two shortening processes, the
amount of computer time required to compare alterna-
tives and thus find the minimum-expected-costplancan
be reducedby at least50 percent.

TheNo Import Case

To this point considerableattentionhas been given
to developing procedures for finding minimum-
expected-cost staging plans. The procedures developed
have been primarily directed toward the case where an
abundance of import water is available. Therefore, the
procedures, in essence, help the planner solve for the
amount of import water required. In the example
problem 10 million acre-feetperyear was assumed to be
available. As is shown in Figure 20 contained in
Chapter V, the average import used was only 4.33
million acre-feetperyear at the 2020 demand level, with
the import used in any year never exceeding8 million
acre-feet. Since the import water did not constrain the
supply to the point where demands could not be met,
the problem of sizing demands to a limitedsupply was
not a part of the exampleproblem.

This section poses the problem of finding the
optimal level of demands (containing a stochastic
component) that can be met with a limited and variable
supply.The questionsposedare:
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Table 10.— Percent Deviation From 36- Year Average Annual Cost ResponseYEAR ATWHICHMOVINGAVERAGE DURATION OF THE MOVING AVERAGE (YEARS)

10 12 14 16 18 20BEGINS 24 28 32

1

11.2 22.8 25.2 17.5 12.9 4.2 1.0 - .5 -.5 -1.7 3.3 1.3 0.0

2 9.4 28.1 12.7 11.9 2.8 -1.4 -3.1 -2.3 -5.9 -2.2 1.1 -1.2

4 40.5 15.8 14.0 2.7 -2.2 -4.0 -3.0 -6.9 -6.0 .1 0.0 -2.0

6 16.0 13.5 - .5 -5.7 -7.3 -5.6 -9.7 -8.4 -4.6 -.3 -2.7

8 -12.5 -22.5 -23.6 -21.8 -17.5 -20.5 -17.7 -12.3 -8.0 -6.8 -8.0

10 -16.9 -20.2 -18.9 -14.2 -18.3 -15.4 -9.7 -5.1 -3.6 -5.8

12 -34.6 -28.0 -19.9 -23.7 -19.4 -12.3 -6.8 -4.9 -5.7 -7.3

14 -20.8 -12.4 -19.01 -14.8 -7.3 -1.7 - .2 -1.6 -3.6

16 -5.3 -16.4 -11.8 -3.4 2.4 3.6 1.6 -1.0 -1.8

18 -17.2 -10.8 - .5 5.9 6.6 3.9 .7 - .4

20 -18.3 -2.1 6.3 7.1 3.8 .2 -1.0

22 16.2 21.3 18.6 12.3 6.7 4.4

24 30.9 24.1 14.9 7.6 4.8

26 21.0 9.8 1.9 - .3

28 -1.0 -7.9 -8.2

30 -17.1 -14.5

32 -15.4

34 -10.2

Italic numbers represent deviations of less than plus or minus 2 percent.
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Table 11.— Estimates of ExpectedPerformance for Various Selected Sequences

" What expected level of demandscan be met
if no import water is available?

" What is the relationship between increased
demand requirements and incurred
shortages?

" What are the optimal levels of shortages for
variousassumed unit penaltycosts? and

" Based upon the above, what is the optimal
level of utilization of the limitedavailable
supply?

As was the case in the exampleproblem,only the
Cypress Creek and Sulphur River basins are considered.
Likewise, the demand locations are the same and the
system configuration for the 1990 plan shown in
Figure 30 and Table 9 is used to perform the following
demonstration analysis. The 18 sequences selected in
ChapterVI are used to demonstrate the impact that the
stochastic variability of the supply and demand
quantities have on the problem being analyzed and to
help determine the optimal expected level of demands
thatcan be met witha limitedwater supply.

The results of thisanalysis are shown inFigure 47.
These results wereobtained by simulating the perform-
ance of the 1990 planshown in Figure 30 againstall 18
selected sequences of supply quantities and varying
levels of assumed demands (irrigated acreages).
Figure 47a and Table 12 show that 11 levels of required
demands were evaluated,ranging from 80 millionto 159
million acre-feet of required water. These amounts of
water are for a 36-year simulation period— the same
period used to find the minimum-expected-costplan in
the first part of thischapter.

The limited supply, based upon the historical
sequence, is 124.6 million acre-feet for the 36-year
simulation period (3.46 million acre-feet per year);
whereas the expected supply, based upon the average of
all 18 sequences, is 125.8 million acre-feet (3.49 million
acre-feet per year). The historical demand is 121.3
million acre-feet (3.37 million acre-feet per year);
whereas the expected demands are 122.3 millionacre-
feet (3.40 millionacre-feetperyear).The distributionof
the total supply and demand by sequence for the 1990
condition is shown in Table13. As can be seen the
variation in the total supply and demand about the
average of all 18 sequences is less than plus or minus 3

EXPECTED
NUMBER PERFORMANCE

OF SEQUENCE SUBSETS POWER PLUS SHORTAGE
SEQUENCES USED TO COMPUTE COSTS
AVERAGED EXPECTEDPERFORMANCE* (MILLIONS OF

DOLLARS)

PERCENT
DEVIATION

FROM
18-SEQUENCE

AVERAGE

18 All 18 sequences 131.7 0.0

9 1sequence per category 121.7 - 7.6

9 1sequence per category 129.4
-

1.8

9 1 sequence per category 132.4 0.5

9 1sequence per category 131.1 - 0.5

8 2 sequences each from 137.0 4.0
categories 1,3, 7, and 9

6 2sequences each from 127.4
-

3.3
categories 1,5, and 9

6 2 sequences each from 153.6 16.6
categories 7, 5, and 3

6 2 sequences each from 120.6 -
8.5

categories 1,4,and 7

6 2 sequences each from 137.6 4.4
categories 2, 5, and8

6 2 sequences each from 137.1 4.1
categories 3, 6, and 9

Thecategories are those shown on the two-dimensional selection chart in Figure38.
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Table 12.— Selected Information for 11 Demand Levels Analyzed(Based on average of all 18 sequences)TOTAL * MAXIMUM MINIMUM36-YEAR PERCENT DEMANDS SHORTAGES INCURREDDEMAND DEMANDS OF 1990 REQUIRED INCURRED SHORTAGELEVEL REQUIRED DEMAND (MILLIONS OF (MILLIONS OF (MILLIONS OF(MILLIONS OF LEVEL ACRE-FEET) ACRE-FEET) ACRE-FEET)ACRE-FEET) PER YEAR PER YEAR PER YEAR

INCURREDSHORTAGE (MILLIONS OFACRE-FEET)PER YEAR

DEMANDS MET(MILLIONS OFACRE-FEET)PER YEAR

1 80 65 2.20 0.2 1.0 0.0 79.4

2 86 70 2.37

3 92 75 2.54 1.2 4.4 0.0 90.0

4 98 80 2.71

5 104 85 2.88

6 110 90 3.05 5.9 13.7 0.7 104.0

7 116 95 3.22

8 122 100 3.49 12.4 21.3 4.5 110.0

9 135 110 3.73 21.1 29.8 14.4 113.5

10 147 120 4.07

11 159 130 4.41Demand Level 8 is the central case from which percentage deviations were made and corresponds to the 1990 demand level.The total supply is 124.6 million acre-feet or 3.46 million acre-feet per year.
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Table 13.— Supplyand Demand Totals for 36-YearPeriods by Sequence

percent. This small variation in the average is expected;
however, as pan be seen in Figure 47a, the amount of
shortages incurred varies considerablymore (e.g.,plus or
minus50 percent from the expected).

The large variation in shortage amounts among
the 18 selected sequences indicates that the amount of
demands that can be met on the average could vary
significantly. For example, consider the case (the 1990
demand level) where the demands required are 122.3
million acre-feet for the 36-year period. The actual
demands met with the Figure 30 system configuration
varied from approximately100 million to 116 million
acre-feet— a variation of approximately8 percent above
and below the expected level of 107.5 millionacre-feet.
Converting this variation to irrigated acreage
equivalents,8 million acre-feetprovides, on theaverage,
sufficient supplemental water to sustain approxi-
mately120,000 acres.33/ Therefore, there would be
approximately a 5 percent chance (1 out of 18) that an
irrigationproject constructednow would,on theaverage
over the next 36 years,haveeither 120,000 toomany or
too few acres. This amount of error in theover-sizingof
a project could have considerableeffectson the benefits
derived from that project and may indicate that a more
conservatively sized project should be built. The
expected size of the irrigation project is 1.8 million
acres (an average of 1.86 acre-feet of supplemental
irrigation water per acre per year at the wholesale
delivery point).

33/ The average rainfall in the demand area is 18 inches per
year.

This variationalso indicatesthat the firm yieldcan
fluctuate from as low as 2.0 millionacre-feetper year to
ashigh as 2.5 millionacre-feetperyear. This representsa
fluctuation of approximatelyplus or minus 12 percent
of the expected firm yield of 2.22 million acre-feetper
year. In comparison, the historical sequence has a firm
yield of 2.15 million acre-feetper year, thus, providing
in this case an accurate estimate of the expected firm
yield.

Analyzing further, the information contained in
Figure 47a shows that as the demands required become
larger the expected shortages increase at an increasing
rate. Concurrently, the amount of system losses
(evaporation and external spills) decreaseat a decreasing
rate. The decreased losses and, therefore, better
utilization of the limited water supply is expected
because, with increased demands, the level of the
reservoirs, on the average, tends to be lower. With
reservoirs lower, less evaporation occurs and there is
greater opportunity to retain large flows that would
otherwise spill from the system.

Figure 47b shows that as the demands and
shortages becomegreater thedemandsmet approach the
totalexpected supply. However, because of evaporation
losses, thedemandsmet never canequal the supply,even
if all system spills are eliminated. Similarly,at the upper
end of the curve where the demandsmet approach115
million acre-feet, shortages incurred to accomplish this
are 42 million acre-feet— a highly unsatisfactory
condition.

36-YEAR AMOUNTS
(MILLIONS OF ACRE-FEET)

SEQUENCE
NUMBER

TOTAL
SUPPLY TOTAL DEMANDS

TOTAL DEMANDS
MET

1
2
3

124.6
125.9
126.6

121.3
120.0
123.9

107.0
106.2
110.4

4
5
6

125.9
127.4
123.2

121.2
122.2
123.2

113.1
117.8
110.7

7
8
9

128.2
128.0
125.7

125.3
121.3
120.5

107.6
113.7
110.2

10
11
12

125.1
127.0
123.1

123.1
121.9
122.0

108.2
115.8
113.6

13
14
15

127.9
126.1
125.4

124.3
121.2
124.1

114.9
104.3
106.1

16
17
18

122.3
128.7
124.2

122.7
121.8
123.0

109.9
100.1
110.6

Average 125.8 122.3 110.0

Average
Annual

3.49 3.40 3.06
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While Figures 47a and 47b contain the hydrologic
response of the problem being analyzed, Figures47c
and 47d contain the corresponding cost information. In
both Figures 47c and 47d the family of curves shown
reflects how the system's total and unit present value
cost response changes with various unit penalty costs
and levels of demandsmet.Figure 47d is developedfrom
information contained on Figures47b and 47c, and
contains theanswer to the problembeinganalyzed.As is
shown in Figure 47d and itemized in Table 14, the
amount of demands that can be met optimally (at
minimum cost) is a function of the penalty cost used.
The minimum-cost trajectory shows that the lower the
penalty cost, the greater is the amount of demandsthat
can be optimally met. This is reasonable because with
lower penalty costs more shortages can be tolerated
economically and with more shortages tolerated a
greater demandcan be specified.This alsoindicates that
the lower the penalty cost the greater will be the
effective usage of the limitedwater supply. For example,
Table14 shows that witha penalty cost of $100.00 per
acre-foot,77.7 percent of the available supply is trans-
ferred to the demand areas; whereas at a unit penalty
cost of$20.00,85.7 percent of the available supply is
transferred to the demand area.Both of these solutions
represent optimal shortage conditions;however, for this
particular example problem, if the penalty cost is
actually $20.00 per acre-foot it really does not pay to
transfer any water to the demandareasbecause thecost
to deliver is approximately$32.00 per acre-foot. Both
Table-14 and Figure 48 graphically show how the
penalty cost interacts with the unit delivery cost, and
the ratio of penalty costs to delivery costs. For
discussion purposes herin this ratio is assumed to be
equal to a pseudo benefit-cost ratio as shown in
Figure 48 and as qualified at the bottom of Table14.
With this in mind, if as assumed in the example, the
penalty cost is $100.00 per acre-foot, the pseudo
benefit-cost ratio is 2.9. If, on the other hand, the
penalty cost is$20.00 per acre-foot, the pseudobenefit-
cost ratio is0.6.

For this year's project (ProjectII),no attempt was
made to quantify the methodology for interacting the
actual penalty-cost information (the minimum-point
trajectory inFigure 47d) with the actual benefits.This is
an area needing further study, and is a portion of next
year's research (Project III).

Therefore, the onlyconclusion that can be drawn
from Figures47 and 48 is that the optimal level of
demands met is between 77 and 84 percent of the
availablesupply and this amount of water isbetween22
and 33 percent greater than the expected firm yield of
the system. It is again stressed, however, that these
conlcusions are problem-specific. Although they may be
used to guide the direction of futurestudies, they are at
this time based on unverified hydrologic and cost data
sets. The data sets usedweredevelopedpurely for model
development and verification purposes, and the results
should be reviewedin that context.

ConcludingRemarks

The methodology described in this chapter does
not make use of existing stochastic programming
proceduressuch as the chance-constrained programming
of Charnes and Cooper (1959) and other similar
methods (Chow and Meredith,1969b). These methods,
if used, would not permit the representation of the
system in the modelingdetailpossible throughthe use of
SIM-111. Furthermore, if it were not necessary tomodel
the system as precisely as possible through the use of
SIM-111, stochastic programming procedures could be
used; however, in most cases they do not provide the
output detail necessary to measure the possible varia-
bility in system responses. Often, information con-
cerning the variability in system response is as important
to the analyst in planning as is the minimum-expected-
cost plan. Examplesof the variabilityanalyses whichcan
be conducted are given in the following chapter.

Table14.-OptimalDemandsMet,UnitCost ofDelivery,and
Pseudo Benefit-CostRatioInformation

OPTIMAL LEVELOF DEMANDS MET
SHORTAGE PERCENT UNIT COST RATIO OF
PENALTY TOTAL OVER AVERAGE PERCENT OF OF PENALTY

COST 36 YEARS ANNUAL ABOVE AVERAGE DELIVERY COST TO
(DOLLARS PER (MILLIONS OF (MILLIONS OF EXPECTED AVAILABLE (DOLLARS PER DELIVERY

ACRE-FOOT) ACRE-FEET) ACRE-FEET) FIRM YIELD SUPPLY ACRE-FOOT) COST*

100 97.5 2.71 22.1 77.7 34.90 2.9

80 99.5 2.76 24.3 79.1 34.45 2.3

60 102.0 2.83 27.5 81.1 33.90 1.8

40 104.5 2.90 30.6 83.1 33.15 1.2

20 107.5 2.99 34.7 85.7 32.00 0.6

*
This ratio is based upon the assumption that the unit penalty cost (being equal to the damage incurred for not delivering water)

approximates the benefits from delivery of the water.
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It is possible that stochastic programming pro-
cedures may be utilized effectively in establishinginitial
low-cost plans to be used as starting points for more

detailed simulation and optimizationprograms such as
SIM-111. Initialstudy of the feasibilityof thisapproach is
underway and somepromising resultsareexpected.



Figure 47

Sizing Demands to a Limited Supply
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Figure 48
Penalty Costs Versus Demands Met, Unit Delivery Costs,

and Pseudo Benefit-Cost Ratios
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VIII. Analysis of Variability

This chapter describesthe results of analyzingthe
impact that stochasticvariabilityin the hydrologicinput
data have on the cost response of the prototype being
simulated. This chapter also provides the framework for
determininghow thisvariabilitymight cause the planner
to select a more costly staging plan in lieu of the
minimum-expected-cost plan derived in ChapterVII
because too much variability exists in the physical and
costperformance of the minimum-expected-costplan.

In the discussion to follow, an exampleset of the
economic response data is presented initially and its
distribution is analyzed. Then, the components of the
total present value cost are studied to assess their
contribution to the variation of the totalcost.Following
this assessment, an analysis of the total cost variance is
presented and the consequences of basing planning
decisions on minimizing expectations are analyzed.

Next, the results of a correlation study between the
economicvariation and hydrologicattributesof drought
are discussed. Finally, the question of the number of
sequences needed to compute reliable expectations is
considered.

In the previous chapter, as shown in Figures45
and 46, 14 different implementation plans were
subjected to18 preselected runoff and demand
sequences in the search for the plan that minimizesthe
expected or average cost. The analysis of cost variation
in these14 implementation plans, which is presented in
this chapter, utilizes the cost data generated in that
search. Table 15 contains an example data set for one
implementation plan and lists only those data which
vary; these are import water,power, shortage, and total
presentvalue costs. The exampleplancorresponds to the
point AC=-2,000andAT=+lo shown onFigure 45.

Table 15.— CostSummary for the 18SelectedSequences

PRESENT VALUE IST BILLIONS F DOLLARS)*
IMPORT

SEQUENCE WATER POWER SHORTAGE TOTAL
NUMBER COST COST COST COST

1 . 0.05 1.37 0.29 4.20
2 .04 1.31 .58 4.42
5 .05 1.39 .46 4.39

6 .05 1.41 .33 4.27
10 .04 1.38 .48 4.39
11 .06 1.38 .52 4.44

12 .05 1.42 .35 4.30
20 .05 1.40 .35 4.28
21 .05 1.42 .43 4.38

23 .04 1.37 .28 4.19
40 .04 1.37 .35 4.24
55 .06 1.37 .40 4.31

63 .05 1.40 .45 4.38
65 .05 1.35 .66 4.54
81 .07 1.48 .34 4.37

73 .06 1.39 .47 4.40
87 .07 1.45 .23 4.25
96 .05 1.36 .52 4.42

ExpectedCost 4.36

Standard Deviation 0.09

Coefficient of Variation (Percent) 2.1

*
Costs included in total andnot shown individually(reservoircosts, and conduit capital and operation and maintenance costs) are the

same for all 18 sequences. Each row corresponds to oneoptimizationanalysis.
Values shown aboveare for the examplestaging plan corresponding to the pointAc=— 2,000 and At=+lo shown on Figure45.
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Distribution of Costs

How is the present value of the total cost
distributed and how is it disaggregated into its
components?As an example,consider the totalcost data
listed in Table15.Figure 49 shows thesedataplottedon
a normal probability scale; it also shows a theoretical
normal distribution based on the calculated mean and
standard deviation of the data. The data points shown
on Figure49 are positioned according to the n+l
plotting position assumption. Thus, for thiscase, the 18
data points are ordered highest to lowest and a proba-
bility of 1/19 is assigned to each datum. The accumula-
tion of these probabilitiesare the values plotted on the
ordinateof this figure.

Eighteen observations are normally considered to
be a weak basis upon which to form an inference.
However, because of the sequence selection procedure
employed, the 18 observations can be considered to be
representative of the range of responses which would
occur if all sequenceswhich weregeneratedwereused in
the analysis. As shown in Figure 49, the distribution
which is derived from this small sample roughlyfollows
the theoretical normal distribution. Therefore, for
operational purposes, the economic responses are
assumed to be normally distributed. In support of this
data interpretation, the reader will recall that the
deterministic optimizations operate through a consider-
able number of additive linear transformations. Under
these circumstances, the Central Limit Theorem, which
states that the sums of large numbers of random events
tend to be normal, supports the normality assumption.
The normality assumption is used to derive probability
statementspresentedin the next section.

Consider now the distributionof costs amongits
components.Table 16 contains the resultsof an analysis
of the variation in the different cost items. These results
show that variation is high in import and shortage costs
and low in power costs. The lack of much variation in

power costs is directly related to the high penalty costs
for shortages,and the constraints imposed on the canal
flows. The high penaltycosts forced demandsto be met
as longas it was technically possible,and thecanal flow
constraints kept a sufficient supply of water moving to
West Texas. These two factors plus the relatively
constant pumping liftof the systemkept thevariationin
power costs to a minimum.

Coefficients of variation (expected value divided
by the standarddeviation) of import and shortage costs
are 15.8 and 26.9 percent, respectively. Import costs
also have a very low expected cost, and consequently,
the variation in this smallcost willnot have much effect
on variations in total cost.On the other hand, shortage
costs are about8 percent of the total cost and their
variation (as measured by the standard deviation) is
greater than the variation in total costs. Therefore,
shortage costsarevery important in describing variations
in totalcost.

Variance Analysis

For each capacity expansionprogram considered,
the coefficient of variation of total costs, expressedas a
percentage, was computed. These values are shown on
Figure 50 along with contours that illustrate the
coefficient of variation response surface. The contours
appear regular, which indicates a functional relationship
between capacity expansion and total cost variation. A
general trend is noted that as construction is deferred
(Tmoves right), the variation in totalcost increases, and
that as the capacity is increased (C moves up), the
variation is decreased. It is also noted that the contours
of the coefficient of variation do not correspond with
the general shape of the contours of expectedvalue as
shown in Figures45 and46. In fact, there is a slight
trend indicating an increase in the coefficient of
variationas the expectedcost decreases.

Table 16.— Variation ofCost Components

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
EXPECTED VALUE STANDARD DEVIATION (PERCENT)

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

Present Value Import 0.05 0.0082 15.8
Costs

Present Value Power 1.43 .0393 2.8
Costs

Present Value Shortage .32 .0873 26.9
Costs

Present Value Total 4.34 .0816 1.9
Costs

n =18.
The total variance is not the sum of the componentsbecause of covariance among the cost components.
Case: Ac = —1,000, At= +10 (Of the combinations studied, this had the lowest expected total cost.)
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Figure 49
Cumulative Probability Distribution of Present Value TotalCost
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Figure 50
Present Value Co st--Co efficient of Variation Response

S urface
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The values of the coefficient of variationshown on
Figure 50 aresmall, indicating that hydrologic variability
has only a modest impact on the variability of the
economic response. The values range from 1.2 to2.3
percent. A good number to use in representing the
coefficient of variation of the economic response is2
percent. It follows then, assuming normality, that the
economic response is expected, with95 percentproba-
bility, to fall within 8 percent of the expected value.
Eight percent corresponds to a range of four standard
deviations.

There are two possible assumptions in the deter-
ministic optimization procedure that could reduce the
impact of hydrologic variability on economicresponse.
These are (1) the reservoir operation rule and (2) the
assumption concerning the availabilityof import water.

To assess the degree to which system cost varia-
bility is influenced by the reservoir operation criteria,
the minimum-expected-cost staging plan was analyzed
using two sets of operation criteria. The first set
assumed a 1-year knowledge of the future hydrologic
events prior to simulation, whereas the second set
assumed no prior knowledge.This comparativeanalysis
resulted in an expectedpresent value total cost of $4.54
billion and a coefficient of variation of 2.7 percent for
the second set of operationcriteria; thecomparable cost
with the first set of operationcriteria was$4.34 billion
and a coefficient of variation of 1.9 percent. Thus,
perfect knowledge operation criteria lowered both
variability (1.9 percent as opposed to2.7 percent)and
expected costs ($4.34 billion as opposed to $4.54
billion).

To determine whether variability was influenced
by the assumption concerning availability of import
water, the initial plan (AC=O, AT=O) was studied
at 1990 canal capacities and demand values with the
constraint that no water could be imported. This
condition produced a coefficient of variation in yearly
costs (total costs divided by 36 with no interest rate
adjustment) of 3.32 percent. Although this number is
not strictly comparable with the 1.9 percent presented
in Figure 50, it strongly suggests that the availability of
import water reducestheeconomic effectsofhydrologic
variability.

Finally, consider the expected costs (Figure 46)
and coefficients of variation (Figure 50) jointly. For
each implementation plan considered, there exists a
conservative economic response which has a 1 percent
chance of being exceeded.This conservativeresponse is
computed as the expected cost plus 2.35 times its
standard deviation, assuming that costs are distributed
normally. Figure 51 illustrates cost contours for such
conservative economicresponses. It is.reassuring that the
least costly implementation plan indicated by this plot
(C=— l,oooand T=+lo) is the same one that resulted in
minimumtotal expectedcosts (see Figure 46). There is,

however, no reason to believe this will be the general
case. Different levels of conservatism (for example,5
percent rather than1 percent) may yield different
results. Additional planning problems should yield
informationregardingdecisionsbased on linear combina-
tions of themean and standarddeviation.

Correlation Study

To analyze the factors contributing to cost varia-
tion, a correlation study was made.Figure52 shows the
correlation matrix for a set of 12 variables. These
variablesare the position and magnitudesof droughts of
duration42, 54, 66, and 78 months plus the total
present value cost and its three component variables.
This matrix contains coefficients of correlationbetween
each of the 12 variables.

Of particular interest are the correlation
coefficients of the cost components with the hydrologic
attributes which are shown in the enclosed lower left
hand rectangleof the matrix.Fisher's Z transformation
for 18 observationsindicates that the sample correlation
coefficient should exceed 0.5 before one can be95
percent certain that the underlying populationvalue is
non-zero. Most values in the enclosed rectangle are less
than 0.5, which indicates weak correlationsbetweenthe
four cost variables and the eight hydrologicattributes.
All correlation coefficients between cost components
and the positionof the droughts are well below the 0.5
significance level. These low coefficients indicate that,
for the test case,the positionof droughts haslittleeffect
on cost.

On the other hand, there are some significant
correlations between cost components and drought
magnitude. Import costs correlate fairly well with the
magnitude of the 78-monthdrought but poorly with the
shorter term events. The assumption limiting the availa-
bility of import water could cause thissituation.Shorter
term droughts, which are more severe in magnitude,
could require more import water than is available.
However, the limit on imports forces shortages to occur
and breaks down the correlationwith the shorter term
events. Correlationsbetween shortage costs and drought
magnitude support this argument. The magnitude of
the42-month drought, which is the shortest event
considered, correlated significantly withshortage costs.
Thus, the evidence contained in the correlationmatrix
indicates that droughts of duration less than 42 months
shouldhave been considered.

Power costs correlate weakly withdrought magni-
tude. These correlation coefficients are all negative,
which indicates that power costs decrease as droughts
become more severe and shortages are incurred even
though water is being imported. This reinforces an
earlierconclusion that shortage costsare more important
than import costs in describing the variation in total
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Figure 51

Conservative Present Value Cost Response Surface
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Figure 52

Correlation Matrix for 12 Cost and Hydrologic Variables
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costs. Total costsdid not correlatesignificantly withany
of thedrought attributes.

Additional evidence in support of the conclusions
drawn in this chapter is contained in the correlation
coefficients among the cost components. Both import
and shortage costs correlate well with power costs.
However, when they are correlatedwith totalcostsonly
shortage costs are significant.Since shortagescosts area
direct function of shortages, the variation in total costs
appears to be mainly attributableto shortages.

Required Number of Sequences

A final question is consideredin thischapter: how
many records are necessary to obtain reliableestimates
of present value expected cost? The question is
approached from a theoretical viewpoint through
consideration of the standard error of the mean. The
sample mean, ju, is an unbiased estimate of the true
mean, n, of a population (providing it is based on a
random sample), and the sample mean has a standard
deviation equal to the standard error, SE(ju). The
standard deviation of the population mean is computed
by

SE(ju)=-^

where o is the population standard derivation of the
original data and n is the populationsize.The valueo is
not known, therefore, theoperationalequation is

a
SE £) =—

vn

where n is the sample size and o is the sample standard
deviation.Thepercent erroris definedas follows

PercentError
- ( lM 'Ml )x 100

It is desired to keep the percent error small to
increase ones confidence that fi is approximatelyequal
to ju. Figure 53 shows probability levels for various
combinationsof n and percent error.The figure assumes
ju is normally with mean ju and standard
deviation SE (fi). Figure53 shows from a theoretical
viewpoint that one can obtain, with high probability, a
small percent error with small sized samples. Consider
the top curve, the 99 percent confidence plot. The
probability statement associated with this curve is that
there is a 99 percent chance that the percent error will
be less than the values traced by the curve. Similar
statements apply to the other curves. For the example
problem four sequences are sufficient to get only 2.5
percent error or less with99 percent confidence. In
other words, the 18 sequences selected for thisstudy are
adequate.

Figure 53. — Percent Error Versus Number of Records
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IX. Sensitivity Analyses

This chapter describes the procedure comprising
Step Six in the overall plan optimization procedure
discussed in Chapter 11. This is the final step in the
planning procedureand involves testing thesensitivity of
the cost and physical response of the simulatedproto-
type to variations in all of the input parametersused by
the models. For purposes of this discussion, the
minimum-exptected-cost plan developed in StepFive is
used and referred to as the central case. Input para-
meters evaluatedin this sensitivity analysis are:

" prespecified waterrequirements,

" monthly distribution of the water
requirements,

" gross evaporation rates in the demand area,

" quantityof import water available,

" duration over which import water is avail-
able,

" rainfall in thedemandarea,

" root depth of the various crops in the
demandarea,

.". reservoir inflow quantities in the supply
area,

" reservoir storage capacities in the supply
area,

" reservoir surface area in the supply area,

" net lake surface evaporation rates in the
supply area,

" power costs for pumping,

" different methods of discounting the total
cost of implementationplans,and

" the assumed starting storage contents of
reservoirs.

This analysis also measures the impact that
stochastic variability in the supply and demand quan-
tities has on the Step Five minimum-expected-cost
staging plan. Based upon this informationand a measure
of tolerable risk, the sensitivity analysis provides the
means for perhaps selecting an implementation plan
other than the minimum-expected-costplan indentified
in StepFive if the risk or variability for that plan is
found to be unacceptably high.

Responseto Changes in
Requirementsfor Water

The projected requirements for water constitute
some of the most important data in water planning
studies because they furnish the driving force creating
the need for water development.Water requirements to
be suppliedby proposedprojectsaredevelopedbasedon
expected increases in population or industrial and
agricultural activities. As in all projections, inherent
uncertaintiesare associated with the magnitudeof these
requirements. If water demands develop at a greater or
lesser rate than that projected as abasis forplanning,the
operationalrequirementsfor the system willchange.

Consider the information shown inFigure 54. The
change in total system cost (capital cost plus operation
and maintenance cost) is depicted for water require-
ments varying above and below those projected. The
projected water requirementcorresponds to the central
plot of the curve (corresponding to a cost of $9.18
billion). Note that the rate of change of total system
cost increases at a greater rate as demands rise. Water
requirements shown are cumulative values for
the 36-yearplanning periodat the2020 level of demand.

Figure 54.— Sensitivity of System Cost to Changes
in Water Requirements
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The effect of the monthly distribution of the
demand for water is illustrated by Figure 55. In the
figure, the response of total system cost is shown as a
result of variation in the quantity of water required
when the monthly distributionof that total requirement
is varied. Three monthly demand distributions were
considered,and the total quantity of waterdemand was
varied for each of the three distributions. The distri-
butions were: (1)a uniform distribution, applying an
equal percentage of the annual demand in each month,
(2) an average distribution, applying a distribution of
monthly percentages based upon observed uses, and
(3) a stochastic variation in demand in which the
demands werecomputed using a consumptive-usemodel
withstochastic hydrologic data.The stochastic variation
results in the greatest system costs becauseof the erratic
nature of the demands.

Figure55.— Sensitivity of System Cost to Changes in Water
Requirementsand TheirMonthly Distribution

Response to Changes in
Evaporation Data

In the Southwest, an important hydrologic vari-
able in water system planning is the loss due to
evaporation. Figure 56 depicts the change in total
system cost which results from evaporationrates which
are greater or lesser than those originally used as a basis
for planninganalyses. Evaporationrates wereestimated
by computing lake surface rates based on measurements
of actual evaporation less rainfall whichis considered to

have fallen on the lake surface. The information
presented in Figure56 can be compared with thatgiven
in other plotssuch as Figure 54 to determinewhich data
have the greatest bearing on system response when
considering revising data for more detailed planning
studies. In this example,water requirementshavesignif-
icantly greater influence on total system cost than
evaporation. This may not be true in every case,
however.

Figure 56.— Sensitivity of System Cost to Changes
in Evaporation Rate

Response to Changes in
Import Availability

The example water development system at high
levels of water requirement is dependent on some
external source for import water. Four curves in
Figure 57 illustrate the variation in total system cost
which would result from import water available for
various part-yeardurations, ranging from 2 to 6 months,
with the total annual quantities varying from the
minimum to maximumexpected quantity availablefor
each part-yearperiod. A uniform distributionof import
water availability was assumed for each period.

This information can be used to determine when
changes in import availability increase costs to the point
that revision of the entire project is in order, and to
specify the worth of alternative courses of action. As
indicated in the previous section, these data can be used
to assess the need for improving the data concerning the
availability of import water and to guide the allocation
of resources to the revision of the data. Further, data
such as these can be used to establish the optimal
quantity and duration of import required to augment
the supply availablewithin the system.

Responseto Changes in
Streamflow Data

In most planning studies it is necessary for
computational expendiency to assume that the future
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Figure57.— Sensitivity of SystemCost to Changesin
ImportWater Availability

streamflow conditions can be adequatelyrepresentedby
historical records. However, streamflow contains an
inherent risk element which introduces variability into
the planning process. Therefore, in the investigation
discussed herein, it was decided to generate equally
likely flow sequencesand to study the effect of alternate
sequences on system response. Initially, 100 sequences
of 36-year duration were generated and a subset of 18
sequences was selected to represent the full range of
possiblewetand dry sequenceswhichare possibleand to
exhibit the full range of critical period occurrence
throughout the planning period. The monthly stream-
flow synthesis program of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Hydrologic Engineering Center (1967), was
used togenerate the sequences.Themethodfor selecting
the subset of 18 representative sequences is described in
Chapter VI.

A plan of developmentas definedpreviouslyin the
section describing the physical problem was developed
for the system. Then 18 separate simulations of the
system wereperformed,using eachof the 36-year sets of
stochastichydrologicinput data (streamflows,demands,
and evaporation rates) as input to theSIM-HI simulation
model described previously. A summary of the data and
the system responses is given in Table 17. The table
presents the mean, range,and standard deviation for the
total supply and demand, for the undiscounted and

present value system costs, shortage costs, and power
costs, and for the total shortages and spills. Water
requirements,availabilities,shortages,and spillsare given
in millions of acre-feet for the 36-year planningperiod.
The requirements and costs are not comparable with
previously presented information in thischapter because
the data in Table 17 are for 1990 conditions while
previously given data are for 2020 conditions.
Considering the system responses in Table 17, a planner
would not be overly concernedabout the significance of
the variability in the available supply and the demand.
However, the variability generated in the system
shortages and costsare extremely significant.

Irrigation-Demand Sensitivities

Unit acre demands for irrigation water are
computed by a computer programtitledDEMAND-11.34/
The product of this computational procedure is a
sequence (or sequences) of monthly irrigation demands
reflecting the stochastic properties of the quantities
upon which the water balance is based,e.g.,rainfalland
evaporation.

The sensitivity of this model is illustrated in part
by Figure 58. In this figure, percent variation for the
total cumulative demand over the 36-year planning
horizon, 1985 to 2020, is contrasted to percent vari-
ation for the total cumulativeprecipitationand evapora-
tion in the demand area. The dominant influence of
evaporation is well illustrated.A change in evaporation
of 20 percent is identified with a change in demand of
about40 percent, while a comparable change inprecipi-
tation induces a change in demand of roughly 11
percent.

The effect of the assumed depth of root penetra-
tion is also illustrated in Figure 58. The relative insensi-
tivity of model response to this variable is suggested by
the fact that for these conditions a 20 percentvariation
in root depth caused only about a 5 percent change in
estimateddemand.

Firm-Yield Sensitivities

As was discussed in Chapter IV, firm-yieldanalysis
plays an important role in an optimal water resource
developmentplan. During that portion of the analysis,
most of the reservoirs weresized and reservoir operation
criteria werepreliminarilyspecified.Therefore, itshould
be of interest to know how accurate the yields being
computed are,and to whatdegree the variablessuch as
runoff, reservoir size, reservoir surfacearea,and evapora-
tion rates affect the accuracy of the firm yield.To help
determine this, a set of SIMYLD-I runs were made,

?£/ DEMAND-II is described in detail in Volume lID of this
report.
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Table 17.— Results of Analysis of 18 Stochastic Sequences for System Response, 1990 Conditions*

COST NOT DISCOUNTED PRESENT VALUE COSTTOTAL WATER TOTAL WATERREQUIREMENT AVAILABLE TOTALSHORTAGES TOTAL COST ' SHORTAGE COST POWER COST TOTAL COST SHORTAGE COST POWER COST
TOTALSYSTEM SPILLS

High 125.3 128.6 19.54 5.76 1.95 2.92 3.36 .94 1.33 16.63

Low 119.9 122.3 2.58 4.50 .26 2.48 2.70 .12 1.12 .63

Range 5.4 6.3 16.95 1.26 1.70 .43 .66 .82 .20 16.00

Mean 122.3 125.8 10.06 5.06 1.01 2.73 2.92 .42 1.24 7.31Standard 1.4 1.8Deviation 4.21 .33 .42 .11 .18 .22 .06 2.38

Water quantities are in millions of acre-feet.Costs are in billions of dollars.
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Figure 58.— Sensitivity of High Plains Irrigation Demands
to Changes in Selected Variables

varying the independent variables mentioned above by
up to plus and minus 20 percent. The results of that
process are shown in Figure59. The figureshows that as
either storage or runoff are increased by 20 percent,a
corresponding 10 to 11 percent increase in firm yield
occurs. Conversely, as these variables are decreased
by 20 percent the yield decreases by about 11 to 12
percent. The relationship is apparently not quite linear.
Figure 59 also shows that as evaporation rates are
increased by 20 percent, the firm yield decreases by
about 14 percent; whereasa decreased evaporationrate
of 20 percent causes only a 7.5 percent increase in firm
yield. In addition, for a 20 percent increase in reservoir
surface area, only a 4.0 percent decrease in firm yield
occurs. This relationship is apparently fairly linear
because a correspondingdecrease in surface area by 20
percent causes a 4 percentincrease inthe computed firm
yield.

Response to Changes in
Economic Information

As a part of the sensitivity studies, quantitative
results were obtained concerning changes in economic
information such as power cost for pumping and
methodsof cost discounting.

Figure 60 illustrates the effect of variationof the
cost of power on the total system cost. Power cost was

Figure59.— Sensitivity of Northeast Texas Firm
Yield to Changesin Selected Variables

Figure60.— Sensitivity of System Cost to
Changesin Power Cost

varied from 3 to 5 mils per killowatt-hourand the total
system cost resulting from a 36-year simulation was
determined.As shouldbe expected,the powercost has a
direct effect on the total system cost.The magnitudeof
the change is important in assessing the potential effect
of changes in the cost of power.

Comparative analysis of the data contained in
Figure 60 and the data presented in previous figures in
this chapter can provide information similar to that
given in Figure 61. This figure indicates the percentage
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Figure 61
Percentage Changes In Selected Variables Which Produce

A 10-Percent Change In Total System Cost
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Figure 62

Total System Cost as Influenced by
Canal Staging and Discounting
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change in selected variables required to produce a 10
percent change in total system cost. This type of
information can be useful in allocatingeffort aimed at
selectively improving the planning information base. It
should be emphasized that Figure 61 indicates only the
relative importance of various planning variables as
measured by the sytem cost response. The lengthof the
bar in the figure is inversely proportional to its
importance to system cost response. The percentage
deviations are all measured relative to theselected "best
plan"developed in StepFive. Implicit assumptionsused
in modeling, such as $100 per acre-foot shortage cost
and system operation rules, will have a pronounced
effecton the results presented.

Figure 62 indicates the influence of present value
computations in the selection of a minimum-cost plan.
The abscissa in Figure 62 representsalternativeplans for
sequentially staging the capacity expansionof the canal
system. Four capacity expansionsteps are considered,at
the beginning of the project (year 0), the 15thyear, the
25th year, and the 35th year. The alternate capacities
for mainstem canals (canals 19, 14, 10, 9, 25, 28, 29,
and 30) are given for each of the capacity expansion
steps. The ordinates in the figure show the undiscounted
and present value costs for the givencapacity expansion
plans. For each interest rate used in present value
computations, a curve similar to one of the lowercurves
in Figure62 is found. The curvespresented inFigure 62
were developed with an interest rate of4 percent.The
apparent least-costly plan changes with both the interest
rate and the number of yearsconsideredinpresent value
computations. The importance of the economic life of
the project in present value computations is illustrated.

These sensitivity investigations led to the
identification of the importance of drought location in
the selection of construction staging plans when using
present value costs as a measure of system performance.
If droughts occur late in the sequence,shortage costsare
masked in present value computations and an imple-
mentation plan unreasonably deficient in capital
facilities is indicated. For droughtsoccurringearly in the
sequence, unreasonably high levels of capital expendi-
tures are indicated by present value computations.
Because critical droughts can occur early or late in a
particular sequence with equal probability,this analysis
led to the development of a procedure which involves
computing average annual system costs before applying
present value computations so that unwarranted plans
are not indicated because of a particular drought
location in a hydrologicsequence.

Response to System Changes

The quantity of storage water which is assumed
present in the reservoirs in the system at the beginning
of the analysis period is known to influence the results
obtained. If reservoirs are assumed empty at the
beginning of theanalysis, thesystem isheavily penalized
by critical sequences occurring at the beginning of the
record. When reservoirs are assumed full orpartially full
at the beginning of the analysis, early droughts have an
artifically small effect on system performance. If a
"warm-up" prior period of several years is used to
simulate possible starting contents, the contents are

dependent almost entirely on the sequence used in the
prior period. Figure 63 indicates the effect of varying
the ratio of assumed starting contents to total reservoir
storagecapacity.Theupper curve indicatesthe totalcost
for the entire 36-year simulationperiod.Thelower curve
illustrates the total system cost for years 14
through 36— the final23 years of analysis. It is easily
seen that the assumption of starting contents signif-
icantly influences the results obtained and that this
influence is confined to the early years of the analysis.

In the computations leading to the selectionof an
optimal plan, much valuable information is generated
regarding the sensitivity of total system cost to changes
in configurationand timestaging of canal construction.
Some of this information is presented in Figure62. It is
important that this information be included, as it may
be possible that, for only a slight increase in cost, a
much more satisfactory plan from a political or social
standpoint can be devised than the minimum-expected-
cost plan obtainedin Step Five.

Another sensitivity investigation which was con-
ducted involved an analysis of the trade-off between
storage in the reregulationreservoirs in the supply area
and storage in the reservoirsnear the major demand area.
It was found that, even though evaporation losses are
significantly higher in the demand area, it is less costly
to store more water there than it is to increase
reregulation storage and pumping capacity in the other
parts of the system.

Figure63.— Sensitivity of System Cost to Changesin
Simulated ReservoirStartingContents
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